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Preface
The total solar power reaching the Earth is probably the most critical
l parameter external to the atmosphere which affects our climate. The question
of the constancy of the so-called solar constant, or solar irradiance, has
been addressed for nearly a century. However, for a variety of atmospheric
and instrumental limitations, a definitive answer has remained elusive.
The investigators who work on the problem of the solar constant come
from very different scientific backgrounds and use very dissimilar techniques.
However, this wealth of approaches has not been fully utilized since each
group often ignores the efforts of the other groups which use different
techniques.
When the organieing committee of this workshop first met in Spring 1980,
we had in mind a number of developments which had brought this old problem
again into focus. First of all, rocket-borne and balloon-borne instruments
kept producing changing values of the solar constant. Secondly, indirect
techniques had been proposed to monitor the solar constant, and they also
suggested the occurrence of changes. Unfortunately, not only the magnitude,
but even the sign of these changes were not very consistent with each other,
suggesting that a straightforward interpretation of the results was not
warranted. Finally_ for the first time we had two spacecraft in orbit,
Nimbus-7 and the Solar Maximum Mission, which could give simultaneous readings
of the solar constant, and thus check the validity of each other's results.
It was clear that all the workers in this subject had to talk to each other,
and so the Workshop on the Variations of the Solar Constant was arranged to
take place at the Goddard Space Flight Center of NASA, between the 5th and
the 7th of November 1980.
The following Proceedings include all the papers read at the Workshop
which had not been published elsewhere. The result is a substantially
complete discussion of the solar constant problem as understood at the end
of 1980.
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iThe Organizing Committee of the Workshop had the following members:
S. Sofia, Goddard Space Flight Center, Chairman
A. Arking, Goddard Space Flight Center
J. Bahcall, Princeton Institute for Advanced Study
C. Duncan, Goddard Space Flight Center
J. Geist, National Bureau of Standards
• R. Rattle, Goddard Space Flight Center
J. Mitchell, National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration, and
D. Wentzel, University of Maryland
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SENSITIVITY OF THE EARTH'S CLIMATE TO CHANGES
IN THE SOLAR CONSTANT
Gerald R. North
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
ABSTRACT
A brief review of climate sensitivity to solar variations is
presented with special attention to simplified models. A number
of uncertainties remain in our understanding of climate and these
are elaborated upon. Especially vexing are possible feedbacks
which might operate on long time scales and are therefore not
testable directly.
The earth's climate is determined by the brightness of the
sun, the earth orbital parameters, and the materials of the
earth-atmosphere system which dispose of the sunshine by absorb-
ing, storing, transporting and reradiating it to space. The
climate system is very complex but we can be reasonably assured
that the sun is the primary forcing agent that drives it. Our
crude attempts to observe and model climate suggest that the mean
values of such variables as temperature are very sensitive to the
solar output. Hence the climatologists are very interested in
obtaining an accurate history of the solar constant.
Our ability to study climate has improved significantly in
recent years because of advances in many different fields. Large
computers allow us to simulate the geophysical fluid motions and
forecast weather with tolerable accuracy for several days. Sate-
lites and thousands of surface observers report data continuously;
the computers assimilate the data and convert it to manageable
forms. The paleoclimatic record is becoming legible through the
ingenious use of tree ring data, ocean bottom stratigraphy,
glacial ice cores, and other indirect methods. These are accom-
panied by advances in applied mathematics and statistics.
Important aspects of the earth's climate remain poorly under-
stood despite the surge in research activity over the past few
years. The scientific study of the large-scale climate is hamper-
ed by our inability to test our theories. Even the astrophysicist
can test his theories of remote objects because so many different
ones exist. On the other hand the student of terrestrial clima-
tology has only one earth with a rather short and spotty record
of its history.
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The problem of formulating a theory which is "interesting"
arises. With so few data points in space-time it is not
difficult to formulate a multiplicity of theories which
fit the data. All theories of climate contain fudge factors
which can be adjusted to bring the model output into some
conformity with observations of the present climate. The
question, of course, is what happens if one of the externals,
: such as the solar constant, is changed. This class of investi-
gations is called sensitivity studies. My purpose here is to
familiarize you with the simplest types of sensitivity estimates
in the context of the model hierarchy and to point out several
paradoxes which we have not been able to resolve satisfactorily.
In this way I hope you can get some feeling for the state of
the art of climate modeling.
The key concept in climate modeling is that of model
hierarchy discussed in reference i. The number of variables
or degrees of freedom delineate the rung occupied by a parti-
cular model. The problem is that the largest models, similar
to weather forecast models, have -10 s degrees of freedom and
the numerical solution of them proceeds at a rate of about
onetenth that of nature itself. Such models are very inter-
esting since they are the closest facsimile we have to the
real climate. We can control the boundary conditions, and
do various experiments with the artificial climate produced.
Still only crude attempts have been made to couple ti.ese
models to the oceans or cryosphere. The reason for this
lack of progress has been the longer time constants associa-
ted with ocean and ice dynamics. Any model simulating these
variables will have to run for decades to reach equilibrium.
Hence, the large models as presently formulated are useful
only when these components are taken as given. Nevertheless,
many interesting experiments are possible even with these
constraints. The large models are extremely useful in estab-
lishing the higher frequency (few days) feedbacks in the atmos-
pheric part of the climate system. The developmental research
for giant models is still very actively pursued because a
number of problems remain in the construction of the models
especially with regard to the surface (turbulent) boundary
layer and the inclusion of cloudiness variability.
At the other end of the hierarchy are the models with
only a few variahles. These models are motivated by the
most crude expressions of the conservation of energy. The
study of these models was brought into vogue by Budyko and
Sellers in the late sixties. Cahalan, Coakley, and I (ref. 2)
recently reviewed the progress in understanding these "toy"
models over the last decade. That review was written for the
general reader, hence the present note will be brief.
I can illustrate the concept of sensitivity with a simple
zero dimensional global energy balance model:
A + BT + °
___qo_(I - s ). (i)
4 P
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The left hand side is the outgoing infrared terrestrial
radiation (Watts/m_), with T the globally averaged tempera-
ture, A and B are empirical coefficients estimated from
satellite data. The solar constant is a^ (_1380 W/m2),
spis the albedo averaged over the globe and weighted by
the average fraction of sunlight reaching each latitude
band; the factor of four comes from the ratio of sphere
• to disk area.
Consider a change in solar constant _ a0. If s is
fixed, the change induced in T will be given by P
AT = °0 (i - _ )
_ao /o0 ) _-_ P
The sensitivity 8 is defined as this number divided by 100,
i.e. the number o_ degrees of change for a one percent change
in solar constant. If A and B are estimated for a black body
radiator we obtain (B z 4.6)
~ 0.60°K
_o
Black
radiator
On the other hand if B is estimated from satellite data we
find that B ~ 2.0W/(m2deg), and the sensitivity increases
to about twice that of the black body radiator. The reason
for this doubling of the sensitivity is the so called "water
vapor feedback".
_o ~ I'20°K
water
vapor
The mechanism responsible is connected with the empirical fact
that when surface temperatures increase, the relative humidity
_ends to stay fixed while absolute humidities increase, thereby
increasing the absorption of infrared rad'ation in the atmosphere.
This increased greenhouse effect leads to an amplified response
of the surface temperature--hence the term "positive feedback'.
We have confidence in our estimate of the magnitude of the
water vapor feedback since its effect is almost instantaneous
(therefore testable with very detailed mcdels) and the physics
is confined to radiative transfer (well understood). The uet
effect is simply a halving of B and therefore a doubling of B o"
A more peculiar feedlback mechanism is the ice-albedo
effect. Suppose s is a function of temperature such that
for T small s is _arge (large fractio_ of earth ice co_ered%
and vice-vers_. Fig. 1 shows a graph of the left and right
hand sides of eq. (I); intersections of the graphs indicate
equilibrium climate solutions. The warmest climate (-15°C),
root I, corresponds to the present situation. Root fir is a
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completely ice-covered planet, and root II is an unstable
intermediate solution of no physical significance. If the
solar constant is lowered, roots I and II approach each
other, finally merging and disappearing leading to only
the deep freeze root, Ill. Fig. 2 shows the global tempera-
ture as function of the solar constant, as computed f_om
: Fig. I. It is remarkable that such a simple model can
exhibit so rich a solution structure. The literature o,,e
the last few years (see, for example, ref. 2) has reveal .
study after study up and down the model hierarchy all of
whose members have this same multiple solution property
due to the nonlinear ice-albedo feedback. Eve r _he most
complicated models, however, still parameteri_< t,,t deposit
of snow and ice in essentially the same way. No m_dels ask
about the availability of enough moisture to i_? .uer the
earth, for example.
Here we are led to the so-called Faint Sun Paradox
discussed by many authors (for example, ref. 3 and 4):
since fundamental astrophysical considerations suggest
that the luminosity of the sun has increased monotonically
from around 70 percent of its present value, we see from
Fig. 2 that the earth should still be iced over. It is
not iced over (_) and geological evidence suggests that
it never was. The favorite way out of this dilemma is to
speculate that in the past the atmospheric composition was
very different with more greenhouse constituents preventing
the ice over (for example, ref. 5). I find this argument
very unconvincing since it requires the invocation of a
rather impr@bable scenario. Unlike the astrophysical argu-
ments leading to the increase of solar luminosity, it is not
very "robust" regarding its dependence upon detailed assump-
tions that are untestable. I suggest that the explanation
lies in the way ice distributes itself even on a very cold
planet. In any case we are not ready to trust climate models
as presently formulated under conditions more than infinites-
mally different from those at present nor over such long time
scales where totally new feedbacks such as geochemistry may
come into p]ay.
The presently accepted value of the sensitivity to solar
constant changes is in the range 1.5 - 2.0°C. This figure is
to be compared with the value 2.0 - 3.0°C change estimated for
doubling the CO 2 content of the air. Most .iodels suggest that
the thermal response is latitude depende,t, increasing toward
the poles. Even small changes in the global temperature can
be accompanied by large local effects due to the shift of
climatological zones. The great plains region of the United
States is such a sensitive zone.
Finally I would like to aquaint you with another paradox
with conventional climate models (large and small). Geological
evidence suggests that over the last few million years there
have been numerous advances and retreats of the continental
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glaciers on time scales of thousands of years. The period
before that was ice-free and possibly 5-10°C warmer than now.
The continents were in a different configuration in those
days and presumably their positions now are more favorable
for the cooler, more variable climate. Small climate models
have been subjected to such changes in their surface bounda-
ries and they do not yield global temperatures more than a
degree or two different from the present. I suspect the
same result applies up and down the hierarchy. (Thompson,
Barton and Schneider reported this result as the First Confer-
ence on Climate Variations, San Diego, Jan. 1981.)
A supporting and probably equivalent paradox is related
to the glacial advances and retreats that have occured over
the last few million years during the recent cool period.
These great waxings and wanings of the continental ice sheets
appear to be in step with the changes in the earth's orbital
elements (eccentricity, obliquity, _ phase of perihelion)(ref. 6) on the time scale of i0 _a years. Again, simple
climate models (Eel. 2) fail to give the required responses
by at least a factor of five.
It is almost certain that the large models will replicate
this result, since the energy balance models are "tuned" to
give the correct amplitude of the seasonal cycle and have the
same overall sensitivity as the giant models.
The_e latest paradoxes suggest to me that low frequency
feedbacks are playing a very significant role in amplifying
climate response to energy budget perturbations. This problem
will not be solved by improving the atmospheric component of
giant models. The problem is likely to reside deep in the
oceangeology system and may even involve geochemistry. Less
hopeless possibilities involve the biosphere. These low-
frequency feedbacks are very difficult to incorporate in our
climate models, because we have no way to calibrate (fudge)
the inevitable unknown coefficients. If a single coefficient
is left to guesswork the whole answer is left uncertain.
If our models disagree with paleoclimatology by an order
of magnitude, where do we stand on the other questions of cur-
rent interest such as the doubling of CO 2 which is likely to
occur in the next 50 years? I wish to emphasize that the "un-
known" low frequency feedback may operate on time scales as
short as decades since our closest test is the seasonal cycle.
I i_ave tried in the foregoing to assess the current level
of uncertainty in climate modeling. It is clear that we have
lots of work to do to bring the data and the models together.
It would be especially useful if we could ask nature to change
the solar constant at different frequencies for us so we could
measure the response. Remember that the system is very noisy
so that we need lots of cycles (at each frequency). A similar
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"natural" experiment can be done with volcanoes and the dust
they leave in the stratosphere. Again we need lots of them
with accurate estimates of thelc optical effects. My 9uesu
is that there is no s-bstttute for monitoring and waiting.
A
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REVIEW OF GROUND-BASEDMEASUREMENTS
Ronald J. Angione
Astronomy Department, San Diego State University
ABSTRACT
Early measurements of the solar constant made from the ground are
described and discussed with particular emphasis on the Smithsonian program.
A brief description is given of the monitoring program now operating at
San Diego State.
HISTORICAL PROGRAMS
The solar constant is, of course, the solar irradiance at one astro-
nomical unit integrated over all wavelengths. It is commonly expressed
for example as 1368 watts/square meter, 136.8 milliwatts/square centimeter,
or 1.961 calories/square centimeter/minute.
Historically the measurement of the solar constant begins in 1837 (see
ref. I). Pouillet constructed a pyrheliometer consisting of a blackened
copper container, filled with water, into which a thermometer was inserted.
After first determining the temperature in the shade, he placed his instru-
ment in the sun and obtained the rate of change of temperature per minute
due to the incident solar energy. Remembering that the solar constant is
cal.-cm-2-min -*, from the known heat capacity of the water and copper he got
the cal.-min-*, and from the cross-sectional area of the container he got
the number of cm 2, and hence the solar constant - well, almost. He had to
make a correction of 2.5% for the estimated zadiation lost to reflection,
and he had to make a correction for the radiation lost due to scattering
and absorption by the earth's atmosphere. Bouguer in 1760 had shown that
for a plane parallel atmosphere the logrithm of the observed intensity is
linearly related to the secant of the zenith distance (what today, allowing
for curvature of the atmosphere, we call airmass). Pouillet then corrected
his data for atmospheric attenuation using a linear Bouguer plot. This is
not quite correct because the Bouguer plot is linear only for monochromatic
radiation. Nevertheless, the value he obtained was 1.76 cal-cm-2-min -*,
which is rather remarkable for such a simple device.
Thirty years later the famous solar astronomer, Father Secchi, built
a cylindrical device with two thermometers - one exposed to the sun and one
not. He used his device to determine the temperature of the sun's surface -
unsuccessfully, since he arrived at a value of over five million degrees.
ii
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I mention these historical devices because (I) they illustrate the
basic principles of determining the solar constant and they are remarkably
like, in principle, the devices used today, and (2) the problems of deter-
" mining the amount of radiation lost to scattering from the cavity and cor-
recting for the radiation lost due to the earth's atmosphere are still the
main problems of ground-based solar constant measurement.
The next major advance was the work of Langley and Abbot at the Smith-
sonian building upon earlier instrumental work by Langley at Allegany Obser-
vatory (Langley built the bolometer there) and Tyndall's silver disc pyr-
heliometer. Parallel to the Smithsonian work was the development by
Angstrom in 1896 of the compensating pyrheliometer. Angstrom's device
consisted of two small, thin, blackened plates of manganin (an alloy of
copper, manganese, and nickel). The temperature of each plate was measured
with a thermocouple, and each plate could be heated by passing a known
amount of current through it. When one plate was heated by the sun, the
other was heated electrically to the same temperature. The radiant power
from the sun (watts) wa_ then equal to the measured electrical power (volts
times amps). You would switch the plates and take an average. The ease
of operation of this device led the Smithsonian to adopt it for field work
in the mid-1930's.
The bolometer, developed by Langley, consisted of two blackened strips
of platinum that formed two arms of a Wheatstone bridge. When one of the
_latinum strips, later inclosed in a vacuum, was exposed to solar radiation
its resistance changed producing a proportional change in the measured cur-
rent through the bridge. On July 7, 1881Langley's expedition with 5000 Ibs
of equipment (including the bolometer) left Pennsylvania by train for San
Francisco (it took them 15 days), and thence with soldiers, wagons, and mules
to the summit of Mt. Whitney (14,495 ft). He derived a value of the solar
constant at around 3.0 cal-cm-*-min -l with a range of 2.63 to 3.5 (ref. 2).
Abbot later reanalyzed this data set and got 2.14, which did not agree well
with Angstrom's turn-of-the-century value of 1.763. }{ere in this difference
the Smithsonian's solar constant monitoring program began.
There have been a number of published reviews of solar constant measure-
ments: Labs at the Workshop at Big Bear Observatory (ref. 3); Thekaekara in
NASA Special Publications (ref. 4 and 5); Labs and Neckel (ref. 6), and
Frohlich and Brusa at the Big Bear Workshop (ref. 7) have reviewed relatively
recent measurements, most of which have not been ground-based. The scales
have been reviewed by Latimer (ref. 8) and Frohlich (ref. 9) among others.
The two basic devices (the Angstrom and Abbot's water flow) differed by ap-
proximately 5% with the Smithsonlan scale higher. Today's "absolute scale"
lies just about half way between the Angstrom and Smithsonian. Abbot's
improved water flow pyrheliometer with a compensating cavity (circa (1932)
led to a later refinement (in 1952), which brought the Smithsonian scale
12
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very close to today's absolute scale. Thckaekara (ref. I0) lists twelve
ground-based solar constant determinations from 1940 to 1969. The range
from highest to lowest is 5% of the mean, which is worse than the earlier
t
work.
. There are two basic methods employed in measuring the solar constant.
One is a total measurement from exposing a blackened cavity to the sun's
total energy reaching the ground. Two is a measurement of the sun's spectral
irradiance, which is then integrated with respect to wavelength. There is
not time to discuss all the measurements and intercomparisons in the U.S.,
Daces, and elsewhere, so I shall select a few to serve as examples.
In the category of "total measurement" the Smithsonian data of over 50
years (1902 - 1960) is the most extensive. Data covering a period of over
a decade was obtained by Rimmer and Allen in Australia (ref. ii) using both
an Angstrom and a silver disc. They reported detecting no variations in the
solar constant greater than 0.1% for the period 1927 to 1939.
Sitnik (ref. 12), Stair and Ellis (ref. 13), and Labs and Neckel (ref.
14) have all determined the solar constant from spectral irradiance measure-
ments made from mountain top sites. In all cases comparison was made to
tungsten lamps and ultimately to blackbody radiation sources. Bouguer's
method was used to extrapolate out to zero airmass. Labs and Neckel used
a Czerny-Turner double monochrometer on a small telescope that looked at the
center of the sun and then at a standard lamp, which was at the foc,,s of a
collimating mirror. Accurate knowledge of solar limb darkening was used to
transfer from the sun's center to the whole solar disc. Rocket data from
Tousey (ref. 15) supplied the UV shortward of 0.33 microns and model solar
atmospheres supplied the data longward of 1.25 microns. They obtained a
value of 1358 watts/m t.
SMITHSONIAN PROGRAIq
I will now turn to the Smithsonian program both as an example of a
"total measurement" method and as an example of a solar constant monitoring
program. My colleague R. Roosen and I have spent some years analyzing this
data. General information concerning the Smithsonian sites is given in
Figure i. The measurements span a period of time from 1902 to 1960. The
last two columns refer only to the published data. We have retrieved much
dnpublished data from the Smithsonian Archives for the two primary sites
Mr. Montezuma, Chile and Table Mt., California. In particular the unpub-
lished data fills in the gap from 1930 to 1940.
Figures 2 and 3 shov the observing tunnels at Mt. Montezuma and Table
Mt. respectively. One car, see the coelostat reflecting the sunlight into
13
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the observing tunnel, which contains the spectrobolometer. One can also
see two silver discs for measuring the solar irradiance and pyranometer
for measuring the solar aureole brightness.
The silver disc, shown in Figure 4, was the "field instrument". A
thermometer, parallel to the viewing axis, makes a right-angle bend and
protrudes radially into a blackened silver disc. One then reads the rate
• of change in temperature upon exposure to the sun. The silver disc had
to be calibrated against an absolute detector, and so Abbot built the Water
Flow Pyrheliometer, which is shown in Figure 5. The incoming water flowed
across a platinum strip, whose change in resistance allowed them to calcu-
late the starting temperature, then it flowed around a blackened cone and
receiver, and finally it flowed out across another platinum strip to measure
the temperature change due to the incident sunlight. They also measured the
grams per minute of water flowing through the device• The Water Flow and
Water Stir pyreheliometers set the "Smithsonian Revised Scale of 1913".
The Smithsonian used the spectrobolometer, shown in Figure 6, to deter-
mine the amount of atmospheric attenuation. A prism spectrograph dispersed
the solar spectrum onto a bolometer. The bolometer output was measured with
a Boys galvanometer, which consisted of a mirror on a quartz fiber reflecting
a light beam back and forth in proportion to the signal from the bolometer.
The light beam exposed a lin_ on a moving photographic plate, which became
in essence a strip chart recorder.
They typically recorded five tracings of the solar spectral irradlance
on one spectrobologram, each tracing at a different airmass. The height of
i each tracing was measured at 34 wavelengths, and the spectrobolometer curves
were numerically integrated and corrected for instrumental transmission and
UV and IR losses. Since the spectrobolometer was not an absolute device,
this integrated area was normalized to the total surface irradiance measured
by the silver disc (later they used a Compensating Angstrom detector). Then
point by point, using Bouguer's law, they extrapolated the normalized curve
to zero airmass, integrated it again, added zero-airmass UV and IR correc-
tions, and obtained the solar constant. Further discussion can be found
in ref. 16.
A ground-based determination of the solar constant is only as good as
the correction [or the atmospheric effects on the measurement. These atmo-
spheric effects, derived from the Smithsonian data, are shown in the follow-
ing three figures. Figure 7 shows the optical depth at 4 of 34 wavelengths
for Mr. Montezuma (ref. 17). One can clearly see the seasonal variation
and the eruption of Mr. Quizopu, Chile in 1932. The total ozone can be de-
termined from the Chappuis band (ref. 18), and Figure 8 shows the result
for Table Mr. in the form of monthly means. Absorption by water vapor is
one of the largest effects and its changes are shown in Figure 9 for both
Table Mt. and Mr. Montezuma (ref. 19). They determined it from the depths
14
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of three water vapor bands, calibrated by Fowle, and developed a scheme for
calculating the band areas from these depts. From these figures one can
clearly see that these atmospheric effects are both large and variable and
must be accurately determined on each day of measurement. Rayleigh and
aerosol scattering remove at one airmass typically I0 to 15% of the direct
solar beam, ozone 4 to 5%, and water vapor I0 to 20%. In spite of all this,
it is possible to make accurate atmospheric corrections, and the Smithsonian
was successful in doing so.
Our on-going analysis of the Smithsonian data (ref. 16), funded by NSF,
shows that they made the atmospheric corrections quite well. The main ques-
tion is whether they detected variations in the solar constant. This has
been much discussed in the past, but perhaps Figure i0 will allow the reader
to make his own judgement. In this figure, which is a preliminary plot from
our analysis, Roosen and I present the raw, daily solar constant values for
both Table Mt. and Mt. Montezuma; there are several thousand data points.
The values range from about 1.92 to 1.96 cal-cm-&min-lon the scale of 1913.
If it is the case that the variations are due to the sun, then one should
see the same variations, in phase, at both sites. A preliminary cross cor-
relation analysis shows no solar variations greater than 0.3%.
MODERN PROGRAM
There are five ways in which we can now improve on ground-based solar
constant measurements since the time of C. G. Abbot and the Smithsonian pro-
gram. First, instrumentation has advanced giving us the absolute cavities
of Willson, Kendall, PMO, and the ERB experiment to replace the silver disc.
We have temperature-controlled silicon photodiodes to replace the vacuum
bolometer. Second, we have microprocessors and automation. This allows
one to obtain more than ten times the number of daily measurements on the
earth's atmospheric effects than in the Smithsonian program, and a conse-
quent increase in the accuracy of this correction. Third, there has been
an increase in knowledge. We know more about these atmospheric effects,
we can better measure them, and we can better correct for them. We know
more about the UV and IR corrections and have more _ccurate solar spectra.
Fourth, modern data can be reduced and analyzed with electronic computers
allowing both more sophisticated and more accurate determinations of the
solar constant. Fifth, we have now the ultimate calibration of ground-
based measurements through intercomparison with the space measurements.
With these improvements in mind, we have begun at San Diego State's
Mr. Laguna Observatory (6100 ft altitude) a long-term monitoring program
on the solar constant. We intend to continue our program through at least
one solar magnetic cycle. A flow diagram of our method is shown in Figure
1982009140-019
Ii. The basic instruments consist of three absolute cavities (a Kendall Mk
VI, a Willson ACR III, and a Willson ACR IV) and a filter wheel radiometer
with a temperature-controlled (± 0.I °C) silicon photodiode. The eleven
narrow-band filters (FWHM 75 Angstroms) cover the range 3840 to i0100 Ang-
stroms. They were carefully selected to cover the Chappuis band for ozone
determination, the 9350 water vapor band, and part of the spectrum relatively
free of telluric features for determining the amount of dust. For the pur-
pose of calibration we have intercompared our instrument with both a Dobson
and Glenn Shaw's instrument at Mauna Loa Observatory. The absolute cavities
will be intercompared at Table Mt. with other cavities. In 94 intercompari-
sons between the Kendall Mk VI and the Wiilson ACR Ill, under various atmo-
spheric conditions, the ACR III reads higher by about 4 percent, but this
systematic difference is stable to 0.15 percent standard deviation.
With cavities in space, why measure the solar constant from the ground?
First, the space experiments (such as SMM) may not run continuously for the
next several decades. The ground-based measurements, carefully calibrated
against the space measurements, can then fill in the periods of time when
there are no space experiments. Second, even if the space experiments are i
continuous, and even if the sun should turn out to be essentially constant,
+
then the ground-based measurements will still provide a valuable record of
atmospheric aerosols, ozone, and water vapor.
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Figure 1 0 .  The raw, d a i l y  v a l u e s  of t h e  s o l a r  cons tant  determined by t h e  Smithsonian 
program a t  t h e  t w o  primary sites. 
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CHANGE IN THE SOLAR CONSTANT BETWEEN 1968 and 1978
John J. Kosters and David G. Murcray
University of Denver, Denver, Colorado, 80208
ABSTRACT
Solar irradiance measurements made from a balloon on January 27, 1978L
and February 10, 1980 show a change of 0.4% over similar measurements made in
1968. This change is greater than the uncertainty of the measurement and is
felt to be the result of a change in the solar constant. g
INTRODUCTION
The question of the extent of variability of the solar "constant" is
one that has been of interest for many years. Early attempts to assess the
possible variability were limited by the large and variable atmospheric cor-
rection that had to be made to the ground-based observations used as a data
base. _,ring the 1960's several investigations were undertaken with the ob-
Jective of obtaining a better measurement of the solar constant by making the
observations from a high-altitude platform, i.e., aircraft or balloon (ref.
1-4). At that time we constructed a system for measuring the total solar Jr-
radiance from high altitudes using large balloons. This system was flown
several times during 1967 and 1968. Once state-of-the-art measurements had
been made, interest in the solar constant declined. It has been revived re-
cently due to the current interest in climate and man's possible impact on
climate. As a result_of this renewed interest, we repeated measurements of
the solar constant on January 27, 1978 and February i0, 1980. We used the
same instrumentation for these measurements that w:s used in the 1967-68
measurements. Hie use of the same instrumentation for both series of measure-
ments allows a dlrec: comparison to be made of the results down to the level
of repeatability of the instruments. This has been shown to be better than
0.1%. The recent measurements indicate that the solar Irradlance above 30 km
has increased by 0.4% over the value observed in 1967-68. In view of the
measurement precision, it is felt that this change in irradlance is real and
greater than can be expected due to a change in atmospheric transmission above
the balloon. It is our opinion that the observed change is due to an increase
in the solar constant.
INSTRUMENTATION
At the time our balloon-borne system was constructed two units were in
common use for pyrheliometric measurements. These were the Ep_ley NIP thermo-
pile unit and the _ngstrom-designed pyrheliometric unit. The Vmgstrom unlt
*This research was supported in Dart by the National Science Foundation under
grant No. ATM 79-03877.
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twas designed as an absolute unit; however, it was general practice at that l
time to calibrate all units against secondary standards. Because the thermo- |
pile units offered a significant number of advantages from the standpoint of lunattended operation, they were chosen as the units to be used in our system.
Preliminary tests with the units as supplied by Eppley indicated that,
to achieve the desired precision, extensive _odifications would be required.
Since the units were quite susceptible to any temperature gradients, it was !
necessary to place them in an isothermal enclosure iv order to get stable out- |
puts. The sensitivity of the units was also temperature dependent and, al-
l
though some temperature compensation circuitry was included, it was not ade-
quate for the precision sought in the measurement.
Rather than trying to control the temperature, we calibrated the units
over the range of temperature in which they would be operated during the bal-
loon flight. Thus, the final system consisted of the pyrhellometers, a voltage
reference, a low-noise amplifier system, a digital magnetic tape recording
system, and a biaxlal pointing system capable of orienting the two thermopile
normal incidence pyrheliometers toward the sun.
The gondola housing the various units also carried the balloon control
instrumentation along with a silver-cadmium 28 vdc battery supply and an anti-
freeze solution, with pumps for circulating the solution through the isother-
mal enclosure. The output of the pyrhellometers, zero reference, and the
standard cell voltages were sequentially fed to a low-noise amplifier by means
of geneva gear movement which operated a low noise switch. Thus all voltages
were processed by the same electronics. The instrumentation is described in
detail in a previous report (ref. 5).
CALIBRATION
At the time this program started, all pyrheliometrlc measurements were
being made using the IPS 56 scale. During the late 1960's, the active cavity
radiometer system was being developed at JPL and, during the last d_cade,
these units have been used to establish a new pyrheliometric scale which is
slightly more than 2% higher than the IPS 56 scale. A discussion of these
scales and the relations between them is given by Frohlich (ref. 6).
Since the measurements reported here are relative, all v_lues quoted
are in IPS 56 units. The units were calibrated using an Epply Angstrom pyr-
heliometer (s/1_7010). All calibrations were performed either at Echo Lake
on Mr. Evans, Colorado, or at Denver. The calibration at the two locations
agreed to within the precision of the measurements for similar solar intensity
values. The upper range of the calibration was performed at Echo Lake since
the solar irradiance levels on a good day were higher than those measured at
Denver. Over the range of solar irradiance values encOun_ered during cali-
bration, all units agreed to within ±0.10%.
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When we proposed flying the system again, we were concerned that any
change which we might measure would be attributed to a shift in calibration
of the units during the time they had been In storage. When the units were
compared, all units agreed to within the ±0.10% using the calibration factors
as determined during the earlier calibration. There was no indication of any
shift in any of the units.
RESULTS
As indicated above, the units were flown four times during 1967 and
1968. All flights were successful; however, one of the pyrheliometers had a
poor pressure seal and the sensitivity changed with altitude. This caused
considerable difficulty in interpreting the results until after the second
flight, when the problem was located and corrected.
In addition, on all flights, as the units ascend and the solar irradi-
ance exceeds the values for which the calibrations have been performed, the
two units yield slightly different results. This is due to the slight non-
linearity in the thermopile outputs. Extrapolation of the calibrations using
a linear extrapolation introduces a slight error. The error is different for
the two units. Thus, the irradlance values measured with P2 at float altitude
are 0.4Z higher than those obtained with PI.
This divergence of the values obtained with the two units - when the
solar irradiance exceeds the ground calibratioa - can be followed throughout
the ascent, and the peak difference of 0.4% cccurs at float. The 1968 values
of the solar Irradiance as measured by the two units were P1 = 1295 w/m 2 and
P2 = 1301 w/m 2.
During the 1978 flight the two units again measured slightly different
values since the same nonlinear effect was present. The solar irradiance as
measured by P1 was 1300 w/m 2 and by P2 was 1306 w/m 2. The same values were
measured on the 1980 flight. Thus both pyrhellometers show an increase of
0.4% in the solar irradlance between 1968 and 1978, with the value remaining
the same between 1978 and 1980.
DISCUSSION
The measurements of sol lr Irradiance made with these instruments can be
interpreted in three ways:
I. The change between 1968 and 1978 reflects the precision of the
measurement, possibly reflecting a shift in calibration between 1968
and 1978.
2. _le change reflects a real change in the solar Irradiance above
30 km, the change being due to an increase in the atmospheric trans-
parency between 1968 and 1978.
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3. The change reflec:s a real change in the solar Irradlance above
30 km with the change being due to _ change in the solar constant.
As noted in the discussion above, there is no ind£catlon of a change
in calibration between 1968 and 1978. All ground callbratJons indicate a
precision of at least O.IZ. The flights made in F_67-1968 all yielded the
same solar irradlance, the two flights made since 1978 yield the same solar
irradlance which is 0.4% higher than the previous results. We feel that the
first intergretatlon is not valid, and the data ivdlcatc a real change in
solar irrailance above 30 km. The queation of whether this change can be due
to a change in atmospheric transmission above the balloon is not an easy one
to answer. We argue against it on the following basis: at balloon altitudes
and high sun, the residual atmospheric absorption reduces the solar irradiance
by at most 2._. The majority of this absorption is due to ozone with smaller
amounts due to Raylelgh scattering and infrared absorption by CO2 and H20.
Thus, in attempting to account for the 0.4% change in the solar _rradiance by
a change in atmospheric transmission, a change in ozone above the balloon
appears to offer the only possibil_ty. Calculations were performed using
0.065 atm cm of ozone, a secant factor of 1.4 and the solar spectral distri-
bution curve of Thekaekara (ref. 7). The value used for the ozone a_ount is
typical of the amount above 30 km in the average curves given by De Luisl (tel.8).
These calculations show that 1.7% of the extraterrestrial solar radia-
tion would be absorbed by ozone before it reached the balloon. If the amount
of ozone is halved only 1.4% of the radiation would be absorbed resulting in
a 0.3% increase in the solar irradlance as observed at the balloon. The fact
that such a large change in ozone results in only a 0.3% change in solar ir
radiance tends to eliminate a change in atmospheric transparency as the c_use
for the observed increase in solar irradiance.
Further evidence concerning the atmospheric transmiss.-n above the
balloon is available from the flight performed on February I0, 1980. For
thls flight the instrument complement also included a cavity radiometer system
supplied by John Hicke_ of Eppley Laboratories. This unit vLelded a solar
Irradiance of t338 w/m2(S[ units). There appears to be som_ disagreement
among the satellite data available for the 1980 time period; the values, how-
ever, appear to fall in the range 1365 - 1370 w/m 2. This implies an atmo-
spheric transmission-correctlon in the range 2.0% to 2.4%. These values are
consistent with a I.TZ correctian for ozone and 0.3 to 0.5% currection for
residual infrared absorptions. They are difficult to explain with any lower
absorption due to ozone. 1_e 1338 value is also consistent with the values
one obtains bYoCOnverting our pyrhellometer to SI units. A recent comparison
of our Eppley Angstrom unit with an active cavity radiometer indicated that
our values should be multiplied by a factor of 1.024 to convert them to SI
mi_. Using this factor, a factor of 1.7% to correct for ozone absorption and
0.7_ for an infrared correction (the pyrheliometers are equipped wlth windows
which do not transmit beyond 4 _m) yields extraterrestrial irradiance in the
range 1364 w/m ? (PI) to 1369 w/m 2 (P2). Again any lower correction for the
_4
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atmospheric correction yields too low a value for the extraterrestrial flux.
The higher irradiance values are best explained by a change in the solar
irradiance.
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THE VARIABILITY OF THE SOLAR OUTPUT *
Claas Fr6hlich
Physikalisch-Meteorologisches Observatorium
Davos Dorf, Switzerland
ABSTRACT
A review of recent solar constant determinations and measurements of its
spectral distribution is presented. For the period from 1966 to 1980 a mean
value of 1367 Wm -2 is determined. Within the corresponding uncertainty, no
significant change of both, the integral value and the spectral distribution
can be detected. However, shortterm solar variations and their spectral de-
pendence have been deduced from measurements during four hours on June 20,
1980 from 34 km altitude with amplitudes of ±500 ppm at 368 nm, of ±200 ppm
at 500 nm and ±150 ppm at 778 nm. C mparison with simultaneous total irra-
diance data of the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) shows a high correlation
which indicates the solar origin. The power spectrum shows a weak peak at
about 3.2 mHz, which corresponds to the frequency of the 5-minutes solar
oscillation.
INTRODUCTION
In the pasn years, many speculations have been made about the possibility
of longcerm changes of the solar constant, mainly for the explanation of
the Earth's climate during the past 50 to 500 years (ref. 1 and 2). The
response of the Earth's temperature, which is one parameter of the global
climate to a change in the solar constant, is only of about 1° for a one
percent change (ref. 3). Since measured changes in the Earth's temperature
are of the order of a few tenths of a degree, the solar constant should be
monitored to better than about one or two tenths of a percent in order to
establish or prove experimentally this response. Such an accuracy is now
achieved by the best radiometers, developed in recent years. Unfortunately,
the period, during which such accurate measurements are available is too
short to establish such a relationship from measured data.
* Part of this work has been supported by the Swiss National Science
Foundation, under contracts no 2.069.78 and no 2.287-0.79.
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Up to now, only energetic vo,lsld_natlons haw_ beotl taken into accou;It.
Chanqes of tile solar output are most prolk_bly wavelength dope,ldent. This is
confirmed by tile detect,;d variability of tile extreme ultraviolet and the
, ultr,_violet (ref. 4, '_and t,). However, no evidence of any varlabll|ty in
tilt,blue, tile visible alld the near infra,-od imrt of the spectru,n has been
foul,d. This Is mainly due to tile few mea,_urement periods and to tile fact that
spectral hlst,'uments measure much l,,ss accurately than total radiometers.
Only recently, spectral measurements from stratospheric b&lloon:_ h,-ve shown
tilt" waveleugth dtq_t, ndence ill tile ellergt, t ic bulk part el tile spoctr%ml of tile
sol,_r output, at least during .:herr perl_t variations.
VARIABILITY Oh' TIIE SOhAR CONS_I'AI¢I'
Reviews of tile solar constant determinations up to the late slxtles
(ref. 7) and for more recent measurements (ref. 8) have been written. The
results are shown in table I and figure I, All resuIts have been reduced
to a common radlometric reft,rence, the World Radlometric Reference (WRR), In
order to ensure compc.rabillty and temporal homogeneity of the record. Usual-
ly, tile reduction Is based el, results of direct comparisons between flight
instruments and an Instrument, directly traceable to WRR. Ilowever, it has
been found° that tile sensitivity of radiometers can be influenced by air
pressure and thus may yield different results on ground and ill space. There-
fore, tile results of ground-based comparisons cannot always be used for tile
reduction of tile results to WRR. This Iv the case for the ACR and ACRIM type
Instruments of Wlllson (ref. q), for SMM results and for the first rocket
flight Ill 1078, when a hard vacuum was nmlntalned during the measurements.
These two results are directly based on their Individual electrical calibra-
tion as Indicated tn t+ible 1 and figure 1. As the WRR Is representing the
gad i Olllt, 1 1" i t, So 1 ¢11" constant
DaI t' }' I dt t el'Ill I tl.'4t 1 Ilmellt
Refe, enee value (Wm--'I
B, lqt, q 14alloou ACt 1 I I WRR 1)t, q
_, .'q,lqTt, Rockt'l ACR 402A ACR l.ll,_
11 Its,, l'l"_; Rocket ACR 402A WRR l._t,%
t,/14.. 1 q 2_ B,41 100n I'MO_,-'l WRR l .It,t,
',,22,1q[_0 Rockt,[ ACR 402A WRR l,_t,%
t, .'0 Iq,q0 Ba Iloon I'blOf-'_ WRR 13t,7
'-.' l'kqO "¢att'll_tt' ACRIM A ACRIM 1.tt,_l
mean 1 .It,','
,qt ¢llh|,_rd Dev I ell ioll | . t,
'l',lbi_' I ; ,qllnllll,II _" el I I'V I .',I'd ."Ol,II COII,"I ,'lilt ,t¢'t t_l'lllllh'll iOIl:t [l'Cqll ltll_ _l t O l_l_lO.
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Sl-units within _0.3% and as the absolute accuracy of the ACR and ACRIM is In
the order of _0.2%, the comparability with WRR values is at least within
these limits, although the results indicate that it is probably better. During
the other two rocket experiments, no vacuum was present, hence tile results of
the ground comparisons can be used.
wq
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F,qure I: Rec_,ut solar constaut dete,minations: DR1: Airplane, Drummoud i
el ,11 _l'h.',_; K+N: Bal leo|l, Kolldl-,tt_'t,vaud Nlkol._ky (l_}t'_ , GAI.: Airplaue, ]
DR.': X- I', Rocket alrcra_t , D,u.mk_ud et al (l'l('?); I(lqt,q_
KI._N: Airplane, Kcudall tt'Y;3); MUI{: l_ll|oou, Mulcr,Iy et al (l_h,'_); PhA:
Mariuer Satelllte, Plamondou (lqt,_]); WII.: B,lIloOll, Wi]Ison (Iq73) ; ABI: Rocket,
Duncau ,,t al (I'_'7) ; AB.': Rocket, Willsou (l'%,q0); WRI: l_llloon, Brusa aud
FrOhlich (l_%t_0); AB._: Rocket, Willson (lqS0) ; WR2: }k_lloon, Brusa aud FrOh-
[ich (lqt_l_ , SMM: Sat,qlite, Willsou (lq,ql_ . _Detailed ret:erences cau be t-oul%d
in r,,t. 7 and 8_.
No stqn,ticaut chauge can be detected from the results of the pel'lod
t,om ['_1 ,q to now: w%thin ' .' _-" or _ 0.I'_ _ the solar constant stayed con-
stant. Althouqh th,. values (o* the period before lq_,_% Su(lqest a sliqht de-
czea.,_e, the, uucortaint los of- these results are too lazqo to Feuder such a
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conclusion significant. However, one could speculate and try to explain the
decrease of the mean global temperatuze since the forties with a change
of 0.i ° per decade, by a decrease of the solar constant of 0.05% per decade,
taking the data from 1966 to 1980 of figure i.
VARIABILITY OF THE SOLAR SPECTRUM
?
Neckel and Labs (ref. i0) show that the accuracy of their revised
spectrum is such that it can be used as a reference or baseline for the
sixties, when their measurements were performed. Unfortunately, no other
determinations with a similar accuracy and coverage have been made in the
meantime. Only some values at a few distinct wavelengths have been deter-
mined with sunphotometers from Mauna Loa in 1978 (ref. ii). These sunphoto-
meters have been calibrated elther by the laser-radiometer method developed
by Geist (ref. 13) or against irradiance standard lamps. Comparisons with
the original and revised Neckel and Labs data are shown in figure 2. The
agreement is within ±2%. This is excellent, if one takes into account the
difficulties of such measurements and their calibration. It demonstrates
also the improvement of the Labs and Neckel spectrum by using more accurate
limb-darkening data. But due to the uncertainties involved, no conclusions
can be drawn about a possible change from 1965 to 1978.
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Figure 2: Comparison of Labs and Neckel (ref. 12), Neckel and Labs (ref.10)
and Shaw and Fr6hlich (Ref. ii) spectral irradiance data.
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tDuring the balloon experiment in June 1980, Ch. Wehrli of our institute
has flown sunphotometers with centerwavelengths at 368, 500 and 778 nm and
bandwidths of 5 nm. Preliminary results of the dye laser calibration of the
500 _ instrument yield a value of about 2% lower than the corresponding
Neckel and Labs value. The value is just within the limits of the stated
uncertainties and no conclusion about any longterm change can be drawn. On
the other hand, the precision of the sunphotometers is so good that they can
, be used to monitor the solar output with a very high resolution during the
few hours of the balloon flight. The result for the shortterm variability is
shown in figure 3. Most important is the high correlation between the three
wavelengths, which indicates the solar origin of the variability, because the
three instruments are operated separately. To further exclude the possibility
t m i
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Figure 3: Shortterm variations of the solar output measured from a balloon
at an altitude of 34 km with sunphotometers at 368, 500 and 778 nm and an
absolute radiometer PMO6-9, compared to ACRIM radiometer data of SMM satellite•
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of an instrumental, tracking or atmospheric influence, these results are com-
pared with simultaneous measurements from the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM)
total irradiance sensor ACRIM (*). Due to orbital restrictions, the S_
results cover only part of our records and unfortunately, only those with the
least variation. But they do correlate very well, so that the solar origin
of the variations is highly probable. Also the amplitudes compare well: as
the solar spectrum is divided into two energetically equal parts at a wave-
length of about 725 nm, the ACRIM amplitude is expected to lie somewhere
between the amplitude of the 500 and the 778 nm record, which it does.
Further analysis of these results are in course, but already these preliminary
data reveal with a high degree of confidence for the first time the spectral
dependence of the solar variability: the amplitude at 368 nm is more than
double the amplitude at 500 nm, which ir turn is about 1.5 times the ampli-
tude at 778 nm or about 1.2 times the amplitude of the total irradiance va-
riation measured from SMM.
The power spectrum analysis of the data show three major peaks for all
three wavelengths at periods of 19, 6.5 and 5.2 minutes (figure 4). The last
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Figure 4: Powerspectrum of th,, shortterm v_riation of the solar output
at 368, 500 and 778 nm.
(*) Wlllson, R.C.: Prelimlnary ,._ta of SMM ACRIM, private communlcation, igS0.
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peak, although very weak, may indicate the intensity variation due to the
5-minutes solar oscillation. However, the sampling of two minutes is Just
marginal to detect this kind of variation. At least some of the variability
could be due to the high activity of the sun during this period and thus bury
more or less the amplitude of the 5-minutes oscillation.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of the analysis of the solar constant determinations reveal
no indication for any significant change from 1966 to 1980. Unfortunately no
data exist for the period from 1969 to the solar minimum. Hence, the question
still remains, whether the total solar irradiance is changing with the solar
activity cycle. The analysis of the available spectral data yields the same
result but with less confide_c_ due to larger uncertainties.
A shortterm solar variability has been detected with amplitudes in the
order of i00 - 500 ppm, which show a strong wavelength dependence, with an
increase of a factor of three from 778 to 268 nm. Thus the measurement of
these shortterm variations and their spectral distribution is capable to
yield important information about solar variability and its spectral behaviour.
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A SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM
SOLAR MONITORING ROCKET FLIGHTS
Charles H. Duncan
Goddard Space Flight Center
ABSTRACT
Three rocket flights to measure the solar constant and provide cal-
ibration data for sensors aboard Nimbus 6, 7, and Solar Maximum Miution
(SMM) spacecraft have been accomplished. The values obtained by the
rocket instruments for the solar constant in SI units are: 1367 wm -2 on
29 June 1976; 1372 wm -2 on 16 November 1978;and 1374 wm -2 on 22
May 1980. The uncertainty of the rocket measurements is +0.5%. The
values obtained by the l-lickey-Fr!eden (H-F) sensor on Nimbus 7 during
the second and third flights was 1376 wm-2 . The value obtained by the
Active Cavity Radiometer Model IV (ACR IV) on SMM during the flight
was 1368 wm -2.
INTRODUCTION
Three rocket flights to measure the solar constant and provide "ground truth" calibrations for
spacecraft sensors have been accomplished to date. The first flight was initiated by NASA Head-
quarters in January 1976 because the values being obtained for the solar constant by the ERB fiat-
plate detector on Nimbus--6 were 1.5 percent higher than e×pected, i.e., ]392 wm-2 . Nimbus-6
first began taking data on July 2, 197-5. This first flight identified a calibration error of+1.6 per-
cent in the Nimbus-6 ERB channel 3 values. Subsequently, Hickey, et ai., have identified the cause
for +0.7 percent of this calibration error. The reasons for the remaining +0.9 percent error has not
been identified to date. However, Hickey only claimed ±0.75 percent accuracy for this detector 1,
so the values obtained from both spacecraft and rocket during the f'trstflight are within the bounds
of uncertainty of ±0.5 percent. 2 This paper provides some background on the history and results
of these rocket flights.
FIRST ROCKET FLIGHT
Prior to authorizing the f'trstrocket flight, NASA HQ convened an Ad Hoc Science Review
Committee to consider the merits, probability of success and selection of experiment payload. The
committee met initially on January 26, 1976. The personnel were:
Guenther Brueckner - Naval Research Laboratory, Wa_ington, DC
Louis Drummeter - Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC
John Gille - National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO
Verner Suomi - University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wl
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Robert Madden - National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC
Jon Ge_ -- National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC
This committee made the following recommendations:
I. Ground intercomparisons at a high mountain site among rocket payload and nevtral outside
sensor [recommend_ _MO (Phys.._alisch--},leteorologisches Observatc:ium) Davos, Swl,zerland sen-
sor developed hy C. Fr_hlich] be conducted prior to/'light unde: _.,:'.._ientand vacuum conditions
(I 0.4 Tort) and that agreement among all instruments be better than ±0.5 percent.
2. Tests to be conduct_ to verity behav!-,r of payload upon exposure to the pressure temper-
ature profile of the mission using thermal vacuum chambers and a solar simulator. Any effects
upon performance to be noted and miss/on a_oned if these effects cause more than 0.I percent
changes in response of indi_'id ,al inslruments.
3. To minimize thermal problems and to eliminate all windows, payload to be launched in an
evacuated conf'_uration ( 10 -4 Ton').
4. Instrument payload to consist of prototypes of ER.B solar channels and as many self-
calibrating radiometers as pox'hie.
Subsequent to this meeting and prior to the flight, a final review of the results of intercom-
parisons, pressure-temperature proTlle testing, and related factors was held at NASA HQ on June 3,
1976. Upon presentation of the data, the Ad Hoc Committee gave its fi,-_alapproval for flight.
Pertinent test results presented at this meeting i_.cluded:
I. Ratios of irradiance by the l'we payload instruments were shown to be constant _t all irra=
diance levels at ali pressures.
2. Calibration factors for pressure intermediate between 50Tort and 10"4 Tort for ERB 3,
ESP, and PACRAD were derived.
3. Simulation of launch pressure v_riations showed that all/'we instruments _' >uld read the
solar constant within less than 45 seconds after first acquisition of the run.
4. The five solar constant detectors (rocket payload plus two PMO detectors) agreed with each
other within ±0.3% during the South Baldy intercomp_isons at both .;mbient snd v_cuum I.10.4
Tort).
5. An insect was trapped in canister upon placemen_ of quartz wi.ndow on payload _t South
Baldy and subsequentl._' fell into the receiver of the PACR,AD causing a 2.83 percent decrease in
measurement data. Quartz w_s removed, bug was removed, PACRAD re-exposed to sun and ob-
tained original results as compared to other instrume_ts.
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6. Payload instruments viewed LN2 target (-185°C) at 10"° Torr to determine zero offset. .
TableIListsheinstrumentsandinvestigatorsforeachoftherocketflights.The firstflight
was launchedon June29,1976at12:20PM MDT fromWhiteSands,New Mexico.Duringlaunch,
accordingtoreadingsobtainedby theERB-3 sensor(fastimeconstant,pressuresensitive)the
canisterlostvacuum duringtheinitiallaunchphaseanddidnotrecoveruntilthenoseconewas
blown.Thisfactwas alsoverifiedby thePACRAD. The ACR IV,nothavingdemonstratedpres-
suresensitivity during five track tests, did not note this fact.
The initial values reported by the investigators at about 3 minutes into fright did not change
by more than 1 wm "2 except for the ERB-3 value which was initially reported as 1374 wm "2 and
subsequently changed to 1389 wm "2. The justifieztion being: ERB on Nimbus-6 when pointed to
TABLE I. SOLAR MONITORING ROCKET FLIGHTS
e PAYLOAD FOR IS'I"FLIGHT
INVESTIGATOR/ SUPPORT
INS'TRUMENT INSTITUTION CONTRACTOR
i
ACR IV 402A R.C. Willson/.WL TRW,
ACR IV 402B Los Angeles, CA1
PACRAD J.Kendall/JPL None
R. Harrison/JPL
ERB-ESP J.Hickey/Eppley GultonIndustries,1
Channels Albuquerque,NM
d,.
3
J 4
5
ofNimbus-6ERB
e CHANGES FOR 2ND AND 3RD FI,IGHTS
- ERB-ESP - ELiminateChannels2,4,and 5
- Add Channel3 WithAnodizedBaffles
- Add H-F Sensor
I0127180
IFor Flighzs1 and2 only;no supportcontractorsfor third flight.
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space produced a negative count equal to 15 wm =2. If this negative offset were applied to the
rocket data then 1374 +I 5 = 1389 wm "2 which made perfect agreement between rocket I and
Nimbus-6 ERB. Table II fists the values obtained by the rocket instruments and Nimbus 6 ERB.
SECOND ROCKET FLIGHT
The programlaydormantfrom thefirstflighton June 29,1976,untilOctober27,1977,when
anAN proposalwas acceptedforfouradditionalrocketflightsobe conductedunderthegeneral
pl_ilosophydevelopedby theAd Hoc ScienceReviewCommittee.
The payloadwas refurbished;Hickeysubstitutedan ERB-3 channelwithanodizedbafflesand
an improvedversionof theESP,termedan H-F, forthefiltersolarchannelsflownon thefirst
flight.Thesechannelsdidnotobtainanydatawhichgavemeaningfulinsightintothebehaviorof
thesamechannelson Nimbus-6ERB. Eachofthesechannelswas coveredwitha filterand some
valueswerehigherand some loweron therocketascomparedtothespacecraftwithdifferencesof
27 wm -2,20 wm -2,and lwm -2 noted.
The addition of the ERB-3 with anodized channels was added to try to identify the source of
the calibration error of Nirnbus-6 ERB discovered by the first rocket flight. The H-F sensor was
added because it had become part of the payload of Nimbus-7 as channel I0 C.
The intercomparison of the Nimbus-'/channel l0 C detector with the rocket oayload prior to
the lau oF. of Nmlbus-7 could not be accomplished. Subsequently, the second rocket flight was
launched on the same day and obtained values at the same time as the Nimbus-7 ERB was first
turned on. Also, during the second flight, the payload was pointed off sun for 30 seconds to try to
verify that the space offset of ERB-3 was really 15 wm-2. The payload also lost vacuum about 15
minutes prior to launch.
The primary result from the second flight was an apparent increase in the solar constant since
the first flight. The result of off sun pointing was inconclusive since the ERB detector first began
exhibiting negative counts, then reversed this trend, then became negative again for a few seconds,
then acquired the sun. Th_s effect was most probably due to the fact that the nose cone was drift-
ing into and out of the field of view of the instrument. The negative offset maximum observed was
equivalent to approximately 12 wm "2 . This verifies that the space offset observed for Nimbus 6
was most probably the same for the rocket although sufficient observation time was not available
to reach 15 wm "2 . It should be noted that: according to Hickey I "The space look offset amounts
to almost 0.9 percent of the solar constant value for ERB channel 3."
'Fhc most disappointing a:'pccts of this llight were the ,_lturation of tile II-F sensor in Ilight duc
to tile wrong value el heater power being _'t, the _lturation of tile ACR IV-B, and the initial ]o',v
• lower than expected, obtained by the FSP. The FSP lower wdues were latervalues, ,-3 percent
1Prlva(econwmniettion.
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tTABLE II. SOLAR MONITORING ROCKET FLIGHTS !
Results of 1st Flight - June 29, 1976 @ 12:20 PM MDT - White Sands, NM
INSTRUMEN"£ VALUE
PACRAD 1364 wm-2
ACR A 1368 wm -2
ACR B 1368 wm =2
ESP 1369 wm =2 ,
Mean 1367 wm=2 I'
ERB Rocket Channel 3 1389 wm"2
ERB Nimbus Channel 3 1389 wm=2
Difference ERB Channel 3 ")'22wm =2 or +1,6%
and Rocket Payload Mean :'
10/28/80
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t: found to be due to aperture contamination and a change in the parameters relating back heater
power to irradiance. A recharacterization of the ERB sensors accomplished during this activity dis-
covered a +0.7% calibration error for the Nimbus-6 ERB sensors as flown on Nimbus-6 and the first
rocket flight. The anodized baffles on ERB-3 gave the same results as the painted baffles so this
channel yielded no new information to resolve the calibration anomaly noted on the first flight.
Table IIl lists the values for this flight along with the Nimbus 6 & 7 ERB values. The values shown
for the ESP include the convection of 1.96% for aperture contamination and 0.3% for heater power
parameter changes. Both values are shown.
Because of the importance of the possible increase in the solar constant, a post-flight inter-
comparison was held at Table Mountain, California, on 10-13 December 1978. Hickey was unable
to participate in this intercomparison. However, Fr_hlich of WMO and Crommelynck of Belgium
both participated. Crommelynck has been selected to fly a solar constant experiment aboard the
shuttle and brought his prototype for this flight to Table Mountain. Fr_hlich brought wRh him the
same instruments which had initially been used at the South Baldy intercomparisons. The results
of this intercomparison were that the PMO and ACR IV-A were still reading within 0.06 percent of
the intercomparison values at South Baldy while the PACRAD was reading 0.5 percent higher.
KendaLl and Harrison reported subsequently 2 that an incorrect characterization had been used in
the South Baldy intercomparisons, but the correct characterization had been used for both the first
and second rocket flights and for the post-flight intercomparisons, after the second rocket flight.
The)' maintained that their instrument had truly shown an increase in the solar constant between
the two flights.
During this time period, Willson intcrcompared his three sensors flown on the SMM with the
rocket ACR IV instruments. In comparison to the rocket ACR IV-A, the SMM sensors A, B, and
C read 0.2 percent, 0.04 percent, and 0.3 percent higher respectively. The Crommelynck sensor
read 0.7 percent lower, the PMO2 read 0.5 percent lower and the PMO6 read 0.15% lower than the
ACR 402A.
The value derived from the second rocket flight for the solar cor_stant of 1372 wm -2 was
4 wm -2 lower than the value obtained simultaneously by Nimbus-7 channel 10 C (H-F). However,
the rocket instruments were not intercompared with the Nimbus-7 channel 10 C before launch of
Nimbus 7 so the bias between the rocket instruments and the H-F could no: be identified since the
rocket H-F saturated. These two values were within the uncertainty of the measurements however.
THIRD ROCKET t- 'rr
As a result of the values obtained from the second flight, the investigators (Willson, Hickey,
Kendall. Harrison) took extreme care in the preparation and execution of the third flight.
Extensive intercomparisons before the flight were made on 15-19 April 1980. During this
intercomparison, the relative performance of the rocket sensors was established again. The
2Privatecommunication.
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TABLE III. SOLAR MONITORING ROCKET FLIGHTS
Results of 2rid Flight - November 16, 1978 @ 11 :15 MST - White Sands, NM
INSTRUM ENrr VALUE
PACRAD 1371 wm "2
ACR A 1373 wm -2
ACR B Saturated
ESP 1373 wm -2. -
1378 wm -2
H-F Saturated
Mean (No-ESP) 137"_,m "2
Mean (With-ESP) 1372=I374 wm -2
ERB RocketChannel3 1383wm -2
ERB Nimbus-6Channel3 138"/wm"2
ERB Nimbus-7Channel3 1383wm =2
Mean 1384 wm =2
Nimbus-7 H-F Channel 10C 1376 wm "2
Difference ERB Channels 3
and Rocket Payload Mean +l 2 wm "2 or +0.9%
Difference H-F Channel 10C
.-ndRocketPayloadMean +4 wm -2or+0.3%
"Value derivedafterdisassemblyof mnsor.
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PACRAD and ACR IX"were consistent with their performance during the initial intercomp_isons
at South Baldy peak. The ESP read about 0.3% higher than during the intercomparisons before the
fu'st flight. The H-F which had never been intercompared previously read about the same as the
PACRAD; about 0.3 percent lower than the ACR's, and about 0.8 percent lower than the ESP.
The decision was made prior to the third rocket flight not to try to evacuate the canister since
vacuum had not been maintained after launch for either of the two previous flights and the effects
of dynamic heating were negligible on causing temperature excursions on the instruments.
Consequently, the payload was purged with dry air for a week before launch whenever pos_a'ble
and continuously until launch after the horizontal test was complete, a period of about 48 hours.
The third flight had been scheduled to coincide with the first turn-on of SMM ACRIM. Prob-
lems with the Aerobee 170 rockets forced a delay of the flight to May 22, 1980 after a decision
had been made to fly the payload aboard an Astrobee rocket instead of continuing to wait for an
Aerobee 170 to be readied.
The results from the third flight a_ee very closely with those from the second flight for both
rocket instruments and Nimbus-7 H-F measurements. The results are summarized in Table IV.
Nimbus-7 channel l0 C measured 1376 wm -2 for the dates of each of these flights and the rocket
averages for the second and third flights were 1372 and 1374 wm -2 respectively, all well within
the estimated uncertainty of the instruments.
However, the SMM ACRIM was also in space on 22 .May 1980 obtaining a value of 1368 wm -2
for the solar constant. These ACRIM instruments (now reading lower in space) had read about 0.2
percent higher than the rocket ACR IV's during mtercomparisons at Table Mountain in December
1979. This result indicated that environment, possibly pressure, might influence the measurements
of the ACR detectors. Also, the H-F during intercomparisons in April 1980 at Table Mountain
read 0.3 percent lower than the rocket ACR but during the third rocket fligt,., it read 0.3 percent
higher for a total difference of 0.6 percent. The rocket H-F, however still read about 0.2 percent
higher than the Nimbus-7 H-F for a total difference between ground intercomparisons and space-
craft values of about 0.4 percent which is very close to the difference (0.6%) observed by Willson
between ground, rocket, and space performance.
SUMMARY
Table V lists pertinent data for each of the three flights along with sunspot number_ on the
dates of the flights. Table VI summarizes the results of the measurements for the three flights.
Table VII summarizes the results from Ninabus 6 & 7 ERB and $MM ACRIM for the dates of the
flights. Table VIII presents an average value for the solar constant for the dates of each flight using
both rocket and spacecraft data. The rocket average value for the solar constant is given equal value
to the spacecraft values in a simple arithmetical average.
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TABLE IV. SOLAR MONrlTORING ROCKET FLIGHTS
Results of 3rd Flight - May 22, 1980 @ 9:00 MDT - White Sands, NM
INSTRUMENT VALUE
PACRAD 1373 wm "2
ACR A 1373 wm -2
ACR B 1374 wm"2
H-F 1378 wm"2
ESP 1385 wm"2
Mean 1377 wm"2
ERB Rocket Channel 3 1377 wm"2
ERB Nimbus--6 Channel 3 1377 wm"2
ERB Nimbus-7 Channel 3 1367 wm"2
Mean 1374 wm -2
Nimbus 7 H-F Channel 10C 1376 wm "2
S.MMACRL\I A, B, C Average 1368 wm "2
Difference ERB Channels 3
and Rocket Payload Mean 3 wm -2 or 0.2%
Difference H-F Channel 10C
and Rocket Payload Mean I wm -2 or 0.07%
Difference SMM ACRI2,1 and
Rocket Payload Mean 9 wm "2 or 0.6%
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TABLE VIII. AVERAGE VALUE OF SOLAR CONSTANT AT TIMES OF
ROCKET FLIGHTS (CAVITY SENSORS IN SPACE)
Date Sensors Value (win-2) Average Value (win-2)
29 June 1976 Rocket Payload (1367) 1367
16 Nov. 1978 Rocket Payload (1372) 1374
Nimbus 7 H-F (1376)
22 May 1980 Rocket Payload (1374) 1373
Nimbus 7 H-F (1376)
S._IMACRIM (1368)
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' A fourth rocket flight is planned for May 198 I. The experiment canister is being rebuilt so
that vacuum can be maintained prior to and after launch. Fr_hlich will also provide two PMO-6
sensors for the expex'iment payload under an international agreement which has been negotiated
recently. Plans for this flight also include 30 seconds off sun pointing after 5 minutes of data have
been taken to establish the space offset values for tile senso-¢.
, REFERENCES
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SOLAR VARIABLITY
INDICATIONS FROM NIMBUS 7 SATFLLITE PATA
J.R. Hickey, B.M. Alton, F.J. Griffin
The Epplev Laboratory, Inc.
H. Jacobowitz, P. Pelleqri;,o
NOAA/National Earth Satellite Service
E.A. Smith and T.H. Yonder Haar
Colorado State University
P.H. Maschhoff
Guiton Industries
ABSTRACT
The cavity pvrheliometer sensor of the Nimbus 7 Farth
Radiation Fxperiment (FRB) has indicated low-level variability
of the total solar irradiance. The variability appears to be
inversely correlated with common solar activity, indicators in an
"event" sense. The limitatioms of the measurinq system and
available data sets are described.
POFEWORD
The content of this paper is modified from the presenta-
tion delivered at the workshop. Some new data and subsequent
discussion has been added. Much of the bac_cround _nformat_on
has been deleted but is _eferenced. The figures have been an-
dated to the latest Dessible availakle time dependinq on the
data set. _he reDrocessin_ effort for the Nimbus 6 data has
bequn at the time of this writina (early February 1981); how-
ever, insufficient information is available to update the Nimbus
6-7 overlap aqreement. Onl_, the results from the cavity sensor
of Nimbus 7 are presented here.
IS'TRODUCTI ON
Solar parameter measuren_ents have been performed since
November 1978 by a self-calibrating cavity p,_,rheliometer on
the Nimbus 7 satellite. The results presented here must be
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considered preliminary because of the nature of the data sets
employed. These data sets and their limitations are described
, in the opening paragraphs of the paper. Correlation with
, other solar activity indicators are presented as well as a
comparison with results _rom the So_ar Maximum Mission. i
CALIBRATED DATA (SEFDT)
The orbital values are available for the months of i
November and December 1978 and January, February, March, June 1
and October of 1979. This data is designated SEFDT data based
on the source tape. These data have been processed to the
highest degree possible. That is, the correct earth-sun distance, I
temperature correction, and space-offset have been applied to
the data set. The in-flight calibration factors have been
applied as obtained from analysis of the heater calibration
sequences which are available from an independent data source,
The SEFDT set comprises 135 daily mean values for the period.
The missin_ days within the months listed above are not available
nor will they be. This is because of the operational schedule
of Nimbus 7. The missing months are due to the fact that
the processing has not been performed for those periods.
Figure 1 is a plot of the available daily means from this
calibrated data set versus time. The solar indicators of
sunspotq and 2800 MHz flux are plotted on the same time axis
for comparison. The mean value is 1374.25 Wm -2. The standard
deviation is 0.623 Wm-2 or 0.0453% of the mean. The range
of irradiance values is from 1372.79 to 1375.45 or 0.19% of
the mean. The range is approximately 4.3 times the standard
deviat_on. The minimum value is about 0.11% below the mean
while the maximum is about 0,09% above the mean, The slope
of the regression shows a small downward trend of -0.[Wm-Z/1000
days. This amounts to -0.065%/1000 days or -0.024%/year.
It is probable that the absolute value of the mean irradiance
is too high. Recent investigation of available off-axis fliqht
_ data indicates that the stray light correction in the calibration
equation is underestimated by about 0.2%. While further
investigation is required to cenfirm this effect r it is likely
that this correction should be applied, The corrected mean
value would then be 1371.5 Wm-2.
ENGINE]_RING DATA
This data set covers the period from November 16_ 1978 •
through January 5, 19Sl. The set comprises daily mean values i
6O
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for the period through February 4, 1978 but only one orbit per
day for the remainder of the data. The basic sensor output
counts are obtained as a neak sianal output from the engineering
analysis program at the Nimbus ground station, The space-offset
value, temperature correction, earth-sun distance adjustment and
calibration are applied to the data. A description of the
limitations of this data set were presented (i) by the ERB
team in describing the early results. While there is additional
information available now from the analysis of the calibrated
(SEFDT) data set, the engineering data has been continously
processed in a consistent manner. The absolute value of
irradiance is generally higher for the engineering set because
of the method of application of the space-offset term and the
temnerature correction. The former is because it is either not
present in the data or because it is available for the orbit
minimum on!v as a single point value. The latter is because the
pre-flight rather than the in-flight derived coefficient is
employed.
Since both the space-offset and on-sun signals are single
points and since the uncertainty of a single point is + 0.5
count of digital output, the uncertainty is + 1 digital count
for this reason alone. For mean earth-sun distance, this is
equivalent to about 0.056 percent or 0.77 _-2. There are
463 dail/ values in the engineering data set for the period of
782 davs. The reasons for missin_ data here are the same as for
calibrated data with the additional reason that the engineerinq
analysis program output is not available for every day of ERB
operation.
Figure 2 is a plot of the engineering data set for the
period. In this plot all of the points have been connected
despite the fact that it is not a continuous data set. This
figure is included to give the reader a feeling for variability
over the entire period. The mean value is designated by the
horizontal line at 1375.55 Wm-2. The regression line shows a
very small downward trend over the period which can be expresser
as -i Wm-2 per i000 days or 0.073%/1000 days or approximately
0.026%/year. The standard deviation is about 0.071% of the
mean value• This is sliahtly larqer than the uncertainty of a
single value (0.036%) discussed Dreviously. The range of the
data is 0.443% ot the mean with the minimum value at -0.27%
and the maximum value at +0.17%. Thus, the low value is almost
4 sigma below the mean while the hiqh value is about 2.5 sigma
above it. The region of low irradiance values in August of
1979 is the most prominent feature on the plot.
Figures 3a and 3b show the same data set split into two
400 aay periods. The points are not connected so that the
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discontinuities are recognizable. The solar activity indicators
of sunspot number and 2800 MHz flux are also plotted on the same
time scale for comparison.
COMPARISON OF DATA SETS
There are only 108 points common to the SEFDT and Engineer _
inq data sets. It must be remembered that the early engineering
data are daily means while only one point per day is available
after February 4, 1979. There are 44 points which are daily
means for both sets in this discussion. The mean ratio of
engineering to SEFDT data is 1.00116 indicating that engineering
data is hiqher on the average by 0.116%. This is eauivalent to
two counts of input signal as discussed earlier. The nature of
the a_reement between the sets is shown in Fiaule 4. The
correlation coefficient is only 0.528. The standard deviation
is smaller for the SFFDT set (0.046%) than for the engineering
data (0.061_ as would be expected. Lines indicatinq the means
of both sets and the regression line are shown on the plot.
It should be noted that a number of values fall in the second
and _ourth quadrants indicatinq opposite behavior of the data
sets about their respective means. Most of these points are
close to the _uadrant separator lines within the expected
uncertainties.
It Js noted that the periods which show very low values
in the engineering data are qenerally m_sssing from the
available SEFDT data, Notably, the large Auqust 1979 event
_nd lesser events in September and November of 1979 are not
included. Also, two events which were sensed by the SMM ACRIM
(discussed later) are not included in the set. The plot is
essentially bounded by + 0.1% deviation on the calibrated
data while the enqineer[ng data extends from -0.20% to + 0.12%.
An analysis on an orbit-by-orbit basis may improve this correla-
tion. The additional information necessary to identify
corresDondinq orbits is not available to us at this time. A
preliminary analysis of the SFFDT orbital values has indicated
v_riabillty at the 0.02% to 0.07% range on a daily basis.
COMMFNTS ON SOLAR VARIABILITY
It had been noted early in the project that dips in the
engineering data corresponded to peaks in the 2800 M}z and sun-
spot data in an event sense. However, until higher ouality
data became available and until the large unambiguous dip
occurred in August of 1979, it was not possible to rule out
instrumental effects. The identification of a chanoe was
62
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reported (2) at the AGU meetinq in May 1980 after a confirmation
of the engineering data indication3 by a calibration orbit
analysis. An interim set of "preliminary scientific" data
obtained from "Master Archive Tapes" (MATS) was, also, employed
in confirmina the variability (2,3). This set of processed
data was found to be improperly corrected for earth-sun distance
and had other minor flaws none of which compromised its use
in assessing short-term variability. Both the preliminary _T
results and the calibration orbit an_lysis (3,4) confirmed
the short-term variability in the engineering data set althouqh
not the magnitude. The hiqher quali_y data of the preliminary
SEFDT data set became available (4) which led to the previous
discussion herein. In Auqust 1980, we were supplied with the
results of the ACRIM radiometer aboard the Solar Maximum
MissioD (S_tM) satellite by Dr. R. Willson of JPL. These results
have now been published (5) and were discussed at the workshop.
A comnarison of the S_ results to the FRB en_ineerina data is
shown in Fiqure 5 for 153 days starting in Yebruary 1980.
The circles r_present the ERB data overlayed on Willson's
oriqinal plot. The higher resolution of the S_I instrument
is obvious from the plot. Both plots are expressed in percent
deviation from the mean for the period. The two prominent
dips in the SMM data correspond to the two most prominent dips
in the ERB data. The larger of the two is about -0.16% for
S_M and -0.21% for FRB. The other at day 147 is about --0.09%
fro SMM and -0.18% for FRB. Thus, both the ERB deviations
are qreater than the S_9_ indications. The remainder of the plot
shows correspondence within the engineerinq data uncertainty
with a few notable high values on day 142 and in the period
165 to 180. We must wait for the calibrated _RB data before
makin_ conclusions relative to the remainder of the period
or for evaluatinq differences in maqnitude or corresponding
events. It is noted that the large August 1979 did was -0.27%
below the mean.
From all of the correlative data it appears that the
variability of the solar irradiance evident in the engineering
data set iu confirmed in principle but not necessarily in
maanitude. All correlative data indicate lower magnitudes of
the deviations. Unfortunately, no correlative data other thaD
calibration orbits cover the periods of the greatest indicated
variations.
CORRELATION WITH OTHER INDICATORS
A number of simple correlation analyses have been performed
for the ERB data sets versus sunspots and 2800 _Uz. These are
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given below.
data set correlation coefficient vs
sunspot Rz 2800 MHz
SEFDT - .311 - .321
Engineering - .284 - .342
Cal. orbit - .441 - .550
The calibration orbit data represents only 43 points
_paced over the period November 1978 through December 8, 1980.
While these coefficients are not impressive, they do indicate
an inverse correlation. The values of the coefficients are
declining as each data set increases in number. In all cases,
the 2800 MHz correlation has been higher than the sunspot
coefficient. A preliminary event analysis was reported for
earlier versions of the data sets (6). There was an indication
that 16 of 25 identifiable events were unambiguously anti-
correlated. An undated analysis was performed for a 654 day
set of engineering data. The nine-day running mead of engineer-
hlg data, 2800 MHz flux and sunspot number are shown as a
function of tiY,,e in FiGure 6. It is easier to visualize
the correspondence of events with this smoothed data. All
depressions in the FRB data bel_.w 1374.5 _m -2 coincide with
peaks in the 2800 MHz flux and sunspot plots. This accounts
for the 7 major dips in the smoothed data. Of the 13 neaks
in the channel 10c which extend above 1376 Wm -2 3 coinczde with
peaks in the 2800 MHz flux. While correlations can be found in
the range of 1374.5 to 1376 Wm -2, they mu_t be interpreted
with caution based on the previous discussion of the correlation
between the engineering data and the calibrated data. If we
consider every identifiable peak in the 9-day 2800 MHz data,
there are 26 includinq many small bumps. Of these, 18 could be
considered to coincide with dips in the ERB data. The two dips
noted in the SMM data are identified by "x" on the vertical
dashed lines.
We will not present further details of the correlation
analysis here. _e have not attempted to discuss tl_e solar
physics implications of these results. We have noted (4)
that the large August 1979 dip coincided with the passage of a
Coronal hole across the solar disc.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The current status of the ERB/NIMBUS 7 solar constant
measurements have indicated that solar variability at the +0.i
to +0.2 level. The most probable value of the solar constant
derived from the highest quality data and adjusted for under-
estimated reflection in the sensor is 1371.5 _m-2. The major
depressions in the solar flux are correlated in an event sense
with peaks in the sunspot numbers and 2800 MHz flux. Further
detailed analysis awaits availability of a complete high
quality data set.
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NIMBUS 7 Ch 10C 
ENGINEERING DATA SET 
463 points 
Linear Regression : 
Mean = 1375.55 Intercept= 1375.95 
St.Dev = 0.976 slope= -0.0010 
Figure 2. ERB channel 1Oc Engineering data versus Time in ~imbus-7 mission days 
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INDIRECT METHODS FOR MEASURING VARIATIONS
OF TNE SOLAR CONSTANT
Sabatino Sofia
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
ABSTRACT
The various techniques thus far used to measure or infer variations of
the solar constant, S, will be reviewed. The difference between the methods
that measure 6S, and those that measure variations in the solar luminosity,
_L, is discussed. It is shown that the past practice of simply rel_ting
8S to 8L by geometrical arguments is not valid because of anisotropy of tPe
solar radiation. We conclude that direct techniques have proven the existence
of short-term variability that is fully explainable in terms of the passage of
active regions (spots and _aculae) on the face of the Sun. These measure-
ments, however, yield no conclusice evidence regarding variability on longer,
climatically significant, time scales. The observatlons of changes in the
solar diameter, on the other hand, support the existence of structurally
induced variations of the solar luminosity on timescales of tens of years,
which are clearly significant in our understandin2 of climatic variations.
INTRODUCTION
It has been common p_actice to use the concepts of solar luminosity, L,
and solac constant or irradiance, S, interchsageably. L is the total energy
output o the Sun per unit time, whereas S is the energy per unit time
striking normally one unit area at the Earth's distance (and direction) from
the Sun. If absorption can be neglected, and if the solar radiation is
Isotropic, these quantities are simply related,
L 4_d ? , (I)
where d is the Sun-EartL distance _. Since until recently the simplifying
assumptions required for equation (1) to be valid were unchallenged, the
custom of referring to tithec L or S as equivalent concepts is underbtand-
able. We shall argue later on in this paper that the solar radiation is not
_sotropic. Since this tnvalldates relation (I), we shall hereafter clearly
discriminate between S and L.
DIRECT METHODS
All direct methods for measuring the solar energy output involve deter-
minations of S. This type of work was begun early in the century using ground-
based decector_ (ref. I), and continued in the last two decades on the basis
of observations carried out from various space-borne detectors (ref. 2). Of
partlcula- significance are the recent results from Lhe ERB experiment on
Nimbus 7 (ref. 3), and from the ACRIM experiment on the Solar Maxlmtln Mission,
SMM, (ref. I) The importance of these two experiments, with overlapping
measurements since February 1980, is that they both dote2ted coincident varla-
tions of _he solar constant, at levels of up to 0.2 percent, havl- Z timescales
of days. These variations are now well explained in terms of active regions
* I, p[oc lie, S is always normalized to a Sun-Earth distance of 1 astro-
nom_,_a, i_,_ t.
t
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(spots and faculae) brought into view and out of view by solar rotation (ref.
5),
On longer ttmescales, changes of S have not convincingly been measured
(rets. 1, "). First of a]], calibration difficulties have d_tracrt_ _lgnifi-
cance from any detected small changes. Second, since S does wry wt h a few
days timescales, differences at the few tenths of a percent level obtained
from different rocket or balloon flights might not reflect more than theseg
active-region induced changes.
A crucial outcome of the Nimbus 7 and SMM observations, followed by _ _
interpretation, is that the solar radiation is not lsotropic, since the
r_diatton emitted in a direction where a particularly large spot is visible,
for example, is less than that emitted in any direction where the spot is not
visible.
INDIRECT METHODS
Indirect methods have been used to determine variations of both S and
L. The _S determinations from indirect techniques apply to geological and
biological data, and have the properties of (I) are not very sensitive, and
(2) apply to tlmescales In thousands of years, where no other (more precise)
data exist. An example of this type of work Is the ice-core probing to
determine migrations of the Ice-caps on the Earth's polar regions. We shall
not discuss these measurements any further In this paper.
_le Indirect measuring techniques which are of Interest to us measure
chan_es of L on timescales smaller than a few hundred years. The common
feature in all of them is that they are based on the Stefan-Boltzmann law
L = 4_oR 2T 4 (2)
which gives the total energy output per unit tlme of a blackbody sphere of
radius R and temperature T.
The Sun is not a blackbody, and equation (2) is not strictly applicable;
however, If we substitute T by Tel f, the effective temperature, then equation
(z)isvalid, mustbestressedthat meaosofobt=t  ngTelf Is
through relation (2), l.e Tef f = (L/4_oR ) , and so the relation is not
useful to ',termlne L. Let us take derivatives.
6L/L = 2 _R/R + 4 _Teff/Tef f (3)
We can now determine variations of the solar luminosity by measurtng the
radtus changes, as well as the variations of the effective temperature, which
may be a quantity much easier to measure than Tef f Itself. Livingston (ref.
6) attempted to determine _T cf by measuring spectrosceptc temntrature
changes _T , determined from _e strengths of weak Fraunhotr _ line_ whArh
S
orgtnate In the same layers of the solar atmosphere (the oh,,os_,bere) as the
bulk of the solar trradtance. The.
_Ts _Tef f
° (4)
Ts Te f f
He chose for this purpose the ltne _ 5380.3 from CI. More recent work (ref.
24
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7) indicates that the equivalent widths of different lines with diverse
temperature sensitivities produce incompatible results. In fact, the current
status of thls p=rtlcular problem requires a large amount of poorly understood
modeling, and so for the time being we do not have a definitive way of
measuring 6Tell/Tel f .
If one term of equation (3) cannot be determined, it would appear that
the indirect techniques are useless to determine 6L/L. We will show here-
after that such is not the case. In fact, changes of the solar structure
(radius) are the cause of short-perlod luminosity changes, with 6T _f being
but one of the consequences. It turns out, then, 6R/R can be dlrec_y related
to 6L/L by means of numerical modeling. While our results are still model-
dependent, they have advantages over the temperature model dependence in that
(a) the modeling is better understood, and (b) it can be verified by
observations.
THE RADIUS-LUMINOSITY RELATION
Let us assume that we have two stars of identical _ass, age and initial
chemical composition. Let us model them in the conventional manner (i.e.
ignoring rotation, magnetic field, etc). Because of the nature of the
equations of stellar structure and evolution, if we wlsh these stars to have a
somewhat different lumtnoslty, the only possible avenue is to use a different
mixing length to model their envelope. Thls change will affect L, but also,
and primarily, R. From this argument it was concluded that if the Sun is to
acquire a different equilibrium value of its luminosity, it will do so at a
different radius, and hence radius monttorlng might be a sensitive means of
monitoring changes of the solar luminosity (ref. 8). The trouble wlth thls
argument is that it cannot yield the relationship between R and L, since the
tlmescales of Interest do not always allow re-establlshing tot_l equilibrium
(for example, the thermal tlmescale of the solar interior is _ 106 years),
and the standard solar model does not contain all the physics that may lead to
L changes on non-evolutionary tlmescales. By now extensive reallstic
numerical modeling of possible mechanisms leading to a quick luminosity change
have been carried out (refs. 9, i0, Ii). Contrary to our initial hope, it was
found that the relationship between 6L and 6R Is dependent on the mechanism
that causes the changes, and more particularly, on the solar region where it
primarily operates. If we define W = 61nR/61nL , it is found that, in
general, W Is slowly tlme dependent. Three mechanisms have been examined to
date, namely
I) a -mechanism: a sudden change of the mixing length on the solar
convective envelope. This mechanism first proposed by Ulrich (ref. 12),
has been examined extensively (refs. 9, lO, ii). The consensus Is that
W ~ 6 x 10 _ , i.e. on short tlmescales the radius is very insensitive
to 6n which produce significant _L • The _ , when applied to
different re_tons of the convection zone, does not produce different
results, since Its effects are only Important In the shallow super-
adiabattc region (cf ref. 11).
2) 6-mechanism : a layer at a given (variable) depth In the convection
zone is perturbed by adding non-thermal pressure components (magnetic or
turbulent pressure). Depending on the depth of the perturbation, this
leads to a W that may reach ~ .I (cf ref. 9).
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3) £ore-perturbation: A sudden mixing event is arbitrarily induced within
the partially nuclearly processed radiative core. In this case W<.7
(Sweigart, private communication).
Our current knowledge of W indicates that it depends strongly on _he zone
where the perturbation is effective, and _o a lesser degree, on the size of
the perturbation, and on the history and sequence of perturbing events (Endal,
private communication). Further modeling is underway to better understand the
sensitivity of W on the various parameters that may affect the Sun. It is now
" clear that the W value of the Sun, if indeed there iea unique value (say by
the fact that one mechanism dominates the variations) cannot be determined
from theory alone. Instead, we.must determine W from simultaneous observa-
tions of 6R and 6L , after corre _ing 8L for the modulation produced by
active regions. The value of W thus obtained will allow us to determine 8L
for all times in which radius information is available, will identify the
depth in the Sun where the changes originate, and finally, may identify the
physical process responsible for the structural changes in the Sun.
CHANGES OF THE SOLAR RADIUS
It is convenient to separate measurements of the solar radius in two
groups: those carried out in the past, and those currently underway or
planned for the future. To date, three types of measurements carried out
continually in the past have been identified which yield information on the
solar reJius. They ire: (1) transit or meridian circle observatim.s (refs.
13, 14), (2) rlmlngs of the transits of the planet Mercury in front of the Sun
(refs. 15, 16), and (3) timings of total solar eclipses (refs. 16, 17).
Because of the effect of the observer's personal equation (refs. 13, 14) and
other unknown difficulties, the transit instrument timings cannot be llterally
taken as measurements of the solar radius. The transits of Mercury provide
data apparently free of systematic errors, but the error of each individual
measurement is-if" (refs. 15, 16). Consequently, while they can suc-
cessfully disprove large secular changes of the solar radius, they cannot
provide any information regarding non-secular radius changes of amplitude
few arc seconds. Finally, two types of solar eclipse timings have been
proposed, namely (a) timing measurements carried out in the middle of the path
of totality (ref. 16), and at the edge of the path of totalt.y (ref. 17).
Reasons have been stated (ref. 18) indicating that the path-edge observations,
while fewer in number, provide the more reliable means of monitoring c,langes
in the size of the Sun (ref. 19). The results of applying this technlq,_ethus
far obtained are given in ref. 18. Of particular significance are the
eclipses of 1925 and 1979, since they were observed by a large number of
observers who were very near the edge of the path of totality (the timing
error is negligible), whose location was extremely well documented (ref. 18),
and three of the observed contacts occurred in the same lunar features, so
that the derived radius change is independent of lunar profile errors. This
shows that between 1925 and 1979 the solar radius differed by _ 0.5.
Future measurements should include edge timings to link all future
results to past results. In addition, however, measurements by more modern
techniques will be carried out. In particular, the SCLERA telescope should be
able to detect radius changes at the millt-arc second level, a factor of 50
better than the edge timing observations (ref. 20). Additional instrumenta-
tion is currently planned st the High Altitude Observatory and at Sacramento
Peak Observatory.
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; IMPLICATIONS OF _ SOLAR RADIUS CHANGES
Timing observations near the edge of t_e path of totality have shown that
the solar radius changes by approximately 0.5 in ti_escale of tens to hundreds
of years. This implies that solar luminosity variatlo_s of structural origin
having similar tlmescales have taken place. ,otice that these changes would,
in addition, undergo the actlvlty-lnduced modulation described in ref. 5. In
fact, the occurrence of structurally induced changes will show up as a secular
, gr@wth in the residuals of the analysis given in ref. 5. To estimate what
0.5 change corresponds to in terms of solar luminosity change, we must know
the mechanism responsible for the variation. The occurrence of such large
radius changes already eliminates the a-mechanslm, since it would imply
a _L/L # BO percent, a value clearly excluded by the history of the Earth's
climate. If the change originated by events occurring in the solar core, the
implied luminosity change would be at the 0.03 percent level, thus negligible
for most climatic purposes. However, it is difficult to visualize interior
mechanisms acting on tlmescales as short as tens of years. A more probable
origin of the solar variations resides in a B-mechanism associated with the
variable magnetic field produced at the base of the convection zone by the
solar dynamo. In this case, _L/L may be of the order of 0.5 percent, a value
neither excluded by the climatic history of the Earth_ nor negligible. In
fact, the size of the climatic effect would strongly depend on the duration of
the changes, and this cannot be currently assessed on the basis of only 5
radius values with rather uneven tlme-dlstrlbutlon (ref. 18).
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
From direct measurements carried out by detectors on board NIMBUS 7 and
SMM, it has been found that the _olar Irradlance varles with tlmeacales of
days to months. Such variations can be fully explained in terms of flux
modulation caused by the passage of active regions on the visible solar
hemisphere, and reflect the directional dependence of the energy deficit
caused by the sunspots and the re-emlsslon of the energy by the faculae. The
measurements do not require (or support) variations of the solar luminosity
during the six months of hlgh-preclslon observations carried out by the S_.
Indirectly, solar luminosity changes with tlmescales of tens to hundreds
of years can be inferred from structural changes in the Sun as revealed from
past radius measurements. While the factor relating radius changes to lumin-
osity changes, which depends on the mechanism that produces the variations, is
not known with complete confidence, the currently favored interpretation (a
B-mechanism) supports luminosity variations having an amplitude of _ 0.5%.
These variations, if long-llved, have important climatic consequences.
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SOLAR NEUTRINOS*
John N. Bahcall
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540
INTRODUCTION
The topics to be covered are, in order: an overview of the subject of
solar neutrinos, a brief summary of the theory of stellar evolution, a descrip-
tion of the main sources of solar neutrinos, a brief summary of the results of
the Brookhaven 37CI experiment, an analysis of the prinuipal new solar neutrino
experiments that have been proposed, a discussion of how solar neutrino experi-
ments can be used to detect the collapse of stars in the Galaxy, and finally,
a description of how the proposed 71Ga experiment can be used to decide whether
the origin of the present discrepancy between theory and observation lies in
our conventional solar models or our conventional physics.
The most important fact is that there is a serious discrepancy between the
standard theory and observation.
Neutrinos can be used directly and quantitatively to test the theory of
nuclear energy generation in stars like the sun. Of the particles released by
the assumed thermonuclear reactions in the solar interior, only neutrinos have
the ability to penetrate from the center of the sun to the surface and escape
into space. Thus neutrinos offer us a unique possibilzty of "looking" into the
solar interior.
The theory of stellar aging by thermonuclear burning is widely used in
interpreting many kinds of astronomical information and is a necessary llnk in
establishing such basic data as the ages of the stars and the abundances of the
elements. The parameters of the sun (its age, mass, luminosity, and chemical
composition) are better known than those of any other star, and it is in the
simplest and best understood stage of stellar evolution, the quiescent main
sequence stage. Thus an experiment designeu to capture noutrinos produced by
solar thermonuclear reactions is a crucial one for the theory of stellar evolu-
tion.
A number of exotic solutions to the solar neutrino problem, modifying
either the physics or the astronomy (and in some cases both), have been pro-
posed. Even if one grants that the source of the discrepancy is astronomic_l,
there is no general agreement as to what aspect of the theory is most likely
to be incorrect. As indicated above, many of the proposed solutions of the
solar neutrino problem have broad implications for conventional astronomy and
cosmology. Some of them would change the theoretical ages of old stars or the
inferred primordial element abundances. On the other hand, modified theories
of the weak interactions have been proposed in which neutrinos may disappear
This work was supported by the NSF Contract PHY79-19884.
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by mixing or decay in trans._ from the sun to the earth, but for which there
are no terrestrially measurable consequences. It is conceivable that one of
these modified theories of the weak interactions is correct and the standard
solar mode] is not in conflict with observations.
STELLAR EVOLUTION
Table I summarizes the principles that are required for constructing
solar models that are tested by solar neutrino experiments. There are many
more things in stellar evolution theory, but they are not essential for under-
standing solar neutrino experiments, certainly not for the purposes of this
talk.
The first principle is hydrostatic equillbrlum, which in practice is used
together with the special assumption of spherical symmetry. The second
principle is that the energy source is postulated to be nuclear; the rates of
the nuclear reactions depend on the density (P) and the temperature (T), and
the composition (Xi). The practical part of this principle is that the rate
at which the nuclear reactions produce energy when integrated over the whole
sun is equal to the observed solar luminosity today. The "today" is an
essential part of this principle.
The third principle is that the energy is transported from the deep
interior to the surface via radiation and convection. In practice, for most
(but not quite all) of the models, the great bulk of the energy is transported
by radiation. The key quantities are the gradient of the temperature (dT/dr)
and the opacity of the solar matter.
The assumption that the initial composition was uniform and is equal to
the presently observed surface composition is closely related to the question
of which opacity should be used. it is plausible that the surface composition
has not changed much because of nuclear reactions since the sun was formed.
It is not quite so obvious that nothing has been added to the solar surface
since the sun was born. However, that is the assumption which is widely used
throughout astronomy and is the basis for making the standard calculations.
The final principle is that the sun evolves because it burns its nuclear
it:el. It has burned for something llke 5 billion years so far. One mocks Lip
this evolution by computing several quasistatlc models which march along in
ti_e.
The bottom line of this brief coursv in stellar evolution is: within
our store of observational lnformati,,n about stars, only tbe Brookhaven
Chlorine 37 experiment of _,;y Davis and his colleagues is inconsistent with
the stand ry of stel.ar evolution. It is the only place where we do
not see _ , _,..t of o_ervaticnal difficulties unless we modify something
among the" _'...,, ,,q_umption_:,
4 '
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NUCLEAR FUSION IN THE SUN
I shall now outline briefly the conventional wisdom regarding nuclcar
fusion as the energy source for main sequence stars like the sun. It is
assumed that the sun shines because of fusion reactions similar to those
envisioned for terrestrial fusion reactors. The basic solar process is the
. fusion of four protons to form an alpha particle_ two positions (e+), and two
neutrinos (_), that is, 4p + 2e+ + 2_e . The principal reactions are
shown in Table 2 with a column indicating in what percentage of the "=_>lar
terminations of the proton-proton chain each reaction occurs. The _ate for
th_ initiating proton-proton (p-p) reaction, number i in Table 2, i_ largely
determined by the total luminosity of the sun. Unfortunately, these neutrinos
are below the threshold, which is 0.81MeV , for the 37CI experiment. Several
of the proposed new experiments, especially the 71Ga experiment, will be
primarily sensitive to neutrinos for the p-p reaction. The p-e-p reaction
(number 21, which is the same as the familiar p-p reaction except for having
the electron in the initial state, is detectable in the 37CI experiment. The
ratio of p-e-p to p-p neutrinos is approximately independent of which model (see
below) one uses for the solar properties. Two other reactions in Table 2 are
of special interest. The capture of electrons by 7Be (reaction 6) produces
detectable neutrinos in the °7CI experiment. The 8B beta decay, reaction 9,
was expected to be the main source of neutrinos for the 37CI experiment
because of their relatively high energy (14MeV), although it i_ a rare reac-
tion in the sun (see Table 2). There are also some less important neutrino-
producing reactions from the carbon-nitrogen-oxygen (CNO) cycle, but we shall
not discuss them in detail since the CNO cycle is believed to play a rather
small role in the energy-productlon budget of the sun.
THE BROOKHAVEN SOLAR NEUTRINO EXPERIMENT
The Brookhaven solar neutrino detector is based on the neutrino capture
reaction (refs. 1,21
capture
+ 37C1 _ 37Ar + e- (11
decay
which is the inverse of the electron capture decay of 37At. The radio-
active decay occurs with a half-life of 35 days. This reaction was chosen for
the Brookhaven solar neutrino experiment because of its unique combination of
physical and chemical characteristics, which were farorable for building a
large-scale solar neutrino detector. Neutrino capture to form 37Az in the
ground state has relatively low energy threshold (0.81MeVI and a favorable
crosq section, nuclearoPr°perties15 that are important for observing neutrinosfrom 7Be , !3N, and decay and the p-e-p reaction.
The 37Ci reaction is very favorable from a chemical point of view.
Chlorine is abundan= and inexpensive enough that one can afford the many
hundreds of tons needed to obsel_e solar neutrinos. The most suitable chemical
compound is perchloroethylene, C2CI _ , a pure liquid, which is manufactured on
a large scale for cleaning clothes. The product, 37Ar , is a noble gas, which
should ult!ma_ely exist in the liquid as dissolved atoms. The neutrino cap-
ture process produces an 3TAr atom with sufficient recoil energy to break free
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of the parent perchlorethylene molecule and penetrate the surrounding liquid,
where it reaches thermal equilibrium.
The Brookhaven 37CI detector was built by Davis deep underground to avoid
the production of 37At in the detector by cosmic rays. This was done with the
cooperation of the Homestake Gold Mining Company (Lead, South Dakota), who
excavated a large cavity in their mine (~ 1500m below the sucface) to house
• the experiment. The final detector system consists of an ~400.000 liter tank
of perchloroethylene, a pair of pumps to circulate helium through the liquid,
and a small building to house the extraction equipment.
A set of 39 experimental runs carried out in the Brookhaven 37CI experi-
ment over the last I0 years show that the 37Ar production rate in the tank is
, 0.50 ± 0.06 37At atoms per day (refs. 1,2,3). Even though the tank is nearly
a mile underground, a small amount of 37At is produced by cosmic rays An
evaluation of data obtained by exposing 7500 liters of C2CI _ at various depths
underground suggests that the cosmlc-ray production rate in the detector may
be 0.08 ± 0.03 S_Ar atoms per day (refs. 2,3), Fireman's (ref. 4) measurements
of the muon background using a 37K detector suggest a background rate of
(0.18 _ 0.09) 37At atoms per day. If this background rate is corrrct_ then
there is no evidence for any solar neutrino detection beyond the 3-0 level of
significance.
If the background rate determined from the C2CI_ measurements is assumed,
then a positive signal of (2.2 ± G.4) SNU is inferred (refs. 1,2,3)
(ISNU - i0-$6 captures per target particle per second).
The predicted capture rates for one recently constructed solar model are
shown in Table 3 (ref. 5). The results are expressed in terms of SNU's = i0-$6
captures per target atom per second, the characteristic counting rate for solar
neutrino experiments. The neutrino absorption cross sections used to compute
the rates given in Table 3 are from reference 6. The best values to use for
various nuclear parameters is currently under investigation and the total
predicted rate may well differ by as much as 1 to 1.5 SNU from the value of !
7.8SNUshowninTable 3 (and beas low as 5 S_U if the preliminary cross-section
measurement of 3He(a,y)TBe by C. Rolf et a_. is verified).
OBSERVATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
The 37C1 experiment tests theoretical ideas at different levels of
meaning, depending on the counting rate being dlscussed. The various counting
rates and their significance are su_,,arlzed in Table 4. It is obvious from a
comparison of Table 4 with the experlmcntal results given above that the
value of 28 SNU's based on the CNO cycle is ruled out. More surprisingly,
the best current models based on standard theory, which imply ~ 6 to 8 S_J's
are also inconsistent with the observations. This d_sagreement between
standard theory and observation has led to many speculative suggestions of
what might be wrong. One such suggestion (ref. 7),that in the solar interior
the heavy element abundance is at least a factor of I0 less than the observed
surface abundance, leads to an expected counting rate of 1.5 SNU's (see
Table 3), which is about as low a prediction as one can obtain from solar
models without seriously changing current ideas about the physics of the solar
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interior. We note that present and future versions of the 37CI experiment are
not likely to reach a sensitivity as I¢ as 0.3 SNU, the minimum counting rat_
(from reaction 2 of Table 2) that can be expected if the basic idea of nuclear
fusion as the energy source for main sequence stars is correct.
NEW EXPERIMENTS
Another experiment is required to settle the issue of whether our
astronomy or our physics is at fault. Fortunately, one can make a testable
distinction. The flux of low energy neutrinos from the p-p and p-e-p reactions
(numbers i and 2 in Table 2) is _imost entirely independent of astro_omlcal
uncertainties and can be calculated from the observed solar lumlnosiLl, pro-
vided only that the basic physical ideas of nuclear fusion as the energy
source for the sun and of stable neutrinos are cocrect. If these low energy
solar neutrinos are detected in a future experiment, we _'ill know that the
present crisis is caused by a lack of astronomical understanding. If the low
energy neutrinos _re absent, we will know that the present discrepancy between
theory and observation is due at ].east in part to faulty physics, not Just
poorly understood astrophysics.
I have analyzed in detail the theoretical aspects of eleven ezperlments
that have been studied by various experimental groups as possible new solar
neutrino experiments (ref. 6). Those eleven proposed targets are listed in
the first column of Table 5. I also list in the other columns the following
information: (a) whether the total cross-section solar neutrinos can be
calculated to an accuracy of _t least ten percent; (b) whether something new
will be learned about the solar interior, or neutrino physics, by performing
the propose_experlment; and (c) whether (in my opinion) the experiment is
feasible with current technology. A _heck mark (/) indicates that the answer
to the relevant question is affirmative; a negative answer is indicated by (X).
The detectors for solar neutrinos can be rlas_ified according to their
relative sensitivity to different parts cf the solar neutrino spectrum. Five
of the experiments are primarily sensitive to 8B neutrinos; these are 2H,
37CI , 51V, 55Mn , and neutrlno-electron scattering.
Four detectors, 71Ga , 87Rb , l151n , and 205TI , are primarily sen-
sitive to neutrinos from the proton-proton reactions. The expected capture
rates for these detectors are practically independent of the astronomical
assumptlon3 that are made provided only that the sun produces, in a steady-
state fashion and via the proton-proton chaln, the energy that it radiates
from its surface.
Thep-e-pneutrlnos (reaction 2, Table 2) are expected to make the largest
single contribution to the capture rate of a 7Li detector, even for the stan-
dard solar model. The observational results from the 37CI experiment show,
moreover, tb t the higher energy 8B neutrinos should contribute, for a 7Li
target, at most one-half the capture rate due top-e-pneutrlnos. Since the
p-e-pneutrlnosareas good a measure of the proton-proton reaction rate as are
thep-pneu, rlnos, one can also classlfy the 7Li detector as ap _sensltlve
target. The 7Li and lISln targets share the property of being reasonably sen-
sitive to more than one neutrino branch (thep-e-p,TBe, 8B , and 150 branches
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for the 7Li detector; the p-p and 7Be branches for the l151n target). The p-p
and 7Be capture rates could be determined separately for the l151n experiment
since the energies of the individual electrons could be measured.
'l_e81Br detector is primarily sensitive to 7Be neutrinos.
• The l151n and neutrino-electron scattering experiments couia in principle
be used to meas,ra the direction of the electrons that are produced at_dthus
to establish that the incident neutrinos come from the sun.
In order for a solar neutrino experiment to be most useful, the absorption
cross sections must be accurately known. Of the new targets discusses in this
paper, only 2H, 71,_, 71Ga, 87Rb , l151n, and neutrino-electron scattering
satisfy this requilement. A new detector should also help discriminat_ between
. the possible exp!ana_ions of t_le discrepancy between theory and observation in
provide new information of astrophjsical importance, these experiments must be
sensitive to a 8B flux that is significantly below that already reached by the
Brookhaven 37CI experiment. There has not been a recent and detailed experi-
mental feasibility study for the proppsed 87Rb experiment, perhaps because of
the uncomfortably short lifetime (2.8ors) of the daughter nucleus, 57Sr . If
we set aside 87Rbbecauseof the absence of a feaslb_llty study, then the
71Ga llSln and either 2H or electronpreferred targets are: 7__LLi,z , ,
scattering (if sufflciently sensitive).
Ther are four major neutrino branches that must be measured in order to
carry out a program of neutrino spectroscop[ of the sol_r interior. These
branche_ are the p-p, 7Be , 8B, and 13N + "56 neutrinos. The future exper_-
mental s_'larneutrino program should include all of the preferred new detectors.
The 71Ga experiment is primarily sensitive to p-p neutr[nos and the 37CI
experiment to 8B neutrinos. T|le7Li and l151n experime_,ts provide additional
information about the 7Be and 13N + 150 fluxes. Taken togetber, the recult_
of the four experiments (TLi , 37CI , 71Ga, and llSln) should allow us to
solve for the parameters of the solar interior (_emperature range denslt¥ and
composition). An 2H or an electron-neutrino experiment should a] o be _e,'--formed at some future date in orde: to check on the upper limit to the B 11ux
determined by the 37CI experiment. If a feasible experiment is proposed in
which a 8B flux as low as twenty percent of the prediction from the standard
model could be measured then this would also be a preferred expezlment since
it would provide qualitatively new astrophysical information.
Either a 71Ga or an 1151n experiment can distinguish between explanations
that are based ov presumed inadequacies in, respectively, the ast_o_omical
theory or the weak interaction theory provided only that the sun produces in
a steady-state fashion the energy it radiates from its surface. A low count-
Ing rate in either of these expe_ ments could also arise, in priaciple, if the
sun is now in an abno_au_l phase in which its nuclear energy generation is much
lees than its surt_ :e luminosity. However, for most of the models of _his
kind that have app:ared in the literature, the reduction in the counting rate
of a 7]Ga or an l!Sin experiment would not be nearly as great as is expected
on either the oscillation or _he decay ;,ypothesis. Moreover, these latter two
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processes lead to specific predictions for the 71Ga and ll51n experiments when _-
combined with the results of the $7CI experiment.
/
THE 71Ga EXPERIMENT
A p_eliminary background experiment has been completed with 1.3 tons of
gallium and plans are underway for an approximately 10-ton calibration
experiment to be performed in a mine in Tennessee using a strong (megacurie)
radioactive source made in the reactor at Oak Ridge. This program involves
an international collaboration (ref. 8) between Brookhaven National Laboratory,
the Max-Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics at Heidelberg, the Institute for
Advanced Study, and the Welzmann Institute.
STELLAR COLLAPSES
It is now generally believed by workers in the field that much of the
potential energy which is released when stars collapse is emitted in the form
of neutrlnos (see, 8.g., refs. 9 and 10). The rate at which optically
undetected stellar collapses occur in the galaxy is not known, but plausible i=
estimates might vary from once a year to once in a hundred years. The solar I"
neutrino experiments that have been discussed in this talk can all be used to
detect occasional stellar collapses in the galaxy. In fact, I have even sug-
gested that the exceptionally high result observed in Run 27 of the $7CI
experiment might be interpreted in terms of a stellar collapse, i_
t_
Using plausible parameters for the energy liberated in the form of i
neutrinos, I estimate (ref. 6) that stellar collapses can be detected to a
typical distance of a few kpc with the proposed solar neutrino detectors.
The specific values are: 7Li (3kpc), B7CI (4.5kpc), 71Ga (>0.3kpc),
llbln (_ i0 kpc), 2H (~ i0 kpc), and neutrino-electron scatter_g experiments
( < 2 kpc).
I
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Table i. Three-minute Course in Stellar Evolution Principle
Hydrostatic Equilibrium
Spherical Sun
Nuclear Energy Source
Energy Transport by Radiation & Convection
Uniform Primordial Composition = Surface Composition
10 9Evolution (age = 5 × yrs.) _"
BOTTOM LINE: Only _CI Experiment Inconsistent with
Standard Theory :_
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Table 2. The Proton-Proton Chain in the Sun
Solar
Number Reaction terminations Maximum Neutrino Energy
(%) (Mev)
1 p+p 9(99.75) 0.420
or
2 p+e-+p_2H+9 (0.25} 1.44 (monoenergetic)
3 2H+p_3He+_ (i00) I,
4 3He+_He (86)
or
5 3He+_He _(14)
6 ?Be+e- _0.86" (90%), 0.383 (10%)
7 7Li+p ˜ (Bcchmonoenergetic)
or
8 ?Be+p_eB+9 (0.02)
9 eB _14.06
10 eBe* (|09O
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, Table 3. Predicted Capture Rates for a
Recently Computed Solar Model 5
Neutrino Source Capture Rate(SNU's)
p-p 0
SB 6.3
PEP 0.2
_Be 1
i3N 0.06
ISO 0.2
Total = 7.8 SNU
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' Table 4. Significance of Counting Rates in the s_Cl Experi-
ment. One Solar Neutrino Unit (SNU) = 10 -36 Captures
per Target per Second.
|
Counting Rate Significance of counting rate
(SNU)
28 Expected if the CNO cycle produces the solar
luminosity
7±1 Predictions of current models
1.5 Expected as a lower limit consistent with
standard ideas of stellar evolution
0.3 Expected from the PEP reaction, hence a test
of the basic idea of nuclear fusion as the
energy source for main sequence stars
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• Table 5. Proposed Experiments
i
Target Cross-Section New Feasible
2H J ?* V
_Li J J _(?)
'_Cl V ¢ J
S*V X X V
SSMn X X
_IGa / / /
'*Br X J J
'_Rb J V X(?)
**'In /(?) _ /(?)
2°ST£ X / /(_)
-_ /(w-s) ?* ?
e
*New if % (eB) ~ 6 × 10 5 cm -2 sec -I measurable
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ABSTRACT
Over the past five years double-pass spectrometer observations of the
"sun-as-a-star" have revealed significant changes in line intensities. The
photospheric component has weakened linearly with time 0 to 2.3%. From a lack
of correlation between these line weakenings and solar activity indicators like
sunspots and plage we infer a global variation of surface properties. Model-
atmosphere analysis suggests a slight reduction in the lower-photospheric
temperature gradient corresponding to a 15% increase in the mixing length
within the granulation layer. Chromospheric lines such as Ca II H and K,
Ca II 8542 and the CN band head weaken synchronously with solar activity.
Thus the behavior of photospheric and chromospheric lines is markedly differ-
ent, with the possibility of secular change for the former.
INTRODUCTION
Since 1975/1976 systematic observations have been routinely made at Kitt
Peak in an attempt to quantify any temporal variation in the Fraunhofer lines.
The original hope was that temperature sensitive lines might provide an indi-
cation of luminosity variation, assuming F = OT _ (ref. I). When line strengths
are measured near disk center variations of several percent are the rule, both
in time and space, owing to a hierarchy of surface Inhomogenelties--the gran t
ulation, supergranulation, faculae, plage, and so on. But if we observe the
whole disk at once, in "integrated light", this fine structure averages out
and the variance in line equivalent widths between spectrum scans reduces to
* Operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.,
under contract with the National Science Foundation. _
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-0.02%. This very low noise azises because the equivalent width parameter
refers to the integral of absorption across the entire line profile, and so
is invariant to instrument resolution, and because equlvalent width is taken
relative to the local continuum and thus is Invariant to the transmission
fluctuations of the earth's atmosphere. In terms of the predicted change in
the high excitation llne of CI 5380 our sensitivity is 1 K, or 0.1% in the
solar constant assuming the sun is a black body.
After 2 years of data were acquired we noted that CI 5380 was 0.6% weaker
than at the beginning and, following the above, we concluded the sun had cooled
6 K (ref. 2). At that point the equivalent width values for the other lines
were really inconclusive. Today, however, with 5 years of data before us, the
simple picture of temperature change is no longer tenable (ref. 3). As will
be shown below all photospheric lines have either weakened or remain fixed,
and the degree of weakening obviously depends on other factors besides temper-
ature.
In the sections which follow, the ful" d&ta set for both photospherlc and
chromospheric lines is presented. A tentative explanatfon of photospheric llne
behavior emerges from a full atmospheric-model analvslb The interpretation
of the chromospheric Ca II H and K lines appears sr_alghtforward in terms of
plage.
PHOTOSPHERIC LINES
OBSERVATIONS
All dat_ used in this study were taken with the 13.5 m double-pass grating
spectrometer of the McMath Telescope on Kitt Peak. Details of the physical
instrument and reduction procedures are given elsewhere (refs. 4, 5, 6).
Table I lists the observed lines together with pertinent line parameters
such as excitation potential, Zeeman sensitivity, and temperature sensitivity.
Figure 1 gives examples of the run of eq1_ivalent width with time. Within the
noise band a linear fit adequately represents the data up to the present. The
5 year intercept of this fit, converted to fractional change, is tabulated in
the last column of table I.
What is the cause of the scatter in equivalent widths displayed in figure
I? If the scatter were solar in origin, say caused by facular line weakening
which at high resolutlon was discovered by Chapman and Sheeley (ref. 7) then
the weakening of different lines should correlate on a day-to-day basis. None
is found (ref. 8). We conclude this scatter is instrumental in origin, oe.rhaps
arising from several causes such as spectrograph misalignment, grating drive
screw error and at_ospherlc scintillation. Because these errors are all
stochastic in nature, with no known secular trend, we accept the scatter as
unavoidable with the present technique, but find _o reason to doubt the long
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term changes. Note that the equivalent width of Si I 10827 has remained
conbtant (fig. 1).
INTERPRETATION
In figure 2 we explore a number of mechanisms to explain the ob_ _
tions, (ref. 8). First we evoke a step change in temperature through
line-forming region but immediately find a conflict in sJ:_ between ca_; "_
the other lines (fig. 2a). Microturbulance can affect t_ _I-ength of wea_
lines, but proves ineffectual here (fig. 2b). Likewise _eema_ broadening
alters llne strength but doesn't work either (fig. 2c). ._ must fit between
theory and observations follows from a 2.3% change in surface chemical abun-
dance (fig. 2d) but this is considered unacceptable in principle.
Having disposed of the more simple possibilities we turn to the fact t_mt
our various lines are formed at differing levels in an atmosphere which
possesses a temperature gradient. As shown by the respective contribution
functions, C 5380 is formed low, Fe 5250 high, while Si 10827 is common to
both regions (fig. 3). The positive thermal response of the carbon line can
be combined with the negative response of the iron lines (table I) if we intro-
duce a cooling of the low photosphere while heating up the higher layers. This
can be accomplished by a change in the ratio of mixing length tc pressure scale
height £/H from 2 to 2.3 (fig. 4). This initial value of £/H=2 is In accord "
with the recent evolutionary calculations for the sun by Mazzitelli. If w_
assume this 15% change in £/II is confined to the granulatlon layer, £he luml-
nosity effect is negligible (ref. 9).
CHROMOSPHERIC LINES
OBSERVATIONS
Figure 5 displays the essence of the variation seen in the calcium K pro-
file, which occurs in the line core primarily, if not wholly, and arises from
the contribution of plage over the visible disk. As described elsewhere
(ref. 6), we measure both the central intensity of the line (K. intensity) but
also, for comparison with stellar observers, the 1 A equivalen_ width (K-index).
The temporal behavior of K]-intensity and K-index are essentially the same,
figure 6, except the modulition of the K-index somewhat less than the former.
The proof that the Ca K-line variation is due to chromospheric plage is given
by the correlation of K1-intensity with Mr. Wilson plage area index, figure 7.
Similar results are fotu_d for Ca II 8542, and CN 3883, although the correla-
tion coefficient is less (ref. i0).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have seen that over our 5 year time base photospheric lines have
weakened linearly with time %bile chromospheric indicators mimic the activity
cycle. Remaining unanswered are the following questions:
i. Is the photospheric variation truly global, or does it reflect un-
resol.ed elements of solar activity (faculae, for instance)?
2. Is the time scale of the photospheric variatio_ tied to the (22 y)
solar cycle or is it evidence of some secular change of tu%known dura-
tion?
3. In effect wc are observing a change in line-blanketing. Will this
affect solar irradiance?
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Wavelength Width W EP Land_ AW/W* _W/W**
(A) (mA) (eV) _ K-X (%) obs. (%) !
Fe I 5249.1 42. 4.5 0.9 -0.07 -0.45 1
Fe I 5250.2 74. 0.I 3.0 -0.09 -0.50 ,_
Fe I 5250.6 108. 2.2 1.5 -0.05 -0.17
Fe I 5379.6 62. 3.7 1.0 -0.05 -0.60
C I 5380.3 22. 7.7 1.0 +0.12 -2.30
Ti II 5381.0 65. 1.6 0.9 -0.00 -0.71
Si I 10827.1 423. 4.9 1.5 -0.04 0.00
* Predicted from HSRA model
** Total change over 5 years
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Figure la. Observed equivalent width in mA over 4-5 year time
span: Cl 5380
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Figure lb. Observed equivalent width in mA over 4-5 year time
span: Ti II 5381
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c) SiI 10827 AW/W =0,0%
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Figure Ic. Observed equivalent width in mA over 4-5 year time
span: Si I 10827
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Figure 2. Predicted _W/W (t) compared with observed
AW/W (t) for differing mechanisms: a) a step change
of temperature, b) a change of microturbulence, c)
introduction of a 100-gauss uniform magnetic field,
and d) a 2.3t reduction in the abundance of observed
species, and (bottom) the observations.
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Figure 4. Equivalent width change in percent due to
an increase of t/H a) from 2.0 to 2.3, b) 2 to 3, c)
same as (a) but corresponding AT(Ts_nn) shifted on T
scale by factor of two towards latter-(squares), or
smalle_ (circles) depths
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\/
Figure 5. The variability of calcium K profiles: a) full disk K
at minimum and maximum superposed and b) average profiles for an
active region (plage) and a n_arby quiet region at the same limb
distance.
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Figure 7. Correlation between K3-ir,tensity and the Mr. Wilson
plage area index
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THE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL SEMI-DIAMETE,RS OF THE SUN OBSERVED AT
THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE (1834-1887) AND PARIS (1837-1906): A REPORT ON WORK
IN PROGRESS
Clayton Smith and Dan Hessina _
O.S. Naval Observatory
ABSTRACT
Cape and Paris meridian observations of the solar limbs which permit
an estimate to be made of the solar semi-diameter are being surveyed,
sampled, and compared with Greenwich and U.S. Naval Observatory observa-
tions. Significant systematic errors have been found in the Paris work
and have been correlated with changes of instruments and observers. It is
unlikely that further work on the Paris series would shed light on the
problem of changes in the solar semi-diameter. Preliminary results from
the more stable Cape series indicate that work should continue on the
compilation of data from Cape observations of the sun.
INTRODUCTION
The possibility of a secular decrease in the apparent solar semi-
diameter (referred to standard co._ditions) has been suggested from studies
of meridian circle observations made at the Royal Greenwich and the U.S.
Naval Observatories (refs. 1,2,3). Two other serles of observations not
previously discussed are available from the Royal Observatory at the Cape
of Good Hope (Cape) In South Africa from 1834 to 1887 (ref. 4) and at the
Paris Observatory (Paris) from 1837 co 1906 (ref. 5). The Cape series is
of particular interest because of the Cape's southern hemisphere location.
The Paris series is of interest because of the 70 year tlme-span.
A method for reducing raw observations to standard conditions is
given, the method was applied to selected subsets of the original mass of
observational material, and the results are discussed.
DATA _ALYSIS
Solar observations were reduced as follows (ref. 6):
15RAacos_ (1)SDH = 2S '
where SDH = horizontal semi-diameter at unit distance (one A.U.),
R = earth-sun distance in units of A.U. at the time of observation,
* NASA Contract PCN 961-72273(IC)
¢ University of Maryland
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8u = measured difference in time between the east and west limbs,
S - a correction factor for the sun's motion in right ascension during
the time between meridian passage of the east and west limbs.
• S = i/(i-_aS/3609.86), where Aas is the rate of change in right
ascension of the sun in units of seconds of time per mean solar
hour. (See table I for the monthly value used in any year.), and
- sun's apparent observed declination.
In some cases the north polar distance (NPD) was given, rather than the
declination. In those cases, sin(NPD) was substituted for cos6.
In the other coordinate:
R_
SDV = _ , (2)
where SDV - vertical semi-diameter at unit distance (one A.U.), and
86 = measured difference between north and south llmb declinations
corrected for refraction.
Our strategy was to survey several years at the beginning and end
of an instrumental series. Annual averages of S_{ and SDV have been com-
puted for Cape for the years 1834, 1884-1887, and 1861-1865 and are st_-
marlzed in table II. Annual averages of SDH and SD V from Paris for the
years 1837-1841, 1859-1867, and 1885-1890 are summarized in table IIl.
The entire Cape series was observed with no significant change in
instrumentation or observers. However, the Paris series is composed of
subsets of observations with four diffent instruments as indicated in
table Ill. Si_nlflcant changes in the observing staff from one year to
the next were also noted.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
CAPE
A test of the Cape results SDH and SDV of table II for a linear rate
with time, T, by means of a least squares fit yielded the solutions
d(SDH)/dT = -0.6 ± 0.6 seconds of arc per century and d(SDv)/dT = -0.4 ± 0.4
seconds of arc per century, from 1834 to 1887, and 1861 to 1887, resp. From a
statistical point of view, these results can barely be regarded as signifi-
cant. However, since the mean errors are of the same order of magnitude as
the rates and not very much larger, and since the two independent solutions
are in better agreement with each other than expected from their relative
errors, there is some indication that a nlearer picture may emerge if the
survey of Cape sun observations Is broadened to include data from the ti_e
interval 1865 to 1884, 8nd close attention is paid to the change in the mix
of observers from one year to the hext.
This preliminary result may be compared with the results of_IJ Eddy _md
Boornazlan (refs. 2,3) who found a secular decrease of -2" per century in
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SDH and -0"8 per cen_.ury In SDV from Greenwich and U,,S. Naval Observatory
meridian observatlons;(2) I. _haplro (ref. 7) who from transits of Mercury
found that any decrease in the solar diameter Is llkely to be under 0';3 per
century;(3) D. Dunbar, et al. (ref. 8) who found from an analysis of solar
ecllpses that the solar radius has contracted 0.34 -+ 0.2 seconds of arc in
264 years; and(4) A. Wittman (ref. 9) who from the agreement bet__:n the
mean of Tobias Mayer's observations of the sun, 1756-1760, and recent photo-
electrlc results obtained in the 1970's finds no support for a secular
decrease in the solar radius.
PARIS
The Paris results are inconclusive. Larg,_ systema._Ic differences of the
personal equation of individual observers having an effect as large as two
seconds of arc on the determination of SDH have been dc__umented, and explain
the discordant values of SDH for 1866,1867, and 1902-1906. On the other hand,
the signlficant decrease of SDH from the 1840's to the 1860's is consonant
within their relative errors wlth a slnLilar decrease in the Greet-with
results. -
There Is no significant change in the Paris SDV of the 1837-1841 period
compared with the 1859-1863 period, which is noc in agreement with the Green-
wich results over the same interval of t1.,T,. Since different instruments
were used at Paris in the 1837-18&i and 18 9-1863 periods, i.e., the Fortln
Mural Circle was used in the first period and the Gambey Mural Circle was
used In the second perJod, systematic instrumental effects probably are at
the root of the disagreement between Paris and Greenwich over that interval
of tin_.
It was very disturbing to find that for the subset of observations
made wlth the Crande Instr,,,ent Merldlenne from 1863 to 1906 for which we
have values of SDv, the values were systematlcally larger than the _arlier
Paris values by about 1.5 seconds of arc, and also systematically larger than
the Gree:tw_ch SDV by about the same amcunt in the interval i_63 to 1906. This
abrupt change in the system was probably caused by an instrumental change
rather than an observer change. We have been able to document that changes of
obr.erver from one year to the next which grossly affect the SDH (compare SDH
,;alues 1885-1889 to SDH values 1902-1906) cause no sisnlf%cant change in the
correspondlng SDV values observed with the same instrument.
FUTURE WORK
Our next efforts viii focus on completing the,dlscusslon of the Cape ob-
servatlons and then turning to the lonR series of the O.S. Naval Observatory.
We hope to use concurrent Nav_l Observa¢ory observation-: of the limbs of Ju-
piter and Saturn to indicate how dl_ter measure_nts can be affectsd sys-
tematlcally by personal equation and changes tn instrumentation apart from
ch,_nges which may occur as the resul," of severe punishment o" the instrmln-
ration durlns solar observations.
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!TABLE I. S, A CORRECTION FACTOR FOR THE MOTION OF I_IE SUN
l
[
Jan. 1.00297 July 1.00281 i
Feb. 1.00271 Aug. 1.00259 f
Mar. 1.00253 Sept. 1.00249 i_
Apr. 1.00256 Oct. 1.00258
May 1.00274 Nov. 1.00284 i
June 1.00288 Dec. 1.00307 !
TABLE II. ANNUAL MEANg OF SOLAR SEMI-DIAMETERS FROM OBSERVATIONS AT CAPE
Year SDH No. of Obsns. SDV No. of Obsns. i
1834 961_50 132 -- 0
1861 961.25 61 962_35 37
1862 960.63 37 962.04 32
1863 961.19 42 962.43 33
1864 961.57 54 962.29 53
1865 961.50 68 962.13 65
1884 960.86 69 962.09 77
1885 961.16 19 962.17 19
1886 961.34 141 962.27 150
1887 961.09 175 962.09 179
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LTABLE III. ANNUAL MEANS OF SOLAR SEMI-DIAMETERS FROM OBSERVATIONS AT PARIS
Year SDH No. of Obsns. SDV No. of Obsns.
1,unette Merldienne de Gambey(gMG) Fortln Mural Circle
1837 962U24 146 960_56 20
1838 962.62 iii 960.70 4
1839 962.26 121 -- 0
1840 962.75 142 961.35 Ii •
1841 962.03 93 960.92 17
LMG (continued) Gambey Mural Circle
1859 961.90 136 -- 0
1860 961.20 77 961.28 3
1861 961.55 108 960.49 4
1862 960.67 42 961.56 8
1863 960.57 58 961.25 36
Grande Instrument Meridienne (in both coordinates)
1863 961.19 25 963.18 20
1864 961.54 102 962.45 141
1865 960.62 i01 961.71 9B
1866 962.68 54 962.67 45
1867 962.03 76 962.50 73
1885 961.20 114 962.39 96
1886 961.25 126 962.44 119
1887 961.68 92 962.56 90
1888 961.29 93 962.45 57
1889 961.48 173 962.54 79
1902 962.85 105 962.42 93
1903 962.87 93 962.29 92
1904 962.80 97 962.49 89
1905 962.92 88 962.52 82
1906 963.05 88 962.54 87
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ECLIPSERADIUSMEASUREMENTS*
DavidW. Dunhamand Joan BixbyDunham
ComputerSciencesCorporation
Alan D. Fiala
U. S. Naval Observatory
SabatinoSofia
GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
ABSTRACT
We have improvedmethodsfor predictingthe path edgesand reducing
observationsof totalsolar eclipsesfor determiningvariationsof the
solarradius. Recently-analyzedobservationsof the 1925Januaryeclipse
showa 0?7 (arcsecond)decreasein the solarradiusduringthe pastfifty
years.
INTRODUCTION
Methodsfor predictingthe locationof the edgesof pathsof total
solareclipses,methodsof reducingtimed observationsmade just insidethe
edgesof the path,and accuraciesof the solarradiusvariationsdetermined
from thesedata,are describedelsewhere(ref.I). Resultsfor the
eclipsesof 1715, 1976,and 1979have been reported(ref.2).
IMPROVEDRESULTS
Our previousprocedurefor computingthe non-spherlcalcorrectionsfor
eclipsepathedges (ref.1) has been replacedby a non-iteratlveschemeand
has been larBelyautomated. Similarly,we havewrittencomputerprograms
to efficientlyreducereportedBailybead and contacttimings,permitting
more comprehensiveanalysesof the data. The methodof reductionhas been
describedelsewhere(ref.3). For a reportedtiming,the computerprograms
printa plotshowingthe lunarlimbderivedfroma U. S. NavalObservatory
magneticdisk file of limbcorrectiondata (ref.4), the solar llmb,and a
pointerindicatingthe lunarfeaturewhich probablycausedthe event.
*Thisworkwas supportedby N.A.S.A.Grant NAS-5-24350,N.S.F.Grant
ATM-7743757,and the U. S. NavalObservatory.
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The selectedlunarfeaturecan be replacedwith anothercholce,If this
seemsappropriateafterexaminingthe plots. See Fig. I.
Besidesthe aboveimprovements,someof our other recently-published
resultshavebeen supercededbecausethe observedeventsused in the
analysiswere not restrictedto positionangleswithin30° of the lunar
axisof rotation(ref.5 and 6), in the polarregionswhere our arguments
aboutminimallibration-dependente_rorsare valid,or becausesome of the
computedresultswere misinterpreteu(ref.7). i
THE 1925 ECLIPSE
As a resultof E. W. Brown'sefforts,the total solareclipseof 1925
January24 was well-observedfromsites nearboth the northernand southern
limits(ref.8). Brown notedthat the observationsdeterminedthe location
of the actualpathedgesvery accurately,but that the resultcouldnot be
useddue to lackof knowledgeof the locationof the lunarvalleybottoms,
which causedthe obserwd contacts,with respectto the moon'scenterof
mass. Althoughthe southern-limitobservationsmade fromNew York City
were published(ref.9), the reportsfromthe northernlimitcollectedby
Brownhave apparentlybeen lost. Fortunately,we found a reportmade at a
professionalobservatorysituatedvery closeto the northernlimit (ref.
10). We havemeasuredthe positionsof the observersfrom l:24,000-scale
topographicmaps of the U. S. GeologicalSurvey, These positionsare
accurateto aboutl" in geographiclatitude,which contributesan errorof
onlyOVOI to our determinationof the solar radiusfrom the observations.
The correctionto the standardsolarradius(_59_63at a distanceof
l astronomicalunit)derivedfromthe 1925 eclipse,alongwith improved
valuesfor the correctionsfor previously-studiedeclipses,and the stand-
ard errorsof the corrections,are given in Table I. The lunarvalleys
which producedthe observedcontactsat the limitsof the 1925eciipsealso _
producedeventswhichwere timed in 1979 (twocontactsand one Bellybead
event)and in IgBO (threeBaily beadevents). The solarradiuscorrections
derivedfromsolutionsusing onlyth_seobservationsare also listed.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
While no significantchangein the solarradiuscan be deducedfrom
observationsof recentecllpsc_,the data show that the radiusdecreasedby
at leastOV5 (0.05%or 350 km) between1925 and Ig7g. These two eclipses
havespecialsignificancesince theyare threeSaros cyclesapart,produc-
ing similargeometries,especiallysimilarlunar llbratlons.The decrease
is 0_70 ±0_13if all polartimingsare used. This resultis confirmed
(OV51_+0V24),to lessprecision,If only thoselunar featuresproOuclng
observedeventsduringboth eclipsesare used. Unlikethe resultfor the
1715eclipse,thereis no significantuncertaintyin the coordinatesof the
observersof this century'seclipses. The physicalsignificanceof varia-
tionsof the solar radiusis discussedin other papersin theseproceedlng_
118
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YTABLEI. SOLARRADIUSCORRECTIONSDETEI_INED
FROMOBSERVMIONSNEARECLIPSEPMH EDGES
Date Ttmtngs wtthtn 30° Ttmtngs ustn9 features Lunar
of lunar axts determining 1925 events 11brattons
No. Are No. A_ long. 1at.
1715 Nay 3 4 +0':52 ±0':2 0 -- +1.°8 -0.02
1925 Jan. 24 4 +0.62 ±0.08 4 +0"62 +0'.'08 +2.5 -0.2
1976 Oct. 23 15 -0.23 ±0.14 0 -- -1.4 +0.1
1979 Feb. 26 33 -0.08 ±0.09 3 +0.11 +0.23 +1.7 -0.3
1980 Feb. 16 55 -0.03 ±0.04 3 -0.05 ¢0.35 -3.0 -0.1
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FigureI. Thls prlnterplotshows the predlctedposltlonsof the lunar
and solar 11_s computedfor the tlmeof secondcontactfor the observer
In New York Cityclosestto the southern11mltof the Ig2SJanuary;_4th
_t_1 ecllpsepath. The horlzontal11neof dots turks the Moon's_an
11_. S1dew_ysI's at the top and bottomIndlcatedlstances4" aboveand
l)elowthe man lunar 11_, respectlvely._terlsks connectedw|th a hand-
drawncurve show the actuallunarprof_leaccordlngto Watts'charts(_f.
4). Plusesmark the solar 11_. The vertlcalscale Is exaggerated27
tlmes relatlveto the _r4zontal scale. PosltlonanglesmeasuredIn
degreesfrom the Moon'snorthernaxlsas deflnedby Watts are glvenat the
bottom. The dot In the mean 11_ llne_Ich Is replacedby a s1_s
numberI Indlcatesthe computer-selectedcholceof the va11_ _|ch pro-
ducedsecondcon_ct, wherethe predlctedsel_mretlonof the actuallunar
11_ and the solar 11ni)was mlnlmlzed.
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PRECb'DI_iGPAGE BLANKNOT FILMED
SCLERASOLARDIAMETEROBSERVATIONS1
HenryA. Hill,ThomasP. Caudelland RandallJ. Bos
Departmentof Physics
Universityof Arizona
Tucson,Arizona 85721
ABSTRACT
The accuratemeasurementof the solarshapeand diameterhas provento be
a very difficult endeavor, as evidenced by the large scatter in the data
record. Althoughobserverbias, c_nging environmentand atmosphericseeing
havebeen identifiedas the major sourcesof this scatter,attemptsto correct
for these still leave disagreementregardingthe constancyof the solardiam-
eter. Most data have been derived from solar meridian and Mercury transit
timings,withtotal solareclipseobservationsaddingsome additionalinforma-
tion. Interest in the time dependence of the mean solar diameter has been
revive_latelyas a means to infer indirectlyvariabilityin the solarlumi-
nosity. However,theoreticalresultsregardingthe relationshipbetweenthese
two propertiesare stronglymodel-dependent,demonstratingthe needfor inde-
pendentmeasuresof diameterand luminosityvariationsbeforeinferencesabout
the lattercan be made. The recentuse of computer-controlledphotoelectric
devices has led to the systematic removal of observer bias and atmospheric
seeingfrom measurementsof the solardiameter,but a new set of problemshas
surfaceddue to variationsin the sun itself. Carefulattentionmust be given
to the definitionof an edge on the solardisk in orderto distinguishbetween
observeddiametervariationsdue to physicalshape changesand those due to
variabilityin other solar prope_ies which affectthe edge definition. For
example,the discoveryat SCLERAz of differencesin the solar limb darkening
functionbetweenequatorand pole requiredthat specialprecautionsbe taken
to extracta visual oblatenessdeterminationwith minimal interferencefrom
such effects. Therefore,programs which proposeto accuratelymeasure in-
trinsicsolardiametersmust not only guard againstthe classicalsystematics
mentionedearlier,but must be preparedto detectchangesin other properties
of the sun at the extremelimb.
IThe work was supported in part by the National Aeronauticsand Space
Administrationand the Departmentof Energy.
2SCLERAis an acronymfor the SantaCatalinaLaboratoryfor Experimental
Relativityby Astrometry,a facilityjointlyoperatedby Wesleyan University
and the Universityof Arizona.
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\INTRODUCTION _'
With regardto man'sapparent desire for stability,i.e.,constancy, in I
the structureof the universe,the sun has been a considerabledisappointment.
Variabilityseems to occur in each observedsolarpropertywhen it is examined
with sufficientcare. The adventof the telescopebroughtaboutthe discovery
of the sunspotcycle; later the magnetic cycle was _ound and recently,with
the additionof new observingtechniques,variationhas been detectedin the
apparent solar shape. Focus is now being giv._nto possible variations in
solar luminosity and accurate methods of monitoring it. Aside from direct
bolometry,one methodologyfor thistype of researchmakes use of measurements
of the solardiameter and limb darkeningfunctionas indirectindicatorsof
the solarluminosity.This approach,which is currentlybeing used at SCLERA,
will be reviewedhere.
DIAMETERVS. LUMINOSITYVARIATION
A changein the solar diameterwill occurwhen a change in energyoutput
or a redistributionof energywithin the sun occurs. Some recenttheoretical
work has beendirectedtoward attemptingto identifythe funda,nentalphysical
processesaffectingthe relationshipbetweena change in radius and a change
in luminosity. Reference1 and, in more detail,reference2 describework to
derivesuch a relationshipby varyingthe convectiveefficiencyused in local
mixing lengththeory. Reference3 uses changesin magneticflux tube buoyancy
to alter the radiuswhile holdingthe luminosityconstant. The argument is
put forth in reference4 that variations in lower convection zone magnetic
fieldswith the solarcycle could alter the differencebetweenthe actualand
adiabatictemperature gradients, thus affectingthe convective flux. The
resultsof these models vary considerablyin the predictedmagnitudeof the
relationshipbetween radius and luminosity variation,evenpredictingdif-
ferent signs in some cases. Comparisons between the variousmodels can be
found in references5 and 6. It appearsat thistime that independentobser-
vationsof solar diameter and luminositywill be necessaryto resolvethese
differences.
Another problem, and one which is commonly overlooked,relatesto the
observationaldefinition of a solar diameter and its relationship to the
theoreticallymodeled perturbations. Adiscussion of the use of the solar
diameter as an indirect measure of luminosity makes little sense without
careful consideration of this matter. We will deal with thi_ in a later
section. Nonetheless,historicalrecordsof diameter have been analyzedfor
variationand these analysesare reviewedin the followingsection.
HISTORIC_ RECORDOF THE SOLARDI_ETER
Attemptshave been made for overthreecenturiesto measurethe diameter
of the sun. Theseobservations,which consistof meridlonaltransits,Mercury
transits,and solareclipsetimings,havebeen reviewedr4centlyin an effort
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to determine the long-term character of the solar diameter. Reference 7, in
an analysis of the Greenwich meridian circle data, initially reported a de-
crease in the solar diameter of nearly 2" per century; this figure has recent-
ly been revised downward to about 0.'Iper century (reference 6). An analysis
of the record of Mercury transit timings from the late 1700's to the present
has resulted in the conclusion, at the 90% confidence level, that the solar
diameter has decreased by less than (7:3per century and, within the stated
error, probably not at all (reference 8). References 9 and 10 employed a
large sample of published solar semidiameter determinations taken between 1660
and 1978 and f_und no indication of a substantial secular variation, although
a variation with solar cycle may exist. Finally, timings of eclipses made
near the limits of totality in 1715 and 1925 show that the sun was larger than
it is currently by _ and (77, respectively (references 11 and 12).
It is clear from the above summary that the historical record provides no
clear interpretation. Changing environmental conditions, observer bias, and
errors in correcting systematics like irradiance, lunar limb shape, and sea-
sonal changes in refraction partially contribute to the "scatter" in the
observations. The salient point, however, is this: the weight of these
studies indicates that the solar diameter is variable at the 0.1% level over
time scales of 10-100 years. Modern observations and techniques will be
necessary for more detailed conclusions.
MODERN OBSERVATIONS
The use of photoelectric devices to determine the shape and diameter of
the sun allows greatly increased precision. The usual observer biases are
immediately removed and the systematics can be controlled for. Even so,
controversy has arisen from the intercompariso_ of modern measurements of the
solar shape (references 13 and 14), primarily because of differing definitions
of the solar edge used in the diameter determinations. In fact, this intercom-
parison led to the discovery of changes in the solar limb darkening function
on time scales of several months (reference 13). These changes are manifested
as an excess equatorial brightening and were detected through the use of an
edge definition which distinguishes between physical changes in radius (i.e.,
a rigid translation of the limb) and changes in the shape of the intensity
pattern used to define the edge. This definition, which also demonstrates a
markedly reduced sens ivity to seeing effects, is referred to as the finite
Fourier transform definition or FFTD (see reference 15 for a more complete
description). When the FFTD was applied in an observing program to measure
solar oblateness at the SCLERA telescope during the early 1970's, the oblate-
ness was found to contain a time-varying component. The properties of the i
FFTD allowed the differentiation of those periods of time when the excess !
equatorial brightness was minimal, i.e.,when the equatorial and polar11mb i
darkening functions were most similar, resulting in a determination of the i
intrinsic visual solar oblateness.
These measurements have far-reaching implications. Changes in the solar
limb darkening function must be accompanied by changes in, for example, the
temperature and density profiles throughout the photosphere and chromosphere.
Alteration in these properties will change the energy flux associated with
125
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various energy transpo_ mechanisms.The existenceo_ a time-varying excess _:
equatorial brightness implies, then, an antsotropy in the solar flux. The
accuracyto be expectedfor direct bolometrlc measurements of the solar con-
stant will be stronglyaffectedby this anlsotropy,since any observationof
that typeworks in a very narrow solidangle.
Variabilityof the limb darkeningfunction may well pose the dltlmate
limitationon the precisionto which a solarr_;ametercan be determined,and
progress must be made in understanding its rf6ects on measuremer,ts of the
solar diameter. On the other hand, changes in the limb darkening function,
rather ihan in the absolute solar diameter, may turn out to be the domirJant
source _f information on the solar d-tvtng function for the earth's climate.
SCLERA'SOBSERVINGPROGRAM
At SCLERA, an active program is planned for 1980-8)ireference 8) to
studylong-termsolar variabilityand its effecton solar energyoLtput. For :
the firsttime the full astrometrlccapabilitiesof the SCLERAfacilitieswill .
be utilized. A reviewof the variousaspectsof this programfollows.
To accurately measure changes in the shape and diameter of the sun, a
Michelson interferometerwith a He-Ne laser source is used. This device
continuouslymonitors the separationbetweenthe detectorswhich gatherthe :
limb intensityprofiles used in the FFTD definition of the edge. To study
long-termsolarvariability,extremestabilityof this Interferometerand its _
supportinghardwaremust be maintainedthroughoutthe plannedobservingperi-
od. To meet this goal for the short term, approximatelythe firsty_ar, the
observinginstrumentwill perform in a "frozen"configuration.This implies
thatno modificationsor improvementswill be made to the hardwareduringthis
initialperiod. To allow the comparisonof diameterobservationst_ken fr:m
day to day, a white light interferometerhas been Impl__nted which coexists
with the Michelsonim,Lerferometer.The measurementof the white light fringe
with respectto the laser fringe providesthe necessaryday-to-dayfiducial
for the short term.
The balancebetweenfreezingan astrometricinstrumentto Insuroconsis-
tency of resultsand the necessityto respondto new technologicaldevelop-
ments, thus stayingat the frontierof the field,representsa major dilemma
in astrometry.A calibrationschemeis currentlybeing developedat SCLERAto
avoidthis predicament.The new deviceuses g,'atingopticsand laser lightto
producereferencefiduclalsin the telescope'sfocalplane at a stahdardangle
of separation.Thiscalibrationsystemwill allow absolutediametermeasure-
ments to be made with high precisionin a historicallyrepeatablemenner. In
addition,its incorporationintothe observingprogramwill removethe neces-
sity to maintain the detectors in a frozen state and permit technological ;
upgradingwhen appropriate.
Anotherfeatureof SCLERA'sobservingprogramis the continuousrecordof
the 11mb darkeningfunctionwhich is made simultaneouslywith the diameter
measurements. The FFTD edge definition is then appll(;to these intensity
profilesoff-lineto generatea sensitive"barometer"of changesin the llmb
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rl• darkening. This will provide the necessary informationto separate physicaldiameter changes from those due to changes in the shape of the limb, thus
avoiding the possible misinterpretations mentioned earlier. ._
The 1980-81 observing program calls for daily operation of the telescope, :
weather and equipment permitting. The analysis of these new observations
shouldprovide,among otherthings,an improvedvalue for solaroblatenessand
a new measureof the long-termvariabilityof the sun. It is anticipatedthat
, this program at SCLERA should launch a new era in the study of the global
propertiesof the sun.
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SOLAR RADIUS MEASUREMENTS
T. L. Duvall, Jr. and H. P. Jones
NASA/GSFC, Laboratory for Astronomy
and Solar Physics - -
Solar Physics, Southwest Solar Station
Tucson, Arizona
ABSTRACT
Preliminary results of solar radius measurements made during 1979-1980
are discussed, variability in the radius measurements of 0.4w is found, of
unknown origin.
INTRODUCT ION
An observational program to search for variability of the solar radius was
begun in December 1979 at Kitt Peak. This program was initiated because of the
claims of a secular decrease in the solar radius of ~ l_/century (ref. I). A
searcL of the literature, however, also reveals claims of variability on
time scales such as a 0.i_ solar cycle variation (ref. 2). The first ten
months of observations are discussed in this preliminary report. Unexplained
variability at the level of 0.4_ is found. At this stage of the investigation,
all possible sources for this variability are being considered--instrumental,
atmospheric, and solar.
OBSERVATIONS
The technique used to measure the solar radius is the classical one of
obtaining the time interval between passage of opposite solar limbs across a
detector pointed at a fixed place in the sky. The known rotation rate of the
earth and declination of the sun are then used to derive an angular diameter.
In the present application of this technique a linear array of 512 detectors is
used. Each detector subtends an angle of i_ x i_. The detector array, aligned
at a 15° angle with respect to the solar drift direction, is used to measure
512 chord lengths in the neighborhood of the diameter of the circular solar
disk. A diameter is derived from the chord lengths by a least-squares fit.
The telescope used is the Vacuum Solar Telescope of the Kitt Peak National
Observatory. The detector array and associated electronics is part of the 512
channel magnetograph normally used with this telescope.
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An observation consists of recording the signals from the detector array
with a time constant of 0.3 s for the time it takes the sun to drift across
the entire array (~ 2 1/2 minutes). Four such observations were made on each
• of 18 da_s between 4 December 1979 and 30 September 1980. For each day's
observations radius values are computed. The mean value of each set of 4 and
also a statistical uncertainty are derived. The statistical imcertainties
are consistent with an uncertainty for each uf the daily mean values of 0.2_.
The 18 daily mean values are found to vary by more than this estimated un-
certainty and have a standard deviation of 0.4_. The source of this excess
variability is not known at this time.
As a preliminary search for secular variability, the 18 daily mean values
were fitted to a linear trend. The result is an apparent decrease in solar
radius of 0.2 ± 0.2 r/year. Because the size of the uncertainty, this result
is not statistically significant.
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ESTIMATING SHORT-TERM SOLAR VARIATIONS BY A
SIMPLE ENVELOPE MATCHING TECHNIQUE
Kwing L. Chan
Applied Research and Systems
Sabatlno Sofia
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Laboratory for Planetary Atmospheres
ABSTRACT
A simple matching technique is explained which allows the computation of
the response of the solar surface to perturbations which occur at any depth
within the convective envelope of the Sun. This technique was applied to a
perturbation of the convective efficiency (a-mechanlsm), and of the non-gas
component of the pressure (B-mechanlsm) In different regions of the convection
zone. The results indicate that either perturbation affects the solar lumin-
osity. However, the a-_echanlsm has little effect in the solar radius,
regardless of the location of the perturbed region, whereas the B-mechanlsm
produces radius changes that become quite large if the location of the per-
Curbed region is deep within the solar convection zone.
Changing the mixing length ratio used In computing the solar convective
envelope is one mechanism capable of producing a fluctuation of the solar
luminosity (refs, 1,2), However, there are other possible mechanisms which
can also produce solar variations. To facilitate the investigation of the
effects of as many posslble mechanisms as posslble in an economlcal way, we
shall describe here a simple matching technique for quick estimation of these
effects. This technique cannot give the time evolution of the fluctuations,
and the action of the perturbing mechanism must be confined to be above the
bottom of the convection zone, However, this technique can give a rather
accurate estimate of the amplitudes of the solar variations with very little
computational effort. We shall first describe the mechanics of the technique,
then Its Justification, and finally some applications.
The procedure to follow is very simple. First, one calculates the
envelope structure of an unperturbed solar model using some standard stellar
envelope code (cf. ref. 3). Then the perturbing mechanism must be implemented
In the evelope code, and a new envelope matched to the old envelope at a mass
point near the base, but within, the convection zone. By "matching" D we mean
that the luminosity and the outer radius of the new envelope are changed until
its pressures temperature, and radius at the matching mass point become the
same as those of the old envelope, After the fitting parameters are deter-
mined, the differences between the new and old envelopes can be interpreted to
" be the varlatlo_ of the solar luminosity and the spontaneous change in the
solar radius,
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To J,Jstlfy this proceedures we need to answer the following questions:
I. There are three variables: pressure, temperature, and radius, to be
matched but there are only two fitting parameters - luminosity, and outer
radius. Is it posslble to match all three variables conslstently?
2. The matching point at which the matching is done is not a priori
fixed. Are the results of matching insensitive to this point?
• 3. The envelope integrations need to assume the luminosity to be uniform
above the matching point. Is this procedure valid?
4. The variation of the pressures temperatures and radius at the
matching point are taken to be zero. Is this a valid approximation? For
how long?
To answer questions I and 2s let us examine Table 1. This table shows
the results of pertt:rblng the solar envelope by increasing the mixing length
ratio a by +0.1Z from an Inltlal value of I._5. The first row at a given mass
point (Hr) gives the results obtained by matching the pressure and the
temperature at Mrs and the second row gives the results obtained by matching
the radius and the temperature at Mr. As one can sees the variations in
luminosity are identical, and the variations in the solar radius all agree, to
within 15g. The ratios between 6 log R and 6 log L are all about 6 x 10-_s in
very good agreement _rlth time-dependent calculations (refs. 4 and 5).
Therefores matching either pressure-temperature or radlus-temperature give
consistent results. Furthermore, this table shows that the results are
insensitive to the exact location of the matching point.
For the luminosity L to be uniform in a perturbed envelope, it is
necessary that the time scale for the relaxation of a non-uniform distribution
of the luminosity be very short. To estimate this time scale, _m derived a
diffusive type equation for a non-uniform distrib_cion of luminosity &L in the
almost-adiabatic convective region (using mixing-length theory of convection)
a c Z r l
ALlAL- (z)
_-t- T _Inp [c _inp s
where c - 4w oC Tr2H, T - (4/3 _) (H/V). H is the pressure scale height, V is
the convective _elocity, and all other symbols have their standard meaning.
The important time scales here is t which is close to tl_ eddy-turn-over time
scale of the convective turbulence. Near the bottom of the convection zone,
this time scale is of the order of half a month. Therefore, convection can
smooth the luminosity distribution in very short time. This smoothing time
scale constitutes the lower limiting time scale for the applicability of our
approach.
The upper limiting time scale for the validity of this approach can be
estimated as follows. An extra energy leaving the solar surface 6L_t is
approximately given by half of the gravitational energy released by a collapse
of a layer of mass AM by an amount 6r in _adtusGM
l_-). (2)
0 0
This provides an estimate for the growth of the collapse 6r in time. If we
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want the estimate of the variation in the outer radius 8R to be not coapletely
washed away by the collapse 8r, then _e need 8r to be less than 8R. This
implies a restriction on the time period given by the inequality
gt < 2 x 105 W (yrs) (3) :
where W - 8 log R/8 log L. In the case for perturbing _, W - 6 x 10"4;
therefore At must be less than 120 yrs. j
We have answered all the previous questions on the validity of the
approach. Now, let us briefly describe some results of applylng the present
technique to a calculation of the variations induced by a perturbation of the
saguetic pressure in the upper convection zone. Let B be defined as Pm/Pt,
where Pm is the _aterial pressure, and Pt is the total pressure, which in
addition to Pm' includes the radiation pressure and some "effective" magnetic
pressure. Treated as a fluid, the _sgnettc field actually behaves quite
similar to the radiation in the sense that its polytropic index is also 3. A
lowering of 8 would mean that the fraction of electromagnetic pressure is
raised relative to the material pressure. Figure 1 shows the results obtained
by suddenly lowering B by 0.1% in the region between the solar surface and Mr
(the horizoutal axis). The solid curve shows 6R/R and the broken curveo
shows 8L/L ° as a function of the depth of the perturbation (the matching point
for all cases is at Mr = 0.99). One can see that as the perturbation goes
deeper, the effects become more prominent. Especially, the pe[turbation in
radius increases substautially when 6B occurs below Mr - I-I0-" Ms; the
8 logR/6 log L ratio becomes close to 0. I. However, we must stress that the
present calculation is very preliminary, and it can only give an order of
magnitude guide to the geueral respouse of the convective envelope to B
perturbations, i:
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TABLE 1. RESULTS FOR PERTURBING BY
As + O.IZ FROM u = 1.5
Matching
Point
6 log (R)
Mr 6 log (L) 6 log (R) 6 log (L)
.9850 .326(-3) .189(-6) .579(-3)
.326(-3) .193(-6) .591(-3)
.9900 .326(-3) .189(-6) .580(-3)
.326(-3) .185(-6) .566(-3)
.9990 .326(-3) .182(-6) .557(-3)
.326(-3) .170(-6) .521(-3)
.9999 .326(-3) .185(-6) .567(-3)
.326(-3) .165(-6) .507(-3)
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Figure i. Variations induced by a sudden decrease in
(0.1%) in the region above Mr . Solid line shows _,R, and
broken line 6L.
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THERMAL PERTURBATION OF THE SUB*
L. W. Twlgg and A. S. Endal /
• Department of Physics and Astronomy
Louisiana State University
ABSTRACT r
An investigation of thermal per_urbatlons of the solar convective zone
via changes in the mixlng length parameter have been carried out, with a
view toward understanding the possible solar radius and luminosity changes
that have been cited in the literature. The results show that: (a) a
single perturbation of _ is probably not the cause of the solar radius
change give" in ref. 2, and (b) the parameter W H dEnRe/dgnL e can not be
characterized by a single value, as has been implied in recent work
(refs. 2-5)
INTRODUCTION
Recent obsex_atlons of possible changes of the solar lumlnoslty (ref. I)
and radius (ref. 2) have spurred theoreticlans to try to model the physical
mechanisms that might produce such changes. One possible mechanism involves
thermal perturbations of the solar convection zone. Such perturbations can
be modeled (to first order) by perturbing the mixing length parameter u(equal
to the ratio of the mixing length to the pressure scale heiEht),used in the
standard mixing length theory of convection. In this paper we pres¢nt the
results of such an analysis. Other work in this area can be found in
references 2 to 5.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The stellar evolution code described by Endal and Sofia (ref. 6) was used
for this investigation, utilizing the followlng assumptions and input data:
(i) Spherically syIBetrlc Sun in hydrostatic equilibrium
(2) Latest Los Alamos opacities and equations of statv
(ref. 7) i(3) Nuclear reaction rates of Fowler, et sl. (ref. b) |
(4) Standard mixing length theory of convection. 8 [(5) The use of 700 interior zones and a small (6x10- ._) !static envelope, to insure numerical accuracy.
*Research supported in part by NASA gr_nt NA05-13.
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A one solar mass ZAMS model was evolved to the present age of the Sun
(Te = 4.7xi09 yrs.). A match to the present luminosity and radius of the Sun
was found by varying the initial hydrogen abundance, X, and the value of _.
, The adopted values were X = 0.71242 and _ = 2.21772. A sequence was then
calculated such that the time step was slowly decreased until AT = i yr. at
Te. A perturbation of _ in the range 0.05% to 4% was then introduced, and the
full non-linear, time-aependent evolution followed either for 200 yrs. (with
6T = 1 yr.) or for 6xlO 7 yrs. (allowing the time step to increase), at which
time the normal evolutionary effects dominated the solution. In order to test
the effect of varying the size of the small time step, similar sequences were
calculated using timesteps of 0.75, 2, and 5 yrs. No difference in the
resulting models was seen. The final results are discussed in the next
section.
RESULTS
The results of th_s analysis are summarized in Table I. We can divide
the results into three areas, which are discussed below. In the following
di_cusslon we adopt the following definitions:
d(x) E Xnew - Xol d = change in x.
6(x) £ [_(x)*100]/Xol d = percent change in _.
(i) Solar Luminosity: As can be seen in Table I, the percentage change
in Le is of the same sign as 6(_), and of a much larger value than the
corresponding 6(Ro)(here Re E solar radius at optical depth 2/3). The
relation between 6(Le) and 6(e) is linear for 0.75 "_ _(s) S 4.00, and can be
written down as: 6(Le) = 0.76 • 6(s). The small change in slope at
6(s) = 0.75 will be discussed later. The characteristic t_me scale to recover
its initial value is a thermal time scale of _ 6x106 yrs.
(2) Solar Radius: In the solar photosphere (_ _ 2/3), 6(r) shows an
initial change of the same sign as 6(s), followed by a subsequent relaxation
toward the new equilibrium radius (larger for 6(s) negative, smaller for d(s)
positive) on a much more rapid time scale than 6(Lo). For 6(e) = 2, the
time scale to cross its original value is _ 200 yrs. For z > 2/3, (r)
simply shows an immediate relaxation toward the new equilibrium value. As
Figure 1 shows, 6(Re) , and 6(Le) to a lesser extent, changes its behavior with
6(s) at 6(s) = 0.75. The reason for this can be traced to the finite inter-
polation scheme used for the envelope boundry conditions. Thus the values
for 6(Ro) and _(Le) are probably not reliable below 6(_) = 0.75.
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(3) W: A parameter used by investigators in the fleld to characterize
the changes of radius and luminosity due to any perturbation is
W _ d_n Re/d_n Lo = _(Re)/6(Lo). Figure 2 shows a plot of Wo vs 6(a) for the
data in Table I. Here Wo - W fo- Lhe first model after the perturbation is
introduced. As noted, the values of W are not reliable for 6(a) < 0.75. We
' see that (a) since 6(RO) changes on a much faster time scale than 6(Le), W '
: will change with time (and will change sign, e.g. after _ 200 yrs. for :
_(a) = 2%), and (b) as Figure 2 shows, the value of Wo changes with 6(_).
Hence, there really is no single value for W, as has been implied by earlier
investigations.
CONCLUSION
The main conclusions that can be drawn from this investigation are
as follows: I/
3:
(i) _(Le) - 0.76 _(_), while _(_) displays a marked non- i_
linear behavior with 6(a).
(2) There is no one value of W which generally characterizes I
thermal perturbations of the solar convective zone. i
(3) Even for _(a) _(R o) _ 2.10 -3 while 6(L o) m 3 !
Thus for *(RO ; _ 2.5x10 -2 (ref. 2), the extremely large
6(Lo) implied shows that a single perturbation of _ is
probably not the cause of the radius change, although
further work for _(a) < 0.75, and for a series of random
perturbations is definitely indicated.
(4) Since our results for d(u) < 0.75 are probably incorrect,
a value of W near 0.075 for small _(a) is not precluded.
Thus our results show that by taking into account the full
time-dependent, non-llnear behavior of the problem, the
entire range of W quoted in the literature (refs. 2 to 5)
may be generated.
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Table i
6a 6R 6R
e 6L W _
_L
•05 •
3"818xi0-5 .0379 1.007xi0- 3
.1 7.644x10-5
.3 2.303x10-4 .0758 1.008
•2277 1.015
•75 5.802x10-4
•5701 1.018
.8 5.974xi0-4
.85 6.146xjO-4 .6055 .987
•6410 959
.9 6.3|9xi0-4
•6764 934
•95 6.493xi0-4
1.0 6.667xi0- 4 .7119 .912
[.25 7.577xi0-4 .7473 .892
1.5 8.460xi0- 4 .9256 .819
1.103 767
2.0 i0.262xi0- 4
2.5 12.119xi0- 4 1.459 .703
1.815 .668
3.0 i_.033×i0- 4 2.173
3.5 16.038xi0- 4 .646
2.533 .633
4.0 iB.O47xlO- 4 2.893 .624
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EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN CONVECTIVE EFFICIENCY ON THE SOLAR
RADIUS AND LUMINOSITY
A. V. Sweigart
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
ABSTRACT
A sequence of solar models has been constructed in order to investigate
the sensitivity of the solar radius and luminosity to small changes in the
ratio a of the mixing length £ to the pressure-scale height Hp throughout the
solar convective envelope. The basic procedure for determining this sensi-
tivity was to impose a perturbation in a within the convective envelope and
then to follow the _esulting changes in the solar radius AR and luminosity
AL for the next I0u yrs. These calculations gave the following results.
I) A perturbation in a produces immediate changes in the solar radius and
luminosity. Initially AL and Aa are related by 5L/L - 0.30Aa/a. 2) The value
of the ratio W - Alog R/Alog L is strongly time dependent. Its value Just
after the perturbation in a is 6.5 x I0-_. 3) The ratio H - (Alog L) "
d &log R/dr is much less time dependent and is a more suitable means for
relating the changes in the solar radius and luminosity. 4) Both of these
ratios imply that for any reasonable change in the solar luminosity the cor-
responding change in the solar radius is negligible.
I. INTRODUCTION
During this workshop there has been much discussion about possible
changes in the solar radius and luminosity over tlmescales ranging from a year
or less to a few hundred years. Because of the keen interest in this topic
and because of its obvious relevance to climatic conditions here on earth it
is of considerable importance to determine the sensitivity of the solar radius
and luminosity to changes in the interior structure of the Sun. Knowledge of
this sensitivity together with observational data on any radius and luminosity
changes would greatly help in understanding the characteristics of the
physical processes operating within the solar interior and, as a result, in
understanding the influence which these processes might have on the Sun's
future behavior. In addition, it is of considerable importance to determine
theoretically the relationship between changes in the solar radius and lumin-
osity resulting from interior perturbations, since then observational data on
one of these changes could be used to estimate the size of the other (ref. I),
provided, of course, that the physical process causing the perturbations has
been properly identified.
There are many ways in which the interior structure of the Sun might be
perturbed. In approximately the outer 2 per cent of the Sun's mass the
outward energy flux is carried largely by convection. Since convection in
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these layers is a turbulent process, it Is entirely plausible that there may
be random fluctuations in the efficiency of energy transport due, for example,
to statistical fluctuations in the number of convective cells or to changes in
the flow pattern. The convective envelope therefore represents one part of
the Sun where interior perturbations might be expected naturally to arise.
Interior perturbations might also occur within the radiative core. Such
. perturbations would alter both the thermal and hydrostatic structure of the
Sun. The thermal readjustment induced by such perturbations would take place
over a Kelvin tlmescale which for the entire Sun is about lO7 yrs (ref. 2).
The hydrostatic readjustment, however, would take place on a dynamical time-
scale which Is on the order of minutes (ref. 2) and would therefore manifest
itself almost instantaneously as a change in the solar radius.
Studies of other stars provide some evidence that observable changes in
the radius can result from perturbations within the core. The pulsation
period of a class of variable stars known as RR Lyrae stars, found both in
globular clusters and in the field, can be accurately determined by using
observations spanning several decades. It has been found that the pulsation
periods of the RR Lyrae stars typically vary at the rate of a few parts in 105
per century. Such changes in the pulsation period can be readily interpreted
as changes in the mean stellar radius from one pulsation period to the next.
The observed rates of period change considerably exceed the values expected
from the normal evolution of the RR Lyrae stars - a fact that has proved to be
a long-standlng problem. Recent theoretical studies of RR Lyrae models (ref.
3) have shown that perturbations within the core of these stars can reproduce
the observed characteristics of the period changes and can thus offer a
reasonable solution lot this problem. This result suggests that the radiative
core of the Sun may also be a likely site for the perturbations responsible
for any changes in the solar radius and luminosity.
The objective of the present paper is to give the results of one way of
perturbing the solar interior, namely, by changing the efficiency of energy
transport by convection throughout the convective envelope. In computing the
structure of the solar convective envelope it is necessary to know the value
of the convectlve-temperature gradient, i.e., the actual temperature gradient,
at each point. The value of this gradient is determined by the requirement
that the total energy flux carried by both convection and radiation be equal
to the actual outward energy flux. The convective gradient can range between
two limiting values, namely, the adiabatic- and the radlatlve-temperature
gradients, depending on the degree of convective efficiency. When convection
is very efficient, the ccnvectlve gradient approaches the adiabatic gradient.
This is normally the situation at higher densttxes and temperatures when the
thermal energy content of the convective cells is relatively large. At lower
densities and temperatures, convection can become quite inefficient, and, as a
result, the convective gradient becomes significantly superadlabatic and can
in fact approach the radiative gradient, which is defined to be the tempera-
ture gradient that would exist if all of the outward energy flux were carried
by radiation.
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The calculatlon of the convective gradient as a function of the physical
conditions at each point in the convective envelope is generally done accord-
ing to the prescription of the mixing-length theory. In this theory the tur-
bulent convective motions which actually cover a wide range of scale lengths
are assumed to be represented by convective cells that travel a cb_racterlstlc
length _ before dissolving into the surrounding madlum. The mixing leng.,
is the main parameter governing the convective efficiency. An increase in A
enhances the convective efficiency, thereby lowering the convective gradient.
Conversely, a decrease in £ reduces the convective efficiency, since the con-
vective cells then cannot transport their excess thermal energy as far before
dissipation. Ordinarily the value of _ at each point is expressed in terms of
some scale height such as the pressure-scale height Hn (= dr/dlnP). In this
paper we w111 study the consequences of changing the _atio a (= t/H_) and
hence the convective efficiency in the solar convective envelope. _o points
should, however, be kept in mind when considering the following results.
First, there ere other ways in which the properties of the solar convection
could be altered, and hence this paper examines only one type of convective
perturbation. SecondlyD the perturbation results assume that the mixing-
length theory adequately determines the structure of the solar convective
envelope at least as far as small perturbations away from the equillbrlum
structure are concerned.
In the next section we describe first the unperturbed structure of th_
solar convective envelope and then the effects which a perturbation In a has
on this structure at various times following the perturbation. The changes in
the solar radius and luminosity resulting from a perturbation in a and the
relationship between these changes are discussed in sections IIl and IV,
respectively. We emphasize in section IV the advantages of using the time
rate of change of the radius perturbation rather than the radius perturbation
itself when relating the radius and luminosity perturbations. Finally, a
summary of the main points is provided in section V.
II. SOLAR CONVECTIVE ENVELOPE
UNPERTURBEDSTRUCTURE
In order to examine the unperturbed structure of the solar convective
envelope, one must first obtain a solar model with the proper luminosity and
radius at an age of 4.7 x lO9 yrs following the zero-age maln-sequence (ZAMS)
phase. The properties of a solar model are dependent on the assumed composi-
tion, i.e., the helium abundance Y and the heavy-element abundance Z, and on
a. For the present calculations Z was taken to be 0.02. The luminosity of a
solar model is particularly sensitive to ¥, since changes in Y affect the mean
molecular weight and hence the hydrostatic structure, leading to a change in
the central temperature. This in turn altars the rate of hydrogen burning due
to the strong temperature dependence of the nuclear reaction rates. On the
other hand, o primarily affects the convectlvs envelope and thus the radius.
Several trial sequences showed that the values
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!¥ = 0.2317, a = 1.70 (1) t
reproduce the present solar lumlnoslty and radlus wXth an error of about 0.2 |
per cent. Accordingly these values were adopted for the model computations. |I
and a standard evolutionary sequence _as then computed from the _ phase to |
the present Sun. The ZAHS luminosity and radius of thls solar sequence were ]0.723 Le and 0.893 Rs.
x
The unperturbed structure of the convective envelope in the present Sun
18 perhaps best iUustrated by the behavior of the adiabatic-, convective- and
radiative-temperature gradients (= dlogT/dlogP), denoted by V V and V ,respectively. These three gradients are plotted in Figure 1 ; functionsC r of _
the logarithm of the Amount of mass between the surface and the given point.
_ere Hr i8 the amount of mass within a distance r from the center of the
Sun. The convective envelope In this model contains 0.016 He, corresponding
to log (He - Hr) = -1.796. For a fully ionized nondegenerate gas with
negliglble radlatton pressure V equals 0.40, and b_e note that V approaches
thls value throughout the inneraport of the convective envelope,al.e., for
log (He - Hr) > ~ -4. Between log (He - Hr) = -II and -4, V Is depressed duea
to the ionization of hydrogen and the first and second ionizations of hellum.
The difference between V and V is very small for lo 8 (H a - Hr) ) ~ -7. Thls
I| 11 a
adiabatic region contains the bulk of the mass within the convective
envelope. In this region energy transport by convection is very efficient
with radiation making only a negllglble contribution to the outward flux,
since V >) V . Because of this hlgh convective efficiency V will not be very
sensitxrve to _. Just the opposite Is true In the layers nea_ the surface
(log (Ha - Hr) < ~ -9), where the convection becomes strongly superadiabatlc.
As one goes outward through this "superadiabetlc 1' region, V begins toc
exceed V substantially wlth the mexlmum superadlabaticlty being reached at
log (He _ Hr) = -10.5. The convective efflclency In the superadiabetlc region
is low due to the low density and thermal energy content of the convective
cells. In the layers nearest the surface V approaches V and hence ther
energy transport there is largely by radiation. The structure of the super-
adiabatic region will be strongly dependent on a. The transltlon between the
adiabatic and supersdiabatic regions occurs around lo 8 (He - Hr) " -8.
PERTURBED STRUCTURE
Before discussing the quantitative results from detailed solar model com-
putations it Is worthwhlle to mention first some further features of the solar
convective envelope and to consider the physical reasons for the way In which
the Sun responds to a change in a. The superadlabatic region contains little
mass and has only a smalt thermal energy content. /Ls a result, the thermal
tlmescale of the region is quite short, on the order of I day (ref. 4), and
consequently the superadlabattc region rapidly readjusts to any change in a.
Within the adiabatic region V is nearly independent of a, end therefore
changes in a that are conflne_ to thls region will not slgniflcantly affect !
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the structure of the convective envelope. However, a change in _ throughout
the entire convective envelope will alter the boundary conditions st the top
of the adiabatic region, and this in turn will force the adiabattc region to
undergo both a dynamical and thermal readjustment. The dynamical response of
the adiabatic region will restore hydrostatic equilibrium on a timescale of
mlnutes and will thus be practically instantaneous. The contraction (or
expansion) associated with this dynamical readjustment will release (or
absorb) gravitational potential energy, thereby perturbing the outward energy
flux Lr and causing the adiabatic region to depart from thermal equil_brlum.
The tlmescale for restoring thermal equilibrium is on the order of 10 _ yrs
(ref. 5). The key point to remember is that the response of L. and hence the
solar luminosity is set, not by the thermal timescale of the a_iabatic region,
but by the much shorter thermal tlmescale of the superadlabatlc region.
Therefore one would expect a change in a to show up almost immediately as a
perturbation in the solar luminosity.
Let us now outline the sequence of events to be expected if, for example,
a increases. After about 1 day the superadiabatic region will have re-
adjusted both thermally and hydrostatically. As is well-known from stellar
model computations, an increase in a leads to a contraction of the adiabatic
region and hence to the concomitant release of gravitational potential energy,
resulting in an increase in the outward flux Lr and thus in the solar
luminosity. The superadiabetic region will then expand in order to carry the
additional outward flux, since this is the normal reaction of a region in
which energy transport by radiation is important (ref. 4). Thus one has a
situation in.which the bulk of the convecti_ envelope contracts on a time-
scale of ~10 _ yrs while the outermost layers initially expand on a timescale
of days. Observationally this would appear as a sudden increase in the solar
radius followed by a gradual decrease. A similar sequence of events would
also occur if a decreases except that all of the perturbations would have
opposite signs.
In order to verify the above predictions quantitatively, a sequence of
solar models was constructed in which the time step between models, which is
normally set by the nuclear t/mescals of the core, was gradually reduced to 1
yr. This choice for the minimum time step was made in order to follow the
rapid changes expected in the solar radius and luminosity while avoiding the
numerical difficulties sometimes encountered when even shorter time steps are
used. At this point in the calculations the value of a was increased by A_ =
0.01 throughout the convective envelope, and the subsequent evolution of the
perturbed solar models was followed for about the next l06 yrs. After the
change in a the time step was slowly increased but was always small compared
with the timescale on which the perturbations were changing. The size of the
perturbations resulting from this change in a are very small compared with the
numerical accuracy of typical solar models. For this reason it was essential
to maintain a high degree of numerical accuracy and especially to minimize the
importance of nu_rlcal noise during the computations.
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When constructing a stellar model one usually treats the outermost layers
dlfferently from the interior. In the outermost layers the stellar structure J
equations are integrated inward from the surface to some interior fitting
point under the assumption of constant Lr. This is equlvalen_ to ignoring any _
changes in the gravltatlonal potential energy, i.e., to assuming thermal
equilibrium. Given several of these integrations, one can then define the
outer boundary conditions needed for the interior solution. Inside the
fitting point the steUar structure equations are replaced by difference _,
. equations which are then solved by an Iteratlve procedure. In the present _
solar models the fitting point was located at log (Mo - Mr) - -6. Since !
acc_rdlng to the previous discussion the thermal timescale of the outermost _.
I0 TM Me of the Sun is very short, our implicit assumption of thermal {
equilibrium in these layers should be Justified. About "_5 integration steps '
based on a high-order predictor-corrector procedure were used in computing the !=
layers above the fitting point. Interior to the fitting point there were 247 _
mesh points of which 88 were in the convective envelope. I
i
There are many sources of numerical noise which can enter into solar i
model computations. For example, stellar structure programs frequently '
contain iteratlve procedures for determining the density from the equation of
state, the degree of ionization from the Saha equations and the superadlaba-
tlcity within convective regions. Tight cov_ergence of these Iteratlve pro-
cedures as well as the Iteratlve procedure involved in the overall convergence
of the models was required at all times. In addlt'.on, no changes were per-
mitted in either the number or distribution of the mesh points. Such changes
in the mesh points could introduce spurious perturbations by altering the
truncation error with which the difference equations represent the basic
differential equations of stellar structure. Special attention must therefore
be paid to these as well as a number of other sources of nu_erlcal noise if
reliable results are to be obtained. To insure that numerical noise was not
important in the present calculatlons, we constructed an addltlonal solar
sequence in which the perturbation in a was a factor of 10 greater, i.e.,
Aa - 0.I0. The only difference was the expected scaling in the size of the
perturbations by a factor of 10. In particular, the ratio of the pertur-
bations in the solar radius and luminosity changed by less than 2 per cent.
Let us now consider some of the quantitative results for the readjustment
of the solar convective envelope after the perturbation Aa = 0.01. Figure 2
illustrates the difference in the radius Alog r between a perturbed model and
the basic unperturbed model as a function of M_ - Mr within the convective
envelope. The four curves labelled a, b, c an_ d correspond to four perturbed
models having ages of I, 4900, 49,000 and 310,000 yrs, respectively, following
the perturbation in a. The contractlon is not yet noticeable in model a,
because the time elapsed since the perturbation has been too short. Moreover,
the increase In the surface radius 81og R in model a due to the expansion of
the euperadlabatLc region amounted to only 5 x 10-7 . 8y model d the rate of
contraction has slowed substantially so that this model is approaching the
equilibrium structure for the new value of a. The amount of the contraction
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is considerably greater nearer the surface, and thus the convective envelope
does not contract uniformly. This contraction increases the weight of the
convective envelope on the radiative core, thereby causing the core also to
contract, as indicated in Figure 2 for Me - Mr > 0.016 Me •
The rate of release of 8ravltatlonal potential energy _ in ergslgmlsec
within the convective envelope is shown in Figure 3 for eachSof the four per-
turbed models plotted in Figure 2. The maximum rate of contraction of the
convective envelope occurs immediately after the perturbation in a, and thus
the largest values of c are produced at this time. However, the radiative
core does not begin to _ontract until after there has been a decrease in the
radius of the convective envelope and hence a c_ange in the boundary con-
ditions at the edge of the core. This explains why the release of gravlta-
tional energy In the core is negligible in model a while it becomes Importantin the later mo_ is. We note that c is negative for Me - Mr < 6 x I0-" Me in
model a due to the expansion of the _uter layers of the convective envelope.
In the present calculations this expansion disappears I year after the pertur-
bation in a; it might actually disappear sooner if shorter time steps are
used. The slowlng-down of the contraction wlth time, as indicated by the
decrease in cg, is apparent in going from models a to d.
The release of gravitational potential energy perturbs the outward flux
Lr at each point within the convective envelope. This flux perturbation _L r
is illustrated in Figure 4, where the difference in L r between each of the
four perturbed models in Figure 2 and the unperturbed _odel is shown ove_ the
same interval in Ms - Mr as in Figure 3. The behavior of the flux perturb'_-
tion in time is somewhat complicated in the Inner half of the convective
envelope due to two competing effects. Between models a and c the c,,r_rlbu-
tion to the flux p_rturbatlon from the contraction of the core Incr_,_es,
while at the same time the contrlbuti_n of the convective envelope decceazles.
The drop in AL_ for Mo - M_ _ 6 x I0TM Me in _odel a is again associated with
the Inltlal ex_anslon of t_e outermost layers.
The above discussion has focused on the structural readjustment that
takes place within the solar convective envelope following a perturbation
in a. We now turn our attentlon to the question of what potentially observable
changes a perturbatlon in _ might produce In the solar radius and luminosity.
Ill. CHANGES IN THE SOLAR RADIUS _N'D LUMINOSITY
The changes In the solar radius &log R and luminosity &log L during the
first 8 x 10 5 yrs after the perturbation i_ _ are presented in Figure 5. The
zero-point of the time scale in Figure 5 as well as in all subsequent figures
corresponds to the time t when the perturbation Aa = 0.01 was imposed within
the convective envelope. The response of the solar luminosity to this pertur-
betlon appears to be nearly instantaneous for the time resolution of this
figure. Fol_owing the large inltla_ response &log L decays with an a-foldlng
time on the order of a few times ]0 yrs. By the latest times shown in Figure
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5 the perturbed solar models are a_proachlng their new equiltbrl;_- stnlcture
which Is characterized by a decrease in log R and an increase in log L. The
present results dem)nstrate that the. Inltlal response of the solar luminosity
conslderably exceeds the difference in los L between the unperturbed and ne_
equillbrlu_ states. Also plotted in Figure 5 is the change in the rate of
hydrogen burning Alog LH. The contraction of the core, as Indicated pre-
vlously, raises the temperature in the layers near the center, thus increasing
the rate of the nuclear reactions.
It is of some interest to examine the behavior of Alog L and Alog R
immediately following the perturbation in a. Figure 6 shows this behavior for
_log L. The time scale in this figure has been expanded by approxl_stely a
factor of 2000 compaced with Figure 5 and consequently covers only the flr_t
400 yrs after the perturbation in a. Even on thls expanded tlmesc_le ther_ is
a sudden response of the solar luminosity at t - 0. This renponse would
actually have been more abrupt if time steps less than I year had been used in
the computations. This result confirms our previous conjecture that changes
in convective efficiency of the type considered here will almost im_diately
affect the surface luminosity. We note from Figure 6 that Alog L is nearly
constant over a tlmescale of several hundred years. From these results it
follows that the change in the solar lumlnoslty produced by a perturbation Aa
is given by
_L = 0.30 A-_ (2)L a
for short times after the perturbation. A slmilar expression h_s been derived
by Dearbor_ and Slake (ref. 4), who found a coefficient of 0._4 on the righc-
han3 side of equation (2).
The more complicated behavior of Aloe R is _llustra_ed In Figure 7 for
the same tim interval as in Figure 6. The ordinate in Figure 7 has been
expanded by roughly a factor of I000 in comparison with Figure 5. The sudden
increase of the solar radius due to the expansion of the superediabatlc region
Ir readlly apparent at t - O. This initial expansion is folloved by an
overall contraction of the _onvectlve envelope and hence in the solar radius
as the adiabatic region reacts to the change in a. At t - 250 yrs the radius
again equals its unperturbed value. The maxlmum va_ue of _log R 4ust after
the perturbation in a w_s quite small, only 5 x I0-', which explains why the
initial expansion was not evident In Figure 5. This maximum value of
log R [s related to th_ perturbation Aa by the equation
_..RR= 2.C x 10"4 A.._a (3)R a"
features of Figure 7 should be emphasized. First, the value of &log R is
strongly time dependent even over the short ti_ interval covered by this
figure. Second, the rate of change of &log R, d Alog R/dr, is, in contrast,
nearly constant.
i
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In this section we have discussed each of the changes Alog L and
Alog g separately. We now wish to consider how th_.e changes are related to
each other.
IV. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHANGES IN THE SOLAR RADIUS AND LUMINOSITY
, One of the objectives of previous studies (refs. I, 4, 6, 7, 8) on the
effects of perturbations in a was to determine the ratio
!
w - Az°-9_-%. (4)
Alog L
This ratio can be straightforwardly obtained from the present calculaclons to
give the results shown In Figure 8, where the time interval Is the same as in
Figures 6 and 7. The strong time dependence of W is immediately evident. In
fact, the value of W changes sign at t = 250 yrs. Since Alog L is nearly
constant over the time interval in Figure 8, thl_ time dependence is actually
n reflection of the strong time variation of Alog R. The values of W in Figure
8 can be approximated by the equation
W(t) = 6.5 x 10-4 - 2 3 x 10-6 t, (5)
where t Is in years. The original estimates of _(t = O) ranged from 0.075 to.
5 x 10-3 (refs. 1, 4). More recent determinations have averaged from 5 x 10-4
to I0 x 10-4 (refs. 6, 7, 8) and are therefore in agreement with the present
value.
One would llke to use W to determine, for example, the change in the
solar luminosity associated with observational estimates for changes in the
solar radius. However, there are two major disadvantages with using W for
this purpose. First, it is only appropriate to use W if the perturbatlon in
a has occurred during the time interval spanned by the radius observations.
Otherwls any observed change in log R would actually be the change between
two perturbed states rather than between the unperturbed and perturbed states.
From the last section we know that a perturbation in a gives rise to changes
Alog R and Alog L that persist for several times 105 yrs. Thus, if an
observed change in the solar radius is _scrlbed to a perturbation in a, the
probability that this perturbation occurred during the interval of the obser-
vations Is very small. Second, there is the problem caused by the strong time
dependence of W. Even if the first 41sadvantage is ignored, one must still
know how much time has elapsed since the perturbation tn a in order to compute
the proper value of W from equation (5).
The above difficulties can be overcome by using an alternative expression
relating Alog R and Alog L, namely, the ratio
1 d alo_ R I d io_ R
H = Alog L dt L= Alog L dt " (6)
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This ratio is plotted in Figure 9, where the ti_e interval is again the same
as in Figures 6 and 7. The average value of H in Figure 9 is
H = -2.6 x 10-6 yr-I. (7)
The variation in the value of H is substantially less than was the case for W. i
This result i_ _ot surprising in view of our previous comments that Alog L and
d Alog R/dr in Figures 6 _-_ 7 are nearly constant. The fact that H is not
strongly time dependent can also be given a straightforward physical explana-
tion. The rate of contraction of the convective envelope d Alo_ R/dt deter-
mines the rate of release of gravitational potential energy which in turn
determines the luminosity change Alog L. Thus d Alog R/dt and 81og L actually
represent different ways of measuring the same quantity, namely, the mean
value of ¢ in the convective envelope, and consequently we would expect this
ratio to b_ approximately constant at least for short times following the
perturbation in a. Over much longer time intervals, however, the va]ue of H
will change significantly, ac is illustrated by Figure I0, but even here the
relatix_ change is much less than that shown by W in Figure 8. For example,
after 105 yrs the value of H differs by only a factor of 2 from its value at
t = O. When using H to relate Alog L to an observed radius change, one is
implicitly assuming that the perturbation in a occurred prior to the time of
the observations, but, as mentioned before, this is very likely to be the
case. We conclude therefore that the inherent disadvantages of the ratio W
can be circumvented to a large extent by using the ratio H. 7
Dunham et al. (ref. 9) have reported a decrease in the solar radius of
0.70 • 0.12 between 1925 and 1980 from measurements of the size of the path of
totality during a number of solar eclipses. The corresponding change in log R
is thus -3 x 10-4 . Let us now see what this observational result implies for
the change in the solar luminosity under the assumption that a perturbation in
a is responsible for the rddius change. There are two cases to consider.
First, let us assume that the perturbation in a occurred sometime after 1925
so that W is the appropriate ratio to use. From equation (5) it follows that
5.1 x 10-4 _ W _ 6.5 x I0-_. The change in log L determined from these values
of W lies in the range -0.62 _ &log L _ -0.49, implying that the solar iluminosity in 1925 differed from the present luminosity by a factor of 3 or
4. As the second case, let us assume that the perturbation in a occurred
before 1925 s_ that we must apply the ratio H. The radius measurements then
give -6 x lO-_ yr-I for the average value of d A!og R/dr since 1925. By
combining this observational result with the value of H from equation (7), we
find that Alog L = 2.2, again implying an impossibly large change in the ,olaf
luminosity. The change in log L would have been even greater if a s1_al.
value of _N_ had been used, as would be appropriate for later times
according to Figure 10. We conclude therefore that the change in the _olar
radius since 1925 either has not been as large as reported by Dunham et al. or
has been produced by some process other than the one studied in this paper.
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V. SUMMARY
From the present results it is possible to draw the following
concluslons:
I) Changes in the efficiency of convection throughout the solar convec-
tlve envelope lead to sudden changes in both the solar radius and luminosity.
The relationship between the change in the luminosity and the change in _ is
given by equation (2).
2) The value of the ratio W = &log R/Alog L is strongly time dependent.
For this and other reasons W does not seem to be a very suitable means for
relating changes in the solar radius and lumi_oslty. Immediately after a
perturbation in a the value of W is 6.5 x 10-".
3) A more satisfactory way to rel_te the radius and luminosity changes is
represented by the ratio H = (Alog L)- _ 81og R/dt. This ratio is much less
ti_ dependent, varying from -2.6 x I0-b to -1.3 x 10-6 yr-I during the flrstI0 yrs following a perturbation in a.
4) According to the present values of W and H,any observatlonally detect-
able change in the solar radius would imply an impossibly large change in the
solar luminosity. Consequently changes in convective efficiency of the type
considered here cannot be responslble for any observed radius changes in the
Sun •
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AN INSTRUMENT TO MEASURETHE SOLAR SPECTRUM
FROM 170 TO 3200 tim ON BOARD SPACELAB*
G. Thulllier
Service d'A_ronomie du CNRS
P. C. Simon and R. Pastiels
Institut d'A&ronomie Spatiale de Belgique
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Landessternwarte
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Hamburger Sternwarte
ABSTRACT
This instrument, at the present time in development, will fly on board
Spacelab I in May 1983. Other flights are foreseen during the following
missions.
The instrument is composed of three double monochromators covering the
range 170 to 3200 nm. The spectrometers have bandpasses of I nm up to
900 nm and 20 nm from 850 to 3200 nm with an accuracy 10-2 nm. Calibration
lamps are included illthe instrument to monitor any change of its sensitivity
and wavelength scale.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Earth has experienced several climatic changes. Those changes have
been observed to have different amplitudes and time scales.
The causes of climatic changes are not as clearly identified as _he
different processes (thermodynamic, absorption of so: _r photon...) which act
on a complex system composed of the solid Earth, Ocean, and Atmosphere.
It app_ s that for such a system, the Sun represents the most important
external source of energy. Consequently, whatever the feedback processes
existing in the Earth-atmosphere system are, a modification of the Sun
input should lead to climate changes with a time delay that models could
predicL.
Some evidences of variation of the sun irradlance have beer obtained,
mainly at wavelength shorter than 200 nm and recently on t"'_ solcr c_nstant.
*Copyright © 1981 by D. Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht, Holland.
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Then as several processes are wavelength dependent (photodlssocia-
tion, ...), the scientific aims of the investigation are:
a. the measurement of the absolute solar spectral Irradlance in the
wavelength interval 180-3200 nm.
The requested accuracy in general admitted for such measurement
is 5% around 200 nm and 1% in the visible and IR ranges.
b. the measurement of possible long-term variation of the solar
spectral irradiances.
In this case, the requested preclsion is 0.3% in the visible and
IR, and 1% in the UV.
Then, the proposed measurements are important in the three following
fields:
i. Aeronomy of the middle atmosphere mainly concerned with the solar
flux up to 400 nm,
2. Climatology concerned with the wavelength range above 400 nm
necessary to establish the radiative budget of the atmosphere,
3. Solar Physics concerned with the full solar spectrum.
The requested accuracy and precision imply that the measurements are
not achievable from the ground. Consequently, the measurement must be
performed from space.
The vehicle chosen from this investigation is Spacelab launched by
the Shuttle on account _f:
- the mission is short and limits the time in which the instrument
is exposed to space environment, which has always a degrading action,
- periodic missions being foreseen permit study of sun variation,
- the duration of the Shuttle program is compatible with a study
conducted along a solar cycle,
- the return of the instrument permits a recallbratlon after flight
which is quite necessary to reach the accuracy and precision needed
by the investigation.
II. THE INSTRUMENT
It includes:
- 3 spectrometers
- 3 detectors
166
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- Electronics
- 5 in-flight calibration lamps.
A schematic is given in Figure i.
2.1 Spectrometers
, The instrument includes three double monochromators of i0 cm focal
length using concave holographic gratings, Their characteristics are:
- the six gratings are mou-ted on the same mechanical shaft rotat_ng
with a screw and nut sysc,m, giving a precision of 2 arc-second at
any position. The spectral precision is i0-"nm.
- the UV monochromator range of measurement overlaps with the one of
the visible monochromator. Same as for visible and IR monochromators.
- transmitting diffusers (grinds) are placed in front of the three
spectrometers.
- filter wheels are placed at the exit slits to remove the second
order signal.
- wavelength range and spectral data:
Monochromators Range Band-pass Lines/m_
UV 160 - 365 nm I nm 3600
VIS 277 - 889 -m 1 nm 1281
IR 805 - 3160 nm 20 nm 354
The principle of one spectrometer is given in Figure 2. A complete solar
spectrum from 170 to 3200 nm is recorded in 15 minutes.
2.2 Detectors
UV: photomultiplier tube (EMR 641E)
VIS: photomultiplier tube (EMR 641E) cooled at +5°C
IR: PbS cell cooled at -I0 C with a Chopper working at 512 Hz.
2.3 In-fllght Calibration Lamps
The used detectors are not absolute detectors. Hence, the instrument
has to be calibrated. But its sensitivity has to remain unchanged all along
the ground operations before flight (which may be i or 2 years long for the
first) and during the flight. Then, rather than maintain all the instrument
stable in the above situations (which is difficult to achieve), it is easier
to maintain stable a calibration lamp, the distance filament to slit and the
lamp power supply. This philopophy has been adopted for this instrument.
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Figure i. Schematic of the complete ipstrument
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Figure 2. Schematic of one double monochromator.
Three same units are mounted on the same mechanical
shaft.
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The following set of lamps is included in the instrument:
Lamp type Spect rometer 1 ,Purpose,.... 1 Power 1, NL_b e r, _
Tungsten ribbon VIS and IR 5 W 2Instrument
sensitivity
Deuterium UV 15 W 2
Hollow cathode UV and VIS Wavelength scale 2 W I
and
(filled with He) band-pass
and has the general characteristics:
- the radiating region (ribbon and anode) is imaged by lenses on the
input grinds limited by preslits,
- the diameter and magnification of the lenses are chosen so that the
signal due to the lamps is of the order of the one due to the Sun,
- lamps and lenses are mechanically stable with respect to the entrance
slits,
- the lamp currents are regulated at 10-4 to provide 0.1% stability,
- the lamp currents, voltage and temperature are telemetered,
- other characteristics are given in Ref. i.
Consequentl'/, we measure in space and at ground all possible change of the
instrument sensitivity. The wavelength scale and bandpasses are also
determined by use of selected lines emitted by the hollow cathode lamp. In
this mode the rotation of the grating is perfo_ned by elementary step of
15 arc-second corresponding, to I0-I nm.
III. CALIBRATION OF THE INSTRUMENT
3.1 Absolute Calibration
The black body of the Landesstei_warte Laboratory is used (3000 K).
A linear pyrometer monltors the temper _ure. This device uses a set of
interferential filters and a silicon cell which are temperature stabilized
(0.1°C).
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The accuracy of the calibration is estimated to be:
< 250 nm 5%
250 < _ < 300 nm 3%
300 < A < 400 nm 2%
< 400 nm I%
. 3.2 Wavelensth Calibration
Its purpose is the measurement of the instrument bandpasses and the
calibration of the wavelength scale.
Hollow cathode lamps filled with Argon or Neon are used. Other elements
such as Ni, Se, Ru, H_, Ce, Sn, As, Ba, Te, Si, Bi, Cd permit covering the
range from 170 to 320_ nm.
A tunable laser is also used.
3.3 Long Term Standard _LTS)
The scientific aim (b) needs a stable reference during some years, typi-
cally a half solar cycle. This requirement can be achieved by use of lamps
since they have the needed stability.
The LTS consists of:
i0 Tungsten ribbon lamps (WI7G from Osram) for k > 250 nm and i0 Deuterium
lamps (D60 from Hanau) for k < 250 nm. Five of each are carefully kept in
laboratory while the remaining set are on special equipment named LTS box,
able to follow the instrument at different sites for integration, preparation
to launch and after mission. The LTS box can be placed on the top of the
main instrument (Figure 3).
The precision of the LTS is:
i. 0.2% for I00 hours burning time with alternate DC power supply for
tungsten lamps as it appears from measurements from 1960's in the
Landessternwarte laboratory of Heidelberg.
2. 3% for i00 hours burning time with deuterium lamps (Ref. 2).
But, any change in their irradiance can be monitored by comparison with the
tungsten ribbon lamp in the range 280-350 nm.
The set kept in laboratory will not be used more than I0 hours per year.
The sequencing of calibration and LTS use is given in Figure 4, where
it appears that the LTS box wili be calibrated against the black body using
the space instrument itself.
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BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
Figure 3. Long Term Standard box showing the five deuterium
and five tungsten ribbon lamps. The lamps can be moved to
light the three entrance slats of the monochromators.
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' ORBIT -.. - Time
" JLJL-3 weeks 2 days
Figure 4. Sequence of calibration and use of LTS box
Cal: Bandpass and wavelength calibration
BB: Black body calibration
LTS: Long Term Standard
ICL: Use of In-flight Calibration Lamps.
3.4 Comparisons
Comparisons before fl_ght with the two absolute radiometers also on-
bosrd Spacelab I is foreseen.
Other comparisons with calibrated sources such as the ones existing
at the National Bureau of Standards are desired.
3.5 Accuracy and Precision
Accuracy has been given in Secrlon 3.1.
The final precision of the instrument is estimated to be 0.3% taking
into account the counting rate, the stability of the in-fllght calibration
and LTS lamps.
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EVOLUTIONARY VARIATIONS OF SOLAR LUMINOSITY*
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ABSTRACT
Theoretical argumevs for a 30Z increase in the solar luminosity over
the past 4.7 billion years are reviewed. A scaling argument shows that this
increase can be predicted without detailed numerical calculatlons. The
magnitude of the increase is independent of nuclear reaction rates, as long
as conversion of hydrogen to helium provides the basic energy source of the
Sun.
The effect of the solar lumlnoslty increase on the terrestrial cl.lmate
is briefly considered. It appears unlikely that an enhanced greenhouse effect,
due to reduced gases (_H3, CH4) , can account for the lonE-term paleocllmatlc
trends.
INTRODUCTION
Climatically significant changes of the solar luminosity (L) have been
postulated to occur on time scales ranging from a few years to billions of
years. The shorter time scales have been discussed extensively at this
conference. In the present review, I will restrict myself to the longest time
scales (_109 yr.) and discuss the9basls for the astrophysical conclusion that
the Sun was _ 30Z fainter 4.7 x i0 yr. ago and that the evolution since the
Sunts formation require_ a slow, but steady, increase in L.
I should note that this is the onl_v change in L predicted by stellar
evolution theory, in its standard form. This prediction is common to all
modern calcula=ions and is supported by a large body of data from observational
stellar astronomy (see reference i for a review of the observational evidence).
Nevertheless, the validity of this result has been questioned because of the
apparent conflict with proxy indicators of the Earth's past climate (ref. 2-4).
For this reason, a review of the theoretical arguments for the long-term
, increase of L is in order.
Stellar evolution is governed by noL;!Inear differential equations dezlved
from conservation laws and considerations of energy transport processes.
Analytic solutions do not exist for any cases relevant to the Sun so numerlcul
solutions must be used. Modern calculations require conplex computer codes
incorporating a variety of physical data on nuclear parameters, transport
coefficients, and thermodynamic properties. In this respect, the situation is
Research supported in part by NA_.A grant NAG 5-13 and NSF grant AST 79-19688.
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similar to that encountered in current theoretical investigations of the
terrestrial climate. This may, in fact, explain the reluctance of the climato-
logists to accept the astrophyslcal _ quit: climatologists understand the
pitfalls of accepting solutions obtained from complex computer codes at face
value. For this reason, I will largely avoid discussion of n_merical models
and base the astrophysical case on simple L_aling laws.
A SCALING MODEL OF THE SUN
We begin by requiring that the Sun be in hydrostatic equilibrium, with
gravitational forces balanced by the pressure gradient. The free-fall time
of the Sun is on the order of an hour and any departures from hydr_static
equilibrium would show up as luminosity and radius changes on this time scale.
For the spherically symmetric case, hydrostatic equilibrium is expressed as
C_ndP r
" - T p ' (1)
' dr r
where G is the gravitational constant, P and p are the pressure and density at
a distance r from the center and m is the mass interior to r. Measurements
of the visible solar disk show thai the Sun is spherical to within I part in
105 (ref. 5).
We can construct a one-zoue model by replacing (I) by a flnite-dlfference
equation evaluated between the center c and surface s, with mean values
enclosed in brackets ( > :
P-Pc s._G< > .
r - r r
c s
Applying the boundary conditions P = O, r = R (radius), and r = 0 givesS & C
P "G mp
c <"i-> a. (2)
r
The scaling laws for the mean values are:
<m > _ m, (3)r
<r> - g, (4)
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and
(o) - m m "5)
4 3 R3 '
,1"
where m Is the total mass. Inserting these scaling lave into equat:_n (2) _
gives
9
m2
p m (6)
c R4 "
To proceed further. _e need an ,_.quatlon of state, relating the pressure
to the density and _emperature (T). For t_rpical conditions characterizing
the bulk of the solar interior (.-_ I g/tin--and £ _ 10 6 to 10 7 °K), Coulomb
interaction energies are _t i_ast: 2 orders-of-magnitude semlln.r than particl,_
kinetic energies. Thus, th_ ideal gas law i8 an excellent approximation and
this is what differentiates a star from a planet. Applying the ideal gas law
to the center gives
NAk
PC l _ PC Tc ' (7)
where k is thp Boltzemnn constant and ti_.e particle density is expressed _s t,.,
Avogadro number NA diviLad by the mean mass _ (in atomic mass units) per free
particle. ElilLtnZting P. between (6) and _7) and noting that the central
density mus_ scale as th_ mean density gives
_m2 1
If the scaling law (5) is used to zeplace R, ve get
T - Vm2/3 (O) 113 . (8)
C
Me nov turn to the question of how energy is transported from _he core,
where nuclear reactions produce energy, to the surface. Due to the high
• temporaturee, radiative transport of energy is very efficient and dou£_etsi
over the bulk of the interior. The mean free path t of a photon is t.y_cally
I ca so the photon diffusion approxi_stion _e valid to order t/R _ i0" .
The radiative diffusion equation vi_.. spherical 8ym_try Is
L, = 64w__..._or2T.___3d_T. (?)
r 3 _O dr '
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where L is the total flux across a spherical surface at distance r from the
center,to is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and K is the Eosseland-mean opacity
coefficient. Again, we use the one-zone difference approximation to write
this equation as
"_u r2T3 T - T
<
\ - C 8 •
C S
i
Application of our previous boundary conditions plus _ = 0 (i.e. T << T )
gives s s c
R2T3 T RT4
L _ - (i0)
Kp R Kp
where, since we are now dealing wlth a scaling law (proportionality), L
can be replaced by L, r by R, etc. r
To evaluate the opacity coefficlenL _:,we note that, in the solar
interior, hydrogen and helium will be completely ioplzed and the heavier ions
will be stripped of most of their electrons. Hydrogen and helium affect K
through free-free transitions while the heavier elements contribute primarily
through bound-free transitions. Both processes are reasonably represented by
, the hydrogenic approximation so the absorption coefficient for a given ion
varies inversely with the cube of the frequency. Although individual
ionization states may contribute "noise" to the detailed dependence of _ on p
and T, the broad dependence is given by Kramers' opa?ity:
K=K pT -3"5o " (Ii)
Putting this result into equation (I0), and using equation (8) to eliminate i
the temperature, gives
L = m5"33 0.17 7.5p _ • (12)
_The present rate of mass loss, due to the solar wind, is roughly
lO-'_m /yr. (ref. 6) and there is no reason to believe that the mass loss rateo
in the past was great enough to significantly affect m. The density
aependence in (12) is so weak that we may also neglect changes in this
parameter. Thus, the luminosity is primarily dependent on the mean molecular
weight p and we rewrite (12) as
L(t) = L(o) [_(t_7 7.5
,|_(o)] (z_)
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f
We let X, Y, and Z denote the fractional abundances, by mass, of hydrogen,
helium, and metals (X+Y+Z - 1). For a fully ionised 8as,
U _ ¼¥ I " (14) ._2x+ +_z I + 3x+{¥ ,"
The mean molecular weight increaees with time due to conversion of hydrogen
(_ - 1/2) into helium (_ = 4/3), by nuclear reactions, producing Q - 6x1018
erg per gram of hydrogen consumed. This energy must supply the lu_nosity
of the Sun. Since Xm is the total mass of hydrogen, :)
[
a___. max L i
dt dt Q ' I'
t
or
i.
dX L
_r " " m-_ (15)
Differentiating (14) with respect to time, and noting that
dY/dt - - dX/dt, we get
d___, 5 2 dX 5 u2L
Finally, we can eliminate _ between equations (13) and (16). The resulting
differential equation can be directly integrated to give
-15/17
/ 85 _(0) L(o, t,1 ..L(t) - L(o) I - _- mQ (17)
Since nuclear reactions are confined to the core, the present photo- /
spheric abundances should reflect the initial composition, Thus. we may
evaluate _o using X _ 0.71 and Z = 0.02. Equation (17) becomes
IL t - L(o) I -0.35 L(o) (18) '
where _Is expressed in units of the present solar lumiRoatty (taken as
3.9x10 J# erg/s) and t is the present solar age (4.7x10" yr.). The initial
l_inosity required t_ match the present molar luminosity at t is L(o) ° 0.76.
e
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The scalln8 arguments predict that the Sun was initially 24X fainter than
the present luminosity. A comparison of the luminosity evolution accordln8
to equation (18) with results from detailed numerical models (ref. 7) is
shown in flgure I. As noted by D. O. Goulh, the evolution predicted by
numerical models is accurately reprasmntad by
L- I+_ (I - Le , (19)
e
where L is the present solar luminosity. This formula, rather than equation
(18), i| recommended for studies of the evoAution of planetary atmospheres.
SUMMARYOF THE ASTROPHYSICAL CASE
The above analysis shows that a quantitative prediction of the
evolutionary increase of the Sun's luminosity may be made without detailed
knowledge of the physical processes takin8 place in the interior. Therefore,
this prediction is not affected by the uncertaintiev in this knowledge. In
particular, we did not have to specify any nuclear reaction rates since the
net reaction rate, integrated over the solar mass, is determined by the
measured solar luminosity. This is quite different from the case of the solar
neutrino prediction, which is very _ensitive to detailed nuclear reaction
rates (ref. 8). The diecrepanc_ between the predicted and observe_ neutrino
__not be used to ar_EEg._that the l_E_i_osity prediction is also
_uestionable.
APPLICATION TO THE EARTH'S CLIMATE
Sagan and Mullah (ref. 9) pointed out that an enhanced greenhouse effect,
due to hisher concentrations of Nli_ and CH4 in the Earth's atmosphere, could
have maintained a warm climate eveflwith a lower solar luminosity. A similar
conclusion was reached by Hart (ref. I0). This mechanism cannot, however,
compensate for all of the solar luminosity evolution.
Paleological evidence (rsf. 11) shows that the Earth's atmospheric
chealatry chansed from reducing to oxidising some 1.5 to 2 billion years ago
and this would have removed the enhanced greenhouse effect due to reduced
compounds. Roughly one-half of _he solar luminosity increase occurs durin 8
the last 2 billion years but there is no evidence for a parallel increase in
the Earthts mean surface temperature. Indeed, isotopic studies of Precambriau
samples by Knauth and Epstein (ref. 12) indicate that the mean surface
temperature has been_durln8 this t/_ae. Clearly, there is a need
for further studies o" the effects of crustal movements and volcanism,
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biological activity, etc. on the long-term evolution of the Earthts climate.
At present, it appears that the effects of solar evolution are still buried
in the "noise" due to other uncertainties in paleoclimatlc models.
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Figure i. Long-term evolution of the solar evolution. The
evolution predicted by the scaling model (Equation (18)) is
shown by the dashed line and the prediction from a detailed
computer model is shown by the solid line.
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ON THE SEAT OF THE SOLAR CYCLE
Douglas Gou8h
Institute of Astronomy, and Department of Applied Mathematics
and Theoretical Physics, University of Cambridge
ABSTRACT
This paper is a discussion of some of the issues that have been raised
in connection with the seat of the solar cycle. Is the cycle controlled by
a strictly periodic oscillator that operates in the core, or is it a turb-
ulent dynamo confined to the convection zone and possibly a thin boundary
layer beneath it? Sunspot statistics are discussed, with a view to ascer-
taining the length of the memory of the cycle, without drawing a definitive
conclusion. Also discussed are som,z of the processes that might bring about
variations 6L and 6R in the luminosity and the radius of the photosphere.
It appears that the ratio W = 61nR/61nL increases with the depth of the dis-
turbance that produces the variations, so that in_ninent observations might
determine whether or not the principal dynamical processes are confined to
only the outer layers of the sun.
INTRODUCTION
Early theories of the solar cycle were based on the idea that there is
some periodlc oscillation in which the entire sun participates. However,
most solar physicists today probably believe that the cycle is the product
of a turbulent dynamo in the convection zone. This belief appears to have
been based originally on the premise that the solar interior could not poss-
ibly turn over in a time as short as II or 22 years, which would be necessary
if the magnetic field external to the sun matched smoothly to the field
beneath the convection zone. And the belief has been strengthened by the
co=paratively complicated theoretical edifice that has been erected to explain
some of the observations in terms of a turbulent dynamo. That edifice has
been of great use in helping us to understand the kinds of processes that are
no doubt operative in the sun's couvection zone, but one must be wary of
taking too seriously the results of what are physically quite naive models.
These models all neglect, often without serious discussion, what might be
quite important phenomena, and one of those that may be of considerable
interest is the coupling to the solar interior. It is to this issue that I
intend to devote my discussion.
Aside from wanting to understand the solar cycle per se, a knowledge of
the most important dynamical aspects is essential for any discussion of how,
or whether, the cycle has any relevance to other issues that concern the sun.
Does the mere existence of the cycle tell us anything about the conditions
in the solar core? This question has been raised eeveral times in connection
with the solar neutrino problem, for example, and Dicke (I) has discussed it
in connection with the 12d.2 modulation of the Princeton oblateness data.
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I might say in passing that an obvious poiu_t of interest in the solar
cycle is its relation to the earth, and its influence on the climate and the
14C production. These are discussed in other contributions to these pro-
ceedings, The only point I wish to add is that if any firm relation bctwecn
the solar behaviour and measurable terrestrial records can be established,
then the records might give us a measure of that behaviour that extends
further back iv the past than direct solar observations. This would be of
obvious importance for improving our knowledge of the statistics of the cycle,
to which I now turn my attention.
STATISTICS OF THE SOLAR CYCLE
Though theories of the solar cycle that depend on oscillations of the
entire sun have not reached the level of sophis_ic_ion attained by dynamo
theories, and therefore may seem at first sight les_ plausible because they
immediately raise unanswered questions in the minds of anyone who considers
them, it does not necessarily follow that the ideas behind them are
incorrect. To some extent dynamo theory may have suffered* the GolC effect
(2), and to rescue it from this plight one should stand back and ask just
what the predictions of the competing hypotheses are, and whether one really
can discriminate between them by comparison with observation. There are
many discussions of this issue, including the excellent critique by Cowling (3).
Here I simply cake up a point that Dicks (4) has raised, and ask whether the ob-
served departure of the cycle from a regular oscillation can be used as a test.
If the dynamics of the cycle is controlled by a perfectly regular
oscillation of the solar interior, then the mauifestatxon of that oscillation
by the stmspots ought to be closely linked to the state of the interior. I
am not concerned here with whether the interior oscillation is itself
directly responsible for the generation of the magnetic field, or whether it
merely controls the dynamo in the con_ection zone. All I ask is whether the
epochs of sunspot maxima and minima are closely linked in phase with a perfect
clock.
A modern example of a model with an almost perfect clock is that proposed
by Dicke (I): magnetic field of alternating polarity is released periodically
from the core, and then rises slowly to the surface to produce the sunspots.
The rise time is variable (5, 6): on the whele it is shorter the greater the
total flux, which is what one might expect from magnetic buoyancy arguments,
and provides a natural explanation for the correlation between the early onset
of a new cycle and the sunspot number at the next _unspot maxlmum; in addition
there are random flurtuations in the rise time induced by the turbulence in
the convection zone. Associated with the release of the field is a contem-
porary variation in luminosity, whlch is presumed to be strictly periodic,
and which is proposed to be responsible for climatic variation. Thus it is
the interior oscillation itself that should be observable in climatic records,
and not the sunspots. What must be somewhat disturbing to any proponent of
* or. perhaps, enjoyed
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this theory therefore, is Murray Mitchell's report at this conference that
the man US drought record correlates better with the solar magnetic cycle
than it does with a strictly periodic oscillator.
By comparing the sunspot data with mean [D]/[H] ratios obtained from
two bristlecone pines, averaged over samples representing non-overlapplng
ten-year growth intervals throughout a period of IOOO years, Dicke concluded
that the mean rise time of the magnetic field is about 13 y. His argument
is that the climatic record at the location of the pines, when viewed as ten-
year averages, shows strong signs of a 22 y oscillation which might maintain
phase, and whose maximum amplitude occurs about 2 + iP years prior to sunspot
maximum, where P = I! y is the mean duration of the sunspot cycle and i is an
undetermined integer. Since the phase wandering of the sunspot cycle exceeds
2 years, i cannot be zero, so Vicke takes i - I to be the most plausible
solution.
By contrast, a turbulent dynamo confined to the solar convection zone
cannot be expected to maintain phase over long periods of time. Even though
many theoretical idealizations of the dynamo, such as those based on maan-
field electrodynamics, are described by equations that have periodic solutions,
in reality one would expect turbulent fluctuations to destroy memory. Thus
one might attempt to distinguish observationally between such dynamo hypo-
theses and the possibility of a regular oscillator by m.,-, a'iag the degree of
phase maintenance of the sunspot cycle.
The first difficulty one encounters in such an endeavour is the problem
of deciding how to define the phase of the cycle. Only the two most naive
measures have been considered so far: the instant of field reversal which
is estimated by the time of sunspot minimum, and the instant ot greatest
surface field which is estimated by the time of sunspot maximum.
Two independent analyses (5, 7) of the sunspot record have been carried
out in an attempt to decide between the alternatives. Both used the same two
statistical models to compare with the data, one with random fluctuations
about a perfect clock and the other, which I shall misvame the dynamo model,
assumed random fluctuations in phase. The prlnciple of both analyses was to
choose a measure of the phdse wandering of the cycle, and to compare the
result with the expectations of the two models. The first discussion (7)
was quite elementary, and used an obviously imperfect statistic that was
chosen primarily for computational simplicity. The years of sunspot maxiwa
and minima were used separately as tests, and it was found that the phase
wandering of sunspot maxima lies closer to the expectation of the clock model,
and that of sunspot minima is closet" to the expectation of the turbulent
dynamo model.* It was concluded, therefore, that the data is inadequate to
support either model.
* Formulae (8.7) and (8.8) in ref. 7 were quoted incorrectly. The ratio of
the expectation of the square of the phase deviations to that of the period
fluctuations should be N(N+I)/_6(N-|)] and N(SN-I)/E6(N2-1) ] for Models A
and B respectively. Correcting these results does not alter the conclusion.
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The second analysis (5) was more sophisticated. It employed a statistic
that would have been leas biased than that in (7) had the raw sunspot data
been used. However, the presumed correlation in Dicke's model between the
rise time of the field from the core and the sunspot number at subsequent
sunspot maximum was used to sdjnst the dates of sunspot maxima to move them
as close as possible to the clock model. These dates were used also to test the
_ynarao model; and _he dates of sunspot minima were not considered. It is per-
haps not surprising, therefore, in view of the results of (7), that the suu-
spot data appeared to be in closer agreement with the expectation of ..... :lock
model. It was concluded that the data tends to support the clock r. ,
shows no statistical indication of random fluctuations in phase.
How confident can we be in this conclusion? I shall illustra ._ ......
of the statistics in term of the more elementary ana_',_'s of ref. i. Jer
a sequence of N successive sunspot cycles. For the _'_ ck .odel suppose .f, at i
the time of occurrence of the nth maximum (or minimum.' aft,_r the first (to _
which I assign n = O) is tn = nT + Tn, where T is cons_ "_' _n_ the Tn are
independent random variables with zero mean and standard deviation T. The
period of the nth cycle is Pn " T + Tn - Zn- I, and the mean period of the N
cycles is _N = T + N-I(TN - TO). For the dynamo model, assume that the inter-
val between two successive cycles is Pn " ¥ + _n, where ¥ is constant and
the _n are also rsndom variables with zero mean, but this time with standard
deviation _. This model is really an extreme representation of a dynamo
because it assumes that the sun has no memory of previous cycles at all. In
this case
n N
tn = n¥ + r. _m' P--N_ y + N-l F. _m"
m=l m=l •
The object of the investigation is to compute a measure of the phase
deviation from a perfect clock. In the context of the clock model, this is
an obvious measure of T. Of course we do not know which clock to choose, and
for maximum simplicity I shall choose the clock that ticks at the average
rate of the cycle, at times Tn = nPN + e, where ¢ is a constant. A measure
of the phase deviation is the variance o@ 2 of @n = tn - Tn, defined by
N N
2 _  N |D(2.1)o@ • (N+l)-l _ @ 2 I
n"O n n=0
which is independent of e. This can be computed from the sunspot data, and
its expectation can easily be evaluated for each model. The result is
2,_N-I _2 (2.2)
for the clock and dynamo models respectively, lrrupective of the for_ of the
probability distributions of the Tn and _n" As N _ - the prediction of the
clock model remains bounded, whereas the dynamo model predicts an increase
without li_t.
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Of course we have only a limited amount of data at our disposal, but we
could compare the predictions of the two models with the sunspnt data by
dividing the data into segments of N cycles and comparing the dependence of
on N, where the overbar denotes an average over the segments. I shall
not present the results of doing simply that, but instead I introduce a second
statistic that relates more to the dynamo model. This is the variance of Pn, L
which is an obvious measure of _. It is given by i
N
2 l -gNOp N" E (Pn )2= , (2.3)
n = !
and its expectations are
E(Op 2) = 2(l-N-2)T 2, (I-N-I)_ 2 (2.4) '
for the two models. One can now consider the ratio R - E(oo2)/E(op2), which
is independent of T or _, and compare it with S =-_-_/a-_ computed from
the sunspot data.
1_e analysis is confined to the interval from the sunspot maximum of
1705.5 until the last sunspot minimum. The values of t n have been taken from ]Allen (8), except that the dates of the first maxima in the nineteenth and
t_'entieth centuries were replaced by 1803.5 and 1906.0", and the date of the I
last sunspot minimum was taken to be 1976.5. In Figure 1 is zhcsdn the result I
of dividing the 24 cycles into q contiguous groups of N = 24 q-I cycle___sfor I
I _ q .< 6. The rhombuses represent the ratio of the mean variance o@z,
(averaged ever the q groups) to _p2 for sunspot maxima; and the squares are
the ratios for sunspot minima. To give some idea of the scatter, the vertical
llnes show the standard deviation of o@2/op 2. Shown also are the values of
R for the two models.
In this analysis the raw dates of sunspot maxima and minima have been
used. If, as is implied by Dicke's theory for example, there is a physical
relation between the phase delay of sunspot maxima and sunspot number, this
should be taken into account. Thus one can consider the modified time sequ-
ence :
%
tn = tn - r(Rn-&) (2.5) ,
derived from the times t n of sunspot maxima, where _n is the sunspot number at
the nth sunspot maximum, and RN is the mean of Rn over the N+I _iu. The
* The dates 1805.2 and 1907.0 are qunced by _llen (8). However, both these
maxima are double (9, 10)" the values for t n used in the ar_lysis here are
better representations of the average dates, and are close to those used
in ref. 7.
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coefficient r was chosen by Dicke (5) such that o#2 was minimized for q - !.
lhus it is likely that this would reduce ov2/op 2, at least when q = I, and
so move the data closer to the prediction of the clock model (lower curve).
The results of analyzing the sequence t n with Dicke's value of r is shown also
in Figure I. Even though the results are typically closer to the clock model,
they can hardl) be said to cut,firm it.
One is tempted to conjecture that the sun lies somewhere between the two
models, having a memory of finite duration. If that is the case, how long
is that memory? A step towazds answering that question na_ been made by
Barnes et al. (II, I2). They studied numerical simulations of a rectifie_
oscillator that is randomly perturbed. They adjusted the bandwidth of the
response to the perourbation such as to bring the variance of the fluctuations
in period into agreement with the sunspot data, and found that with the same
adjustment the variance in the simulated sunspot numbers at sunspot maximum
also agreed with the real data. Moreover, the mode] produced intervals of
about 50 years of continuous low sunspot activity, which occurred roughly
once in 500 years. According to Barnes et al. the model has an inverse
R,S 3 6/m
0.3
I I I I I _ I_ i 1 I
3 I0 3O
N
Fisure I. The ratios S - o@'T/o-_. The rhombuses represent sunspot maxima
and the squares sunspot minima. Except when N = 24 they have been displaced
horison:ally to the right or left of the value of N to which they pertain, to
reven _. clutterins the diagram. The circles represent S for the time sequence
n defined by equation (2.5) with r chosen to minimize o#2 for N = 24. The
vertical lines extend to plus and minus one standard deviation of o@2/cp 2 from
S. The contin,aous curves r,.present the ratios R of the expectations of o@2
and up 2 derived from the two extreme statistical models.
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bandwidth of 500 years, which is a measure of the nemory, and an engineering
rule-of-thumb is that many invers, bandwidths _re required to establish
whether or not phase is maintained. This suggests that with the direct obser-
vations that are available, it may not be possible to measure the sun's
memory accurately.
POTENTIAL LUMINOSITY AND RADIUS VARIATIONS
It is quite reasonable to expect there to be small variations in the
luminosity L and the radius R associated with the solar cycle. If the seat
of the cycle is in the core, then any change in the size of the core would
force the envelope to expand or contract, thereby modifying the hydrostatic
stratification and hence R and L. The earliest photospheric response to any
such change to the core occurs after a delay equal to the sound travel time
from the core to the surface, which is about half an hour. Similarly, any
change to the convection zone brought about by a turbulent dynamo would also
produce modifications to the state of the photosphere. The question to which
I now address myself is whethec from the variations in L and R one might infer
anything about the nature of the perturbation.
I shall first discuss in broad terms the sequence of events after an
imaginary instantaneous perturbation to the solar structure, and then I shall
discuss some specific examples in greater detail. I should point out straight-
away that I do not have a definitive answer to the question, but the results
of the discussion below are perhaps suggestive.
RESPONSE OF THE SUN TO AN INTERNAL DISTURBANCE
I have already pointed out that the fastest response to a perturbation
is dynamical. The response to any large-scale perturbation that varies on a
timescale of more than a few hours can therefore be regarded as being instan-
taneous and hydrostatic. I am not going to discuss dynamical oscillations
here, and from now on I shall disregard t_c manner in which the relaxation
to the new hydrostatic state takes place.
After hydrostatic adjustment follows thermal relaxation. There are three
obvious thermal timescales outside the energy generating core that can be
relevant to the evolution; these are quite disparate and therefore their mani-
festations can be discussed separately. The first is the time Za required
for the convection itself to attain a balance w_th the mean stratification.
This is of the order of the turnover time of the largest convective eddies.
Taking the convection zone as a whole, this time is about a month, and measures
the duration of the transient response to any deep-seated event. The equi-
libration time for the eddies near the surface, such as the granulation, is
very much shorter. I shall be considering only changes that occur after times
much greater than Ta.
The second adjustment is the coming into balance of the radiation from
the photosphere with the changed internal heat flux. This is what is
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sometimes called the Kelvin-Helmholtz _ime for the convection zone. I shall
call it _c. To within a dimensionless factor it is the ratio of the thermal
energy in the convection zone to the solar luminosity. This ratio is about
lO5 years for so-called standard solar models. The dimensionless factor is
probably of order unity, though recently it has been suggested that for the
sun it is of order I0 TM. I shall return to this point later.
The third and longest time is the Kelvin-Helmholtz time for the entire
• sun. It is the ratio of the magnitude of the total energy of the sun, which
by the virial theorem is approximately equal to the thermal energy, to the
luminosity. It is also the thermal diffusion time rd characteristic of the
e.ltire _un, and is approximately 3 x I07 years.
Outside the core, the sequence of events following a perturbation is
likely to be thus: after the convection zone has readjusted itself internally,
on the timescale of a month, and the radiative interior has responded adia-
batically, the entire convection mone either cools or heats up on a time-
scale of I0 5 years until a stratification is achieved with an essentially
divergence-free heat flux. Finally, the radiative interior relaxes to its
new stare of thermal balance, on its thermal diffusion timescale Td. Notice
that th_s is the sequence of events wherever in the sun the instigating per-
turbation may be located, though of course if that perturbation were confined
to the superficial layers of the sun the magnitudes of the longer thermal
responses may be imperceptibly small.
At this point I shall elaborate a little on what I have just said, in
an attempt to dispel some common misconceptions about the meanings of these
timescales. What I have to say is quite obvious to anyone who studies stellar
evolution but does not appear to be common knowledge otherwise. The issue
concerns whether the response of the photosphere to any deeply seated pertur-
bation is evident in a timeseale less than the Kelvin-Helmholtz time. I hope
I have convinced you that in principle the answer must be yes, because the
effect of any local change in the mass distribution of the sun will propagate
with the sound speed. _ut suppose one considers a thermal perturbation some-
where in or at the base of the convection zone associated with which there
is very little mass flow. In such a case there has been disagreement as to
whether it is the thermal adjustment of the convection or the Kelvin-Helmholtz
time for the zone that is important. This problem doesn't obviously arise
when discussing the relaxation of the entire sun, because the analagous two
times are the same. But surely the answer is this: both are important; the
relaxation has two phases, and different processes control the evolution during
the different phases.
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Illan efficient convection zone of any star, the convective adjustment
time* va is much less than the overall cooling time. Thus there is an initial
internal redistribution of energy, on the timescale Va, followed by the
slower evolution on the timescale vc which is controlled by the rate at which
heat is radiated from the photosphere. This is the physics that describes
evolution down the Hayashl track, for example, during which the structure of
the entire fully-convectlve star is controlled by the radiation from the
surface. It is analagous to the cooling of a hot block of copper: thermal
conduction operates much faster than cooling from the surface, and the block
is almost isothermal. It therefore cools at a rate that depends only on
heat transfer processes at the surface and the thermal capacity of the block.
The only essential differences in the case of a stellar convection zone are
that the state of thermal balance is isentroplc rather than isothermal and
, that the change in gravitational energy must be taken into account when
assessing the thermal capacity of khe convection zone.
In a radiative zone the evolution is quite different, for nvw it is the
internal thermal readjustment that is the slowest. The analogy is now with
the cooling of a block of wood. After an initial transient response during
which the surface temperature adjusts to accommodate the heat flow from the
interior, evolution proceeds on the thermal diffusion time, vd.
To summarize: a thermally relaxing convection zone adjusts its internal
stratification in such a way as to supply the heat flow dictated by the sur-
face conditions, whereas a radiative region adjusts its boundaries to trans-
fer the heat that diffuses from within.
* In astronomy, this is often estimated as a thermal diffusion time obtained
from a turbulent heat diffusivity computed from time-lndependent local
mixlng-length theory. If the action of the varying mean stratification on the
dynamics of the turbulence is taken into account, still within the frame-
work of local theory, the perturbation satisfies a wave equation instead,
with a wave speed essentially equal to the rms convective velocity, w.
The characteristic adjustment time of the entire convection zone is thus
simply the advection timescale Tw _ Jw-ldr, where r is a radial distance
co-ordinate and the integral is over the vertical extent of the convection
zone. It is likely that the dominant heat-carrying eddies in the main body
of the convection zone actually extend from top to bottom. Thus aside from
geometrical factors, _w is still a good estimate _f Ta, even though the
local assumption is incorrect. Notice that the estimate of w via the
relation 4_r2ow3 _ L (which follows from the usual considerations of the
eddy dynamics that form part of mixing-length theory, but which does not
depend on the detalled mlxlng-length assumptions about eddy breakup) is
independent of the value of the assumed scale of the dominant eddies (or
the mixing length) and is thus a fairly robust estimate. This estimate of
w breaks down in the boundary layer at the top (and in the boundary layer
at the bottom) of the convection zone, but that does not influence the
value of the integral substantlally.
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COMPUTATIONOF THE 'IMMEDIATE' RESPONSE TO A SPHERICALLY SYI4_TRICAL PER-
TURBATION i
Most of the numerical computations modelling the response of the sun on
a timescale short compared with Tc, but long compared with Ta, have been
integrations in time using a stellar evolution programRe. The computations
are quite expensive, and it is therefore worth contemplating other methods, !
even though they are more limited in scope.
If the disturbance is small everywhere, the obvious procedure is to per-
form a linearized perturbation analysis. I shall not discuss that here,
simply because I do not yet have any results from this method. The reason is
that my involvement in this problem stems from a search I once made for a
non-linear relaxation oscillation involving the bottom boundary layer of the
convection zone and its interaction with both the rest of the convection gone
and the radiative region beneath. I was hoping to find a sel_-sustalnad
oscillation in the solar luminosity with a period of about I0 J years, with a •
view to explaining certain variations in the earth's climate. I therefore
developed the following method, which treats the convection zone nonlinsarly.
My original investigation was never completed because I was unable to produce
luminosity fluctuations wi_h amplitudes greater than about O.1 per cant, and
at that time such change_ were thought to be climatically insignificant.
The method involves only the computation of a few models of the con-
vection zone, plus the linear adiabatic relaxation of the radiative interior.
One is then able to estimate the change in the structure of the entire sun
resulting from a given perturbation. Because one is seeking only the
'i_mediate' response, the total energy E of the star does not have time to
change. Consequently, the idea is simply to compute the response of the
model at constant E.
Let Pm and rm be the pressure and radius of the model envelope at a
fixed value of the mass co-ordinate m, whose value corresponds to the bass of
the convection zone in the unperturbed model. In addition consider a second
envelope model with the same L and R into which a disturbance has been incor-
porated. Then if the pressure and radius at the same value of m in the
second model are Pm + APm, rm + Arm, the actual change in Pm that would be
produced by the same disturbance in a model of the entire sun is given by*
_inpm _Inpm
61nPm _ AlnPm + ( _in_ )R,A61nL + ( _I--_-R-)A,L61nR' (3.1)
where 61nL and 61nR are the aqtual changes in InL and InR. Similar relations
give the variations in lnr m and lnE. Notice that for the linearized estimate
(3.1) to be a good approximation it is no doubt necessary for the variations
in E,L and R to be small, but it may be the cue that in some limitsd regions
there are properties of the envelope that vary by quite large amounts. Any
localized nonlinearity that so arisas is correctly taken into account.
The object now is simply to calculste 61nL and 61nR that result from the
disturbance subject to the constraint 81nE = O. This can be dona once ths
relation between 61nr and 81nPm is known. To find that relation it is
necessary to considermthe response of the interior.
_-T---h-eq_-nt-tT_ A measures the amplitude of the disturbance. In practice the
partial derivatives in equations (3.1) and (3.4) were evaluated at A _ O.
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Because _d is large compared with the initial response time, the reaction
of the radiative interior is essentially adiabatic. Moreover, since 61nPm
and 61nr m are small, linearized theory may be used. The calculation is
: simply to solve the adiabatic radial pulsation problem at zero frequency in
the radiative interior, without the mechanical boundary condition at the
surface. This gives a relation between the pressure and radius perturbations
on the radiative side of the base of the convection zone, which I represent by
+.
81nr m " 161np m. (3.2)
Since rm and PmmUSt be continuous functions of m, condition (3.2) provides
the information necessary for matching the perturbed convection zone onto its
radiative interior, and together with 61hE = 0 can be used to eliminate 81nr m
and 81nPm from the relation (3.1) and its companions. The result is
DR AInE - (Alnrm _81nPm)ER
DLER - Dj L- ,
81nL m (3.3)
with a similar equation for 81nR, where
_Inrm _InPm _inE
DR _ ( _lnR )A,L- t ( _lnR )A,L' ER _ ( _ )A,L ' (3.4)
and DL and EL are obtained by interchanging R and L. Notice that in general
the procedure leads formally to a discontinuity in temperature at the base
of the convection zone. In reality radiative diffusion and convective over-
shooting must smooth that out. If radiative diffusion alone were operating,
after I0 years the jump in temperature would be spread over a layer only
about 1000 km thick. Since this distance is only about one-third the mesh
spacing near the base of the convection zone in my programme, the approxima-
tion is good. The artificial diffusion introduced by numerical differencing
in s typical stellar evolution progranane with a similar mesh spacing is likely
to exceed greatly the radiative diffusion that is implied by the original
differential equations.
It is also possible to estimate the relation between 61nL and 61nR that
results from a disturbance that is confined to the solar core. Once again
the expansion or contraction of the radiative envelope, outside the region
of the disturbance, is adiabatic, and must match onto the perturbed envelope.
If one were to assume that the perturbation could be linearized in the con-
vection _one too, the problem would reduce to the nonadiabatic radial pulsa-
tion problem, with any period much greater than Xa but much less than Tc and
without the boundary condition at r - O. However, to get a rough idea of the
result it is not necessary to solve that problem precisely. It is probably
adequate simply to assume a homologous expansion or contraction of the con-
vection zone, which yields equation (3.2) again, but with I - -0.25. One can
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then repeat the calculation, but with AlnPm - O, etc., to obtain
inR DL
= - -- (3.5)
61nL DR '
where DL and DR are now computed with the ne_ value of A.
It is thus possible to estimate the response of the entire sun from
numerical models of only the solar envelope and a knowledge of k. The partial
derivatives DR, ER etc. are computed by finite differences using undisturbed
model envelopes with different values of L and R. Notice that although E,
which is the energy of the entire star, can never be computed from envelope
models alone, this does not matter because only differences of E appear in
equation (3.3). These are simply the differences between the energies of
the two appropriate envelopes above the matching point, plus the differences
in the energies of the interiors. The latter can be computed as the work
done by the envelope on the interior, which requires a knowledge of only Pmand r .
m
My computations reported below were performed with an early version of
the computer progran_e used by Baker and myself (13) to model RR Lyrae pulsa-
tions. The programme had not been designed for this purpose, and several
interpolations, which could have been avoided by rewriting the progra_ne,
were performed. Therefore l make no claims to high accurecy. The unperturbed
model was chosen with abundances X = 0.745, Z = 0.02 of hydrogen and heavy
elements, which are approximately the values that would have produced the
correct luminosity in an evolved model of the entire sun. Cox-Stewart (14)
opacities were used, and the equation of state was of the type discussed by
Eggleton et al. (15). A mixing length of 2 pressure scale heights was chosen
so as to yield a convection zone about 2 x 105 km deep, in accordance with
the dictates of the high-degree five-minute oscillation data (16,17).
POTENTIAL INTERNAL C_IANGES DURING THE SOLAR CYCLE
Convective inhibition by sunspots
The mechanism that has received most attention is the direct blocking
of the heat flux by magnetic fields. This is particularly apparent in sun-
spots. Whether sunspots do actually reduce the energy flux has b, en questioned,
the possibility being that the deficit in the radiative flux is made up by
extra wave energy. The issue is probably not completely resolved, but I
think the observational evidence is weighted towards a net reduction of energy
flow within sunspots. I shall accept that here, and ignore wave transport
entirely.
Notice that I have not yet said that the local reduction of the heat
flow in sunspots necessarily implies a significant diminution in the solar
luminosity. The local reductio_ is countered by a tendency for more heat to
flow around the edges of the spot, producing a circumsistent bright ring,
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However, the excess heat output by the identifiable part of the ring is
quite inadequate to make up for the deficiency in the spot; inhibition of
the flux in the spot extends deep into the conv_ction zone,* so any excess
flux can be distributed widely by the time it reaches the photosphere. Also
any change in the mean (averaged over a spherical surface concentric with
the photosphere) efficacy with which heat is transported in the convection
zone leads to a change in the stratification of the convection zone that
modifies the luminosity in such a sense as to oppose the original change.
Nevertheless one expects that on average the opposing reaction is less than
" the perturbing influence, because the convection zone is apparently stable
(though we are not absolutely sure of this). Thus it does appear that if
the local inhibition of beat flow were the sole influence sunspots exerted,
some reduction in luminosity would accompany an increase in sunspot numbers.
But how substantial this reduction is cannot be judged without careful cal-
culation.
It is very difficult to perform a realistic calculation to assess the
effect of sunspot creation. What has been tried is to consider the effects
of sunspots to he averaged over spherical surfaces r - constant, and to
modify the standard techniques for studying spherically symmetrical stellar
evolution to model the overall response of the sun. Thus, the magnetic
inhibition of convective heat transport has been modelled by artificially
reducing the mixing length E in the usual time-lndependent heat flux formula.
If such a procedure is a reasonable approximation to reality, it would be
valid for studying variations on any tlmescale greater than Ta, and would
therefore be adequa:e for solar cycle variations.
The results of several independent computations have been published
(18-22), and more are reported in this conference. The published results
are su_narized in Table i, together with my own unpublished values. The
diversity in the results arises partly from differences in the unperturbed
models and partly from numerical error. For example, Dearborn and Newman
(18) and Dearborn and Blake (21) used a small mixing length and consequently
had a thin convection zone. In such a model the heat transport is more
sensitive to the w/xlng length and it is therefore to be expected that 61nL/61na
would be overestimated. To test my procedure I recently repeated the cal-
culation with the ratio _ of mixing length to pressure scale height equal
to unity, yielding a convection zone with mass 9 x IO-3Me. Increased sen-
sitivity was found, but my value of _InL/61nu was only 0.35, nearly a factor
2 less than that found by Dearborn and Newman (18) and Dearborn and Blake (21).
I suspect that most of the scatter in the values of 61nR/61na and hence in
* By the argument in the antepr¢cedent footnote one expects the time taken for
convection to adjust to the creation of a sunspot to be of order /w-lds,
where s is a distance co-ordinate and the integral is over a path that
represents a typical heat-flow line that starts at the base of the _pot
and ends in the photosphere near the spot. The two independent observa-
tions reported at this conference that substantial transient reductions
in the solar constant associated with large sunspot groups can last at
least ten days therefore indicates that the spots responsible are not
superficial phenomena.
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TABLE 1 - Summary of published results from perturbing the mixing length
J
Authors 6 InL/6 Ins 6 InR/6 Ins W Mc/M
,, Dearborn and Newman (18) 0.46a , 0.008
Dearborn and Blake (21) 0.64 3 x 10-3 5 x 10-3 0,0065
Sofia et al. (19) 1.5 O.Ii 7.5 x IO-2 '
' Sofia and Endal (20)
Gilliland (22) 8.5 x IO-4
Gough 0.22 _<1 x 10-4 _<5 x IO-4 0.03
The last colunm is the mass of the convection zone in units of the solar mass.
%The formula for 61nL/61ns quoted by Dearborn and Newman was found to hold for
I .<a .< 1.5; the value of a corresponding to the quoted value of Mc/Mo was
not given. Dearborn and Blake used a - 1.4.
W -- 61nR/61nL is a product of numerical error. In my calculations the numer-
ator in the equation similar to (3.3) for 61nR is a small difference between
two quantities of order unity (each of which is a numerical derivative com-
puted from interpolated quantities). The result I obtain is sensitive to
the interpolation formula I use, and I would therefore not be surprised if
I have underestimated the degree of cancellation considerably. Thus at
present I would summarize the results for a model with an adequately deep
convection zone thus:
6inL 6lnR
---" 0.3 W - = O. (3.6)ina ' 6inL •
In none of the publications is a relation between a and sunspot number
derived. It is very difficult to do this theoretically, but one can be
guided by observation. According to Allen (8) the mean intensity in a sun-
spot (umbra and penumbra combined) is about 70 pez cent of that in the un-
: perturbed photosphere. I shall take this as a measure of the inhibition of
the convection at fixed entropy gradient. A medium-sized sunspot occupies
about 6 x 10 "6 of the surface of the sun, and at sunspot maximum there are
present the equivalent of about 200 such sunspots.* Hence at sunspot maximum
* That is to say, about 100 on the side we can see and about 100 on the
other.
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the luminosity of the sun, ignoring faculae and the bright rings, is
L = (1 - 6) L, (3.7)
where L is the l_ninosity the sun would have had had the sunspots been absent
and the radiative flux been everywhere equal to the flux in the appaz_ntly
, undisturbed photosphere; 8, which measures the mean reduction f the heat
flux by the sunspots, is 200 x (I - 0.7) x 6 x 10-6 = 4 x 10-4 o Throughout
a_most all the convection zone the convective heat flux is proportional to
a", and consequently the observed mean flux inhibition is obtained by setting
We can now combine equation (3.8) with (3.6) to yield an estimate of the
difference 6L between the luminosities at sunspot maximum and sunspot minimum:
]_=== - O.158 -- -6 x 10-5 . (3.9)L
Notice that the actual decrease in the imninosity from sunspot minimum to
sunspot maximum is only 15 percent of the apparent blocking of the luminosity
8L caused by the sunspots.
The exclusion of material from sunspots
It was stated by Jensen (23) that because the matter density in sunspots
is lower than outside, the sun must have a larger volume at sunspot maximum.
This idea has been elaborated on by Thomas (24) and Dearborn and Blake (25),
who estimate the expansion to be not insubstantial. I do not understand their
arguments, and I think it might be instructive if I say why.
Let us first consider the balance of energy in a star in hydrostatic
equilibrium. In common with almost everyone else I shall ignore the turbulent
stresses in the convection zone. I shall also asst,_e that the pressure and
the magnetic stress on the surface (i.e. the photosphere) can be ignored.
Then the virial theorem takes the form
_I = 2T + R + M, (3.10)
where I is the so-called spherical moment of inertia, T, _ and M are the
kinetic, gravitational and magnetic energies, and the dots on I denote time
derivatives. The kinetic energy T is comprised of the energy of thermal
motion plus the energy of macroscopic motion, the latter residing mainly in
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!rotation. In equilibrium I = O, whence
2T + £ + M = O. (3.11)
Suppose now that sunspots are created, and that at the same time the magnetic
energy of the sun is increased by 8M > O. According to most theories of the
suspot cycle, the field is produced by the stretching that results from
differential rotation. Thus the reaction of the field is to oppose gradients
in angular velocity without changing the angular momentum, and hence to reduce
. the kinetic energy of the rotation. Just as the reduction of tbe luminosity
by sunspots discussed above is not as great as the degree of direct inhibition
of the heat flux, so the depletion of the rotational kinetic energy in this
case is not as great as the energy imparted to the magnetic field. The con- ,_
tinual driving of the large scale flow in the convection zone tends to re-
store the internal differential rotation to its original state, at the expense
of other forms of energy. Let us assume, therefore, that only a fraction n
(which I presume is positive) of the magnetic energy is extracted from T, and
that the rest comes from _.* The virlal balance is now
_lI " 2(T- q6M) + [£- (1- v"i)6H_ + (M + 6M)
- -n6M < O, (3.12)
so I must decrease, Hence, on average, the star shrinks, which might seem
contrary to Jensen's assertion. It does not necessarily follow that there
is a contradiction, however, for the adjustment might deviate substantially
from being homologous. Nevertheless, it does illustrate a possible pitfall
that might be encountered if one does not take into account that the magnetic
energy in the sunspots must be provided from within the sun. Had I forgotten
the changes in the other fo..rmsof energy in the star, as did Jensen and Thomas,
I would have deduced that _I - +6M > O, and then perhaps I might have been
happy that this was apparently consistent with Jensen's claim.
Let us now look a little more carefully at the recent arguments. Thomas
(24) evaluated the mass defect in toroidal flux ropes about lO00 km beneath
the photosphere, and assumed that the total volume of the sun is simply in-
creased by the volume that the missing mass would occupy at the ambient density.
The estimated expansion was 6R/R _ 5 x 10 -4 . Thomas's neglect of the change
in the balance of forces in the interior consequent to the creation of flux
ropes is tantamount to ignoring the fact that the region beneath the flux rope
contracts as a reaction to the attempt to raise the height of the photosphere.
Thus his estimates of the expansion must be exaggerated, and I shall now argue
that the error may be quite large.
* Strictly speaking, the ar_unent should be complicated further by considering
also the interchange with the energies of ionization and the electrostatic
interactions amongst electrons, ions and neutral atoms. These forms of
energy do not appear in the virial theorem.
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Suppose one simply implants a flux rope in pressure balance in the con-
vection zone, and removes the m_ss defect _I fro_ the star entirely. The
perturbatxon to the gravitational field is negli_ble. Hence the stratifi-
cation far from the flux tube is unaffected, and in particular the position
of the photosphere is unchanged: one cannot detect a stationary submarine by
observing the position of the surface of the ocean. Thus to compute the true
effect of the flux tube on the _hotospheric radius one must merely replace
the mass gH in the star. To within a factor of order unity, the resultlng
, relative radius change will be AM/Mo, and therefore the volume change is
roughly equal to the volu_e occupied by AM at the mean solar density _,
rather than at the density 0 in the vicinity of the flux rope. If this argu-
ment is correct, Thomas has overestimated the expansion by a factor O-/O, which
st 1OO0 k_ beneath the photosphere is about 5 x 105 .
I am certainly not concluding from this exercise that the magnetlc stresses
of sunspots do actually have 8o miniscule an influence on the solar radius.
All I am saying is that the exclu.qion mechanism discussed by Jensen and Thomas,
taken in isolation, appears to be unimportant.
Dearborn and Blake (25) modelled the effect by including 'a global mag-
netic pressure term in a stellar structure code'. At first sight this appears
to be the product of considering the sunspot magnetic field as providing an
additional pressure contribution to influence directly the mean hydrostatic
balance. But at this conference Dearborn has argued that his procedure can
also be regarded as the excluded vol,_ne effect that Jensen and Thomas have
discussed. He showed that if one integrates the stellar structure equations
outs.;de sunspots, where the magnetic fleld is negllgible, then in order to
relate the density p to dm/dr correctly one must add to 0 a term that takes
account of the mass that has been pushed aside by the sunspots. This term
is proportional to the magnetic pressure in the sunspots, and so appears as
an additional contribution to the pressure in the equation of state. Precisely
what this implies is difficult to judge, because we have not been told exactly
how the additlondl term has been incorporated into the other equations.
[_arborn and Blake find 6R/R .< 10 -4 associated with a O.I per cent reduction
in the luminosity. Thus [W[ .< O.1, and possibly W = O.
Other me_netic processes
Spiegel and Weiss (26) have considered recently the importance of the
interaction between the convection zone and the radiative interior. They
discussed the i_plications of the idea that magnetic field is compressed into
a thin layer at the base of the convection zone by the combined action of
topological pumping and field expulsion. After a sufficient amount of field
has accumulated, hydromagnetic instabilities driven by magnetic buoyancy cause
some of the field to rise to the surface to produce active regions and sun-
spots. Spiegel and Weiss suggest that the inttability occurs when the mag-
netic layer is about a pressure scale height thick.
The cycle is complicated, and Spiegel and Weiss emphasize one aspect
of it that may be important in causing luminosity and radius variations. It
is that the magnetic layer will inhibit motion, in part by modifyin s the
potential temperature gradient indirectly ;ia the change in the hydrostatic
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balance, and so cause _he convection zone to recede. The flux expulsion
process involves magnetic diffusion of stretched field that varies on a
relatively short length scale. Since the magnetic Prandtl number is small,
one _ght also expect thermal diffusion to be significant, so that the rel-
atively quiescent magnetic layer would not be adiabatically stratified. But
how it is stratified is hard to assess. A certain degree of mixing _th the
material in the radiative zone may well have taken place, so the resulting
temperature gradient is presumably somewhere between the radiative and the
adiabatic values.
An estimate of the manifestations of part of this process can be obtained
from a somewhat different model I have constructed by suppressing the motion
in a layer of thickness d at the bottom of the convection zone and assu_ng
the reclaimed quiescent region to have achieved the radiative temperature
stratification. Only one temperature discontinuity, at the base of the
thermally mixed layer, was created. Magnetic stresses were not included in
the hydrostatic balance in that region, so the calculation is not internally
consistent. However, since the process being investigated is primarily
thermal, it is not unreasonable to consider it in isolation from the balance
of forces. Horeover, it is no less consistent than imagining a to have been
changed without taking into account the stresses responsible. Indeed, the
perturbation is equivslent to a drastic modification to a in a limited region
of the coavection zone. The result of a calculation with d = 7000 kan is
listed in Table 2. The increase in lu_nosity is about 5 x 10 -4 Le somewhere
near sunspot maximum, and is probably proportional to d 2.
TABLE 2 - Sunznary of the responses of the sun to various disturbances
Disturbance 61nL 61nR W
Inhibition of convection by sunspots
modelled by reduring a according to -6 x 10 -5 = 0 = 0
equation (3.8)
Introduction of equipartition
tangled magnetic field into con- 2.6 x 10 -2 1.2 x 10 -4 4.4 x 10 -3
vection zone
Replacement of temperature gradient
in the bottom eighth of a pressure -4.5 x 10 -4 -9 1 x 10 -5 0.20
scale height of the convection zone
by the radiative gradient
Any disturbance that is confined to
the energy generating core 0.53
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Although the magnitude of the luminosity perturbation is comparable with
that deduced by Spiegel and Weiss, the mechanism by which it was obtained is
rather different. Replacing what was essentially the adiabatic temperature
gradient by the radiative gradient in the lower boundary layer of the con-
vection zone results in a change iu the stratification which is locally much
greater than Spiegel and Weiss envisaged. Consequently, a greater redistri-
butic_i of energy takes place. For exa_le, subsequent to the magnetic in-
stability, the temperature of the material near the base of the convection
increases by about _Q4K and the internal energy in the convectionzone zone
is decreased by about 10 _ erg. If this estimates the energy available to
h'J
supply the increment 6L in the luminosity, it would imply that 6L = lO-4L e
if the increnw-nt were spread uniformly over 105 years. The interchange
between the different forms of energy is brought about by a force provided
from a comparatively small energy reservoir: to suppress the convection at the
base of the zone and change the stratification to the radiative gradient
requires only about 3 _ 1033 erg of work. Thus magnetic energies as great as
the total change in the energy radiated (if subsequen_.ly the star were to
remain unperturbed until the relaxation time Tc had elapsed) are not necessary
to bring about that change. This result provides souse a postericri justifi-
cation for ignoring the magnetic stresses in the hydrostatic equation.
In contrast, Spiegel and Weiss imagine the perturbation to cause a re-
distribution of the energy in the convection zone of just 1039 erE. This
they assume is radiated in only about 10 years. The crux of the disagreement
between their ideas and the assumptions of the calculation describcd above,
therefore, is that Spiegel and Weiss assert that under these conditions rea)
convection, unlike the predi=tions of the mixing-length fo1_nalism, reacts
very sensitively to perturbations from beneath. This difference of opinion
has little to do wltb the efficacy with which convection transports heat down
a gradient of potential temperature. It concerns the degree to which con-
vection modifies the photospheric ten_erature and so changes the rate at which
heat is radiated from the star. The very high sensitivity of the state of
the photosphere must be rela=ed to _he small nonzero divergence of the heat
flux in the convection zone, for if in the steady state the sensitivity of
real convection were 104 times greater than the prediction of mixing-length
theory, it would be unlikely that the latter could have been uses to reproduce
successfully the slope of the lower half of the main sequence in the Liertzsprung-
Russell diagr,m.
Another phenomenon of interest is the influence of the small-scale tangled
magnetic field in the convection zone. One effect is that the magnetic pressure
modifies the hydrostatic balance, and another is that magnetic buoyancy en-
hances the driving _orce on the turbulent eddies and so increases the efficacy
of the convection. I have modelled these processes by adding to the free
energy of the fluid, from which all thermodyusmical state variables are cal-
culated, the energy of a tangled magnetic field in equipartition with the
kinetic energy of convection. This increases the fluid pressure by an _umt
equal to the magnetic pressure. It also reduces the adiabatic temperature
gradient and thus enhances the buoyancy forces acting on the convective eddies.
As in the case of changing the mixing length to scale height ratio by a con-
stant amount, this perturbation has a signi,Cicant influence on the stratifi--
cation only in the upper 5oundary layer of the convection zone. X_e idea is
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that there will be more tangled field in the convection zone at sunspot maxi-
m,-,. Once again, to compare such a model, with one having no magnetic field
at all overestimates the difference between sunspot maximum and sunspot mini-
mum. And indeed, the luminusity enhancemen: by the magnetic field at sunspot
maximum of more than 2 per cent (see Table 2) is greater than the limits s, :
by observation.
/
Perturbations to the core
Table 2 also contains an entry corresponding to the respons_ to a
perturbation that is confined to the core. The perturbation is plesume.d to
provide only a mechanical disturbance to the base of the eu,elope. Thus no
rising magnetic field of the kind envisaged by Dicke (1), for example, is
accounted for. Without specifying the amplitude of the core perturbation
one cannot set absolute values to the perturbations in L and R, but provided
linear theory is valid, their ratio is independent of the nature of the
perturbation.
CONCLUSION
J
We do not yet know whether the solar cycle i_ controlled in the con-
vection zone or the radiative interior. It cannot be claimed that the sun-
spot statistics _upport either view convincingly, though they do hint _hat
the sun does not keep perfect time. If that is indeed the case, one m_ght
regard it as evidence that a turbulent dyn_ is operative, and that the
wandering of the phase of the cycle is produced by the dynamlcal effect of
the turbulent fluctuations on the oscill_:ion. A convincing demonstration
that the phase of the cycle is not maintaxned would not close the case, however,
because it is quite common for nonlinear systems to oscillate almost but not
exactly periodically without any stochastic intezactions. The potential
ai_gno_tic power of the sunspot statistics lies mainly in the possibility of
demonstrating phase maintenance, for in that case stochastic interactions
_st necessarily be unimportant.
Studies of the luminosity and radius variations associated with the cycle
wil: probably be more fruitful. Some work haA already been done, but mainly
with only superficial perturbations meant to represent the magnetic inhibition
of convection in the upper boundary layer of the convection zone. It may be
that plausible variations in luminosity can be engineered, though the associated
radius variations are very small: U _ O. The response of the sun to a few
other types of disturbance have bee_ discussed in this paper, but no systematic
investigation has yet been undertake,_. In all cases it is hard to estimate
the absolute magnitudes of the resulting luminosity and radius perturbations,
but their ratio W is more clearly determined. The examples suggest that W
increases as the depth of the disturbance increases, and if _hat tendency is
ever demonstrated to hold universally, it seems likely that imminent observa-
tions will enable us to decide at least whether part of the dynamo process
operates deep in the sun.
Other diagnostics that might he of use in this respect come to mind.
The low-degree five-ulnute oscillations provide integrel _easures of the solar
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interior that must vary over the solar cycle. It has not yet been demonstrated,
however, whethe they remain coherent for long enough to have sufficiently '°
accurate frequencies to measure the solar change. Another indicator may be
the apparent quasibiennial variation in the solar neutrino _lux. Sakurai
(27,28) has found a 26 month variation in tlt._ measurements of Davis and his
colleagues which appears to be correlated with the residuals in the sunspot "
', numbers that remain after subtraction of a 5-month running mean. If there :
is a causal connection between the variations of sunspots and the neutrino ,'!
- flux, its discovery would clearly be important. One conclusion we can draw
.. straight away, however, is that none of the disturbances seated outside the
, core that have been considered here is of a nmgnitude anywhere near to being
adequate to cause any perceptible variation in the neutrino flux. _
I am very grateful to Dr N.O. Weiss for many interesting discussions.
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SHORT AND LONG TERM VARIATIONS IN THE "SOLAR CONSTANT"
Kenneth H. Schatten
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
ABSTRACT
Short and long term variations in the solar constant are examined theo-
retlcally. The variations observed by the Solar Maximum Mission, lasting
several days and associated with the passage of sunspot groups, strikingly
demonstrates the well known lack of a "bright ring" effect around sunspots,
This suggests that sunspot magnetic fields do not simply block the heat
flowing upward into the photosphere. Rather, it is suggested that gravita-
tional draining occurs; this cools sunspots and transports downward the heat
that would otherwise flow into the photosphere. A model of sunspot
temperature with depth shows modest support when compared with the empirical
model of Van't Veer. Secular trends in the solar constant may occur and be
associated with Lhe influence of the convection zone magnetic field upon
convective heat transport. As a start to understanding this problem, the
Schwarzschtld criterion has been modified to include the effects of magnetic
field.
INTRODUCTION
Recently investigations by Livingston (ref. 1), Kosters and Murcray (ref.
2), Livingston et al. (ref. 3), Dicke (ref, 4), and Willson et al. (ref. 5)
suggest that short term and secular changes in solar luminosity may be
occurring. Theoretically, the influence of the solar cycle magnetic field on
solar luminosity is a multifaceted question, since there are numerous ways in
which magnetic field can affect the sun's luminosity.
Thomas (ref. 6) has theoretically investigated luminosity changes
associated with effective solar radius changes produced by magnetic buoyancy
in spots. Hoyt (ref. 7) looked at differences in luminosity associated with
observable photospheric features-spots, faculae, etc. - to obtain a measure of
possible global luminosity differences. He found a relationship between
umbra-penumbra area ratios and terrestrial temperature variations. Willson et
al. (ref. 5) have examined dips in the solar luminosity associated with the
passage of spot groups past central meridian. These d_ps are a "short term"
influence we shall discuss shortly. "Long term" Influences may arise from
changes in the convection zone. Schatten (ref. 8) suggested that magnetic
buoyancy may influence convection; Spieg_l and Welss (ref. 9) argue that the
heat transport by convection can be affected by the magnetic field, and that
the influence is most significant at the base of the convection zone. We
shall discuss, later, a mechanism that allows the long term influence of the
magnetic fleld upon the convection zone to be calculated from stellar
models. First, let us examine the short term variations associated with spot
groups.
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tSHORT TERMVARIATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH SPOT GROUPS
As the photospheric material cannot serve as a reservoir for the vast
flow of energy on time scales longer than about a second, a "bright ring"
around sunspots might be expected if the Biermann (ref. 10) mechanism
involving field inhibition of convective heat transport occurred.
A new school of thought developed, beginning with Danlelson (ref. II), in
which the convective generation of Alfven waves below the sunspot consumed so
much energy that cooling of the spot occurred with an attendant field concen- i
tration. It also eliminated the "bright ring" effect wherein the blocked heat
would flow around the spot into the surrounding photosphere. The lack of a
bright ring was strikingly demonstrated by the recent "solar constant" obser-
vatlons of Willson et al. where dips in the solar constant occurred when
sunspots approached central meridian. If any bright ring were present, it
would cancel the spot energy deficit and no dip should occur. It is these 1
dips that are the subject of the present section. Other investigators have
also found changes in the solar constant with sunspot visibility. Foukal and
Vernazza (ref. 12) found a level of 3 x 10-4 change in the solar constant
(similar to the SMM findings) and Chapman (ref. 13) found a dip in the sun's
brightness equal to 62% of a sunspot's area.
Here we have followed much of the theoretical guidance suggested by Meyer
et al. (ref. 14) and by Parker (ref. 15, 16). We further this third view that
pores, knots and sunspots are a kind of dynamical solar sink in which material
drains gravitationally downward. This utilizes a dynamical gravitational
draining as the mechanism to explain I) the cooling of features (ref. 15)
2) the elimination of the bright ring around sunspots, and 3) the field
concentration mechanism (ref. 14). It enables a calculation of the temper-
ature of these downdrafts to be roughly 1000°K cooler than the photosphere
from basic principles and that the downflow in fluxtubes should be roughly
several km/s.
Parker (ref. 16) has suggested that the "6-8 km s-l.., downdrafts in the
fluxtubes (leading to) concentration to 1500 C may be s direct dynamical
consequence". This downdraft inferred by Deubner (ref. 17) from observations
may also he important in stabilizin G fluxtubes insofar as the magnetic
pressure of the fields, in a solar atmosphere with no inward and downward
flow, would tend to disperse the fields in a short amount of time. Meyer et
al. (ref. 14) discuss the stabilizing effect of this inflow of material as a
hydrodynamic "collar" which the spot wears.
We discuss here, that this inward and downward flow as shown in Figure I,
may also play a role in the cooling mechanism for spots, as well as pores
where Frazler (ref. 18) has observed downdrafts up to 3 km s-I. For pores and
knots, large velocities in the photosphere are found, or at least inferred
however, for spots Bec_ers (ref. 19) notes that they "show no vertical motions
•.. exc_edlng 25m/sec." Some confusion has arisen "because of the llmb effect
of the surrounding photosphere, sunspots appear to have a downflow of
~400 m/sec ...." Thus downflowe are seen or inferred for small flux tubes,
and not for spots where we hypothesize a dee_ gravitational draining occurs
owing to the larger size of the magnetic object. In this view, the field
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originates from dynamo processes, the final stage of which is magnetic
buoyancy, whereby a large concentrated fleld erupts at the sun's surface. In
the absence of a suitable cooling and fleld stabillzation mechanism, the
strong field would qulckly dissipate, However, as the materlal near the sun's
surface is continually radiating lumlnous energy into apace, the Bases cool
and with their increased density return in conduits to the heat source from
which they came, thereby completlng _.he convection cycle. Thus by analogy
with any thews1 cycle, the material _ _vtng towards the heat source would be
the coolest. In the absence of sunspot fields, the cooled photospheric gases
return at the boundaries of the supergranulation, and so form pores. In the
presence of sunspot fields, they are aided in their re:urn by this field
conduit, which tends to reduce the turbulent viscosity and so provides an
easier pathway. Owing to the larser size of a spot, not enouBh Mterial
appears capable of congreBating into an observable do_mflow i._ the photosphere
and we hypothesize it does so at depth.
To calculate the size of the effect, ve take a volume element _rlthin the
maBnetic reBion , as shown in Figur_ !. It is bounded by 4 sides (1-4) with no
interaction on the 5 th and 6 tN sides due to azlmuthal sylmetry. We shall
slmpllfy the picture by assuming the followlng. The flow is rouBhly inward to
the box at I, and outward at 4. If the photosphere _ere not yet cool, region
2 would radiate the same ener8_ rate, F, as the remainder of the photo-
sphere. Due to the in_ _rd and downward flow, little or no convective enerBy
is being transported into the reglon through 3 (where in the normal
photosphere, a rate, F,----_lances the ,utflow through the top). For the
purpose of tb_ calculatlons, the vulume extends from the photosphere T =-]st92-Iroughly T - 3 so that most of the radiant flux, F = 6.4 x I0 IO erg ca
(ref. 20), is indeed emltted from the volume through 2. Further, the mterial
flows inward through I at several, km sac "I and out thLouBh 2 at the same rate
and pressure, so that we can ignore compressive heating or expansive coollng
as s consideration. Then the temperature difference can be sho_ra to be:
AT = 2 FL = 1.100°K (1)
5 _ hvR
where R is the gas constant, L and h are the length and height of the voluse,
takir.g L/h = I and v - 7 k_ s -[. Thus for a spot, an umbra1 temperature of
4,600°K is calculated showing Bood agreement wlth observed umbra1
temperatures. Put slmply, the mechanism can provide adequate cooling for
pores, _lagnetlc knots and sunspot u_bra. We now examine the question of the
downflow. The cooled photospheric Bases, being denser than the hottar
photospheric Bases, _uld tend to descend, Will this gas reach a tensinal
velocity of severs1 km sec "! as it descends? We consider a calculatlon for
the termlnal wlocity of a blob of gas in a viscous stratified atmosphere.
As the termlnal veloclty is governed by the interaction with the
stratified medium, v_ choose the scale heiBht , R, to be a characteristic
lensth dimension for consideration. The downward force upon the gas is"
F- g _0 H3 (2)
where $ ts the acceleration of gravlty - 2.7 x I0 _ ca s -2, &O is the
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additional density of the blob of gas "_0^_ =^^ollO0°g4 x I0"7 gm cm-3 = 0.7
x 10-7 gm cm-3, and H is the scale height _ lO_U_ The viscous balancing
upward force is:
F = _ _ nvH (3)
where n is dynamic viscosity, Or, and v is the kinematic viscosity I/I0 vl.
Busse (ref. 21) obtained a value of 1012 cm2 s-I for v, yielding 3 x 105 gm
cm-ls -I for n. The quantity v is the velocity difference bet_en the blob and
the surrounding material, and H is the scale height of the photosphere
again. Equations 2 and 3 can be solved for v, yleldlng:
v = gAoH2/n. (4)
This gives 7 km s-1 for the termlnal downward velocity of gases, a sufficient
downflow to provide cooling. It is comparable with the 2 km s-I veloclty that
Parker (ref. 15) required for a downflow within spots to account for their
cooling.
The lack of a bright ring around the gas central to the problem of solar
constant dips is understood in this model by examlning Figure I. As the
upward heat flux, Fs transported prtnclpally by convection, encounters the
sunspot magnetic field, the energy and gas are entrained amongst the
descending gases where the energy is carried down toward the base of the
convection zone and so is lost to the sunspot umbra.
Table I shows the temperature and density of the umbra and surrounding
photospheric material. The photospheric parameters are shown from the solar
model of Endal and Sofia (ref. 22). The umbral parameters were obtained from
a computer model having been calculated utilizing the simple theoretlcsl model
outlined. That is, there is no convective heat transport into the spot from
below and the photospheric material Is cooled by radiation into space.
For comparison, the seml-empirlcal model of Van't Veer as outllned in
Tandberg-Hanssen (ref. 23) is shown in table 2. It is based on a method
developed by Van't Veer that determines the umbral parameters using the
measured intensity tn the wings of certain Fraunhofer llnes. Near x = 4, the
values agree remarkably well; however, near x - I the agreenmnt is less
good.
LONG TERM VARIATIONS IN THE SOLAR CONSTANT
We consider, in this section, the effects of the solar cycle magnetic
field embedded within the convection zone upon the solar luminosity. We
develop a version of th_ Schwarzschild criterion which includes the effects of
magnetic field. We consider the approximation that the magnetic fleld
provides a net Isotroplc pressure.
The Schwarzschild criterion (ref. 24) is obtained by considering density
changes associated with a rising convective element of the star, leadlng to
instability if the radlattve temperature gradient exceeds the adiabatic
gradient:
d In T_ > _) = y-I (5)
_T_-PJr a -V-
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If we now Include a magnetic field, there _rZll be a magnetic pressure PB,
aasocZated with a rising bubble. In any discussion of the magnetic stresses,
we may neglect the tension term in the stress tensor because the field is
continuous and divergence B equals zero. Thus across any small element, the
field tension balances on either side and imparts no force to the gas. The
total pressure PTp equals the gas pressure plus magnetic pressure:
PT = PG + PM = PG (I + S-l) (6)
where B is the gas to magnetic pressure ratio. The adiabatic density gradient
now becomes:
d in p = " _ _ "Ja (7)la a d
where we have used the adiabatic relation, P_V¥= constant. The radiative
gradient is slmiXarly modified:
d in pl d In PT) d in T) d In(l+B-l)dr r = dr r dr r " dr Ir (8)
Instability occurs if the adiabatic density gradient has a larger
magnitude than the radiative gradient. From equations 7 _nd 8 this implies:
d In(1  ”  dln(1+B;')
din p_ > y-____l+ _ (9)d In _r _ y d In PT d In PT
where adiabatic and radiative subscripts on B allow for differing values
between convective bubbles and the surrounding environment. Equation 9, our
modified Schwarzschild criterion, can be rewritten aq:
T I > _y I [I- d In(l+_a')-d In ] (10)
d In PT r _ _ d In PT
where we have incorporated the two expressions on the right of 9 Into one
through the utlllzation of a parameter, 6. Here 6 equals one under the assumed
approximation, for the onset of Instability. For the more general case 6
depends on the ratio of field Inside the rising gas bubble to fleld outside,
and geometry. Other formulae can be developed to Include the effects of other
geometries (see Thomas and aye (ref. 25}. Further, If one excludes the
interaction of the bubble _rith the materlal, an adiabatic equation of state
can be written, but we have allowed this to be incorporated into 6. As we have
developed our criterion for the onset of instability when the field is not
perturbed, _ have ignored the posslble restoring force (or tension) between
the base fleld and a rising bubble which may ensue with turbulence. The above
criterion assumes that once the magnetic field and temperature gradient are
suitable for Instability, the Rayletgh-Taylor Instability or another plasma
interchange Instability will develop to allow the bubble to rise.
The term on the right of equation I0 ._odlfies the adiabatic condition in
the following fashion. Let us consider 8-" to approach I in a region of the
sun and examine hoe this affects the onset of Instability.. Figure 2 shows the
magnetic field, the magnetic to gas pressure ratio (6-I), and the term In
equation I0 modifying the Schwargschild criterion. As the gas pressure
decreases radially outward, the whole term in the square bracket will first
exceed one, and then faX1 beloe one, to possibly a negative value. Thus a
single layer or region of magnetic field will form a relatively stable layer
in Its lower side and a relatlvely unstable layer in Its upper side. The word
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relatlve is used to indicate that these layers may be stable or unstable,
depending upon the remainder of the Schwarzschild condition, and thus, they
are merely modifying the condition. However, In case the modlfyin 8 ,era
reaches a negative value, as the left hand side of equation I0 is positive
definite, instability Is required. This is conventionally referred to as
sagnetic buoyancy, and in the usual treatment only the field considerations
are provided. We gee here, however, that ordinary convection may also be
affected by the presence of a subsurface field.
If we consider the fields in the solar interior suggested by dynamo
theory (ref. 26), the ter_ on the right of equation I0 appears to be slg-
nfflcant only at the base of the convection zone (except in centers of
activity). If the gas pressure variation has a scale height HG, and the
ugnetlc pressure a scale height HB, the term on the right can reach a
aagnituda of order HBHG/ • One of the problems assoclated with solar dynamo
theory Is the formation of a region where magnetlc fields may regenerate
without being lost to magnetlc buoyancy (ref. 26, 27). In this result the
underside of a magnetic fleld region would be a stable location where fields
could regenerate. Above the region, If the fleld approached a high enough
value, instabilities could form wlth a balance developlng between regeneration
a_d deterioration. Unno and Ribes (ref. 28) have examined magnetic buoyancy
and have found that 200-300 gauss dynamo fleld can he retained in the con-
vectlon zone for time scales up to about 80 years due to turbulent viscosity.
The large scale field, although retained, could affect the onset of convective
instability through the above criterion, thus the process of magnetic stabil-
tzatlon and destabillzation may influence heat transfer at the base of the
convection zone with solar cycle phase much as Splegel end Weiss (ref. 9)
suggest.
CONCLUSIONS
Downflow of material _thln sunspots is seen as a key to the
understanding of thelr stability, temperature and heat flow. The inward
velocity prevents the magnetic field from expanding into the surrounding
surface "_' balancing the spot's magnetic pressure against the veloclty change
fro_ an inflow into a downflow. The cool, dark characteristics of sunspots
are to be explained by their being the cool end of a thermal cycle. In this
cycle, the gases have radiated their energy Into space, are allowed to descend
along field conduits Into a cooler, denser state and cut off the heat flow.
The heat flux that would normally be convected into and radiated by the
sunspot is carried downward by the flow to deep layers in the convection
zone. Thus, the minima in the solar output associated with sunspot groups
observed by Willson et el. (ref. 5) are explicable.
Further, for secular changes, we consider the magnetic fleld at the base
of the convection zone to affect the Schwarzschild criterion and form
stabilizing and destabillzlng layers that msy cause a significant variation !n
the solar luainosity siailar to that in the model of Spiegel and Weiss.
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Table 1
Depth Density Tp T u
km 10-7gincm"3 103°K _03°K
0 1.69 5.75 4.60
42 1.94 6.46 5.04
98 2.08 8.17 5.28
238 2.98 10.13 6.94
448 5.18 11.57 9.73
Table 2
T(5000) Depth, km Tp Tu
from T=.5 103°K 103°K
•Of -220 4,70 3.57
• 05 -135 4.93 3.70
.1 -lO0 5.07 3.78
• 3 -50 5.51 4.02
•5 0 5.83 4,18
1.O 40 6.41 4.48
2.0 60 7.18 4.84
4.0 I00 8.10 5.24
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CROSS SECTION OF A SUNSPOT
PENUMBRA UMBRA FIELD, B
2
PHOTOSPHERE
FLOW VEt.OCITY,
4 _ A _ A A _ A A A _ _ _ _
I I I I I I I I i I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
F, SOLAR ENERGY FLUX
Figure I. Shown is the field geometry and downflow velocities
in the vicinity of a sunspot or pore. The inward and down-
ward flow beneath the photosphere and below acts as a "collar,"
stabilizing the sunspot. This flow also returns the cooled
gases to the base of the convection zone. It is by the liber-
ation of radiant heat that the gases are cooled to umbral
temperatures. The energy flux that would flow upward into
the sunspot is entrained within the cooler gases and descends
to the convection zone base to be reheated. The box at the
top labelled with sides, 1-4, exhibits a simple heat calcu-
lation for t_ sunspot.
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Figure 2. Schematic showing the radial v_ iation of magnetic
field B, magnetic to gas pressure ratio B-i, and the term
modifying the Schwarzschild criterion. As can be seen when
the modifying term exceeds I, the instabil_cy is more diffi-
cult to attain as convective elements have difficulty rising
through a more tenuous field saturated layer. On the upper
side of a field layer, however, destabilization occurs, and
convective elements may more easily rise. When the modifying
term becomes negative, then absolute buoyancy occurs as the
field strength is sufficient to cause instability even
against an unfavorable temperature gradient.
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MONITORINGSOLAR-TYPESTARS
G. W. Lockwood
LowellObservatory
ABSTRACT
Old UBV and recent_ photometryof solar-typedwarfsand other
standardstarsyieldan upperlimit of variability(determinedby obser-
vationalerrors)of about0.004mag rms. A factortwo improvementin this
upperlimitis achievable.
INTRODUCTION
Currentmeasurementsof the totalsolarflux havea short-termpreci-
sionof _0.Ipercentand promiseto yield a long-termaccuracybetterthan
I percent. Smallvariationsof the totalsolarflux have beendetectedon
a timescaleof daysby the SolarMaximumMission(seeelsewherein these
proceedings),and a possiblechangeof the solarspectrali_radiancein
the visibleregionon a longertime scalemay haveoccurred(ref.I). In
both cases,the changeamountedto less than0.5 percent,so in address-
ing the questionof luminosityvariationof solar-typestars,we must seek
out photometricdatawith extremelyhigh long-termaccuracy. Absolute
photometryof starlightin the visibleand near-infraredapproachesan
accuracyof I percentonlywith greatdifficulty(ref.2), but relative
photometry,in whichone star is comparedwith other'(s)nearbyin the sky
is routinelydonewith a precisionof _0.3 percentover time scalesof
months. Maintainingthisprecisionover a decadeis considerablymore
problematicalbut is feasible.
_t is probablysafe to statethatthe variationsof solar-typemain-
sequencedwarfstarsdo not exceed_1%, becauseif largervariationswere
common,theywould undoubtedlyhavebeen detectedduringthe extensive
photometricsurveysof the past 30 years. A numberof thesestars have,
in fact,been usedas photometricstandards.
PHOTOMETRICSTUDIES
BV PHOTOMETRYOF SOLAR-TYPESTARS
Jerzykiewiczand Serkowskipublishedin 1966(ref.3) the resultsof
a twelve-yearphotometricstudyin which 16 F- and G-typedwarf starswere
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observedabout ten timesper year in the blue ([3)and yellow (V_)passbands
of theUBV system. _o m_ knowledge,thisprogr_nwas t_e only long-term
pho_ome_io s_ud_ specificallyaddressedto thequestionof variabiZi_ of
solar.._pe stars. These starsservedas theirown standards,thus elimin-
atingerrorscausedby makingtransformationsto an independentnetworkof
UBV standards. However,the starswere spreadover seven hoursof right
ascensionand were often observedat high airmasses;consequently,various
systematicerrorsare likelyto be presentat some significantlevel.
A substantialeffortwas made to maintainthe long-termstabilityof
the measurements,but "improvements"in instrumentationwere inevitable.
In particular,a varietyof photomultiplierswas used, sometimescooledby
dry ice and sometimesoperatedat ambienttemperature.The photometryof
standardstars,Uranus,and Neptunehas subsequentlybeen analyzedfor
systematiceffectsrelatedto changesin the instrumentationor the bright-
ness and colorsof the variousobjects(ref.4). None couldbe found,
althoughtherewas a systematicmonotonicdriftin one of the instrumental
transformationcoefficientsduringthe courseof the program.
Jerzykiewiczand Serko_skiconcludedthat "... for noneof these
stars does the standarddeviationof the yearlymean magnitudeexceed
0.008and for the stars 40 Leo, 8 CVn, and n Boo, thisdeviationis less
than0.004mag." As shownin figurel, taken from ref. 3, the peak-to-
peak rangeof thesestars is _0.01-0.02mag.
What is the likelihoodthat the observedvariationsare intrinsic?
Simplestatisticaltests providelittleguidance: For example,a closer
lookat the publishednightlymagnitudesof individualstars revealsthat
therewere very few statisticaloutliers. Hence,the fluctuationsof the
annualmeanmagnitudescannotbe substantiallyreducedby rejectingindi-
vidualbad data pointshere and there. Furthermore,inspectionof figure1
revealslittlecorrelationbetweenone starand another,as would be
expectedin the caseof systematicinstrumentaldifficulties.
The internalnight-to-nightconsistencyof the magnitudesof indi-
vidualstars improveddramaticallyafter 1961,presumablyowiqg to improve-
ments in equipmentor technique. This is illustratedin figure2, where
we havereplottedthe annualmeanmagnitudes(shownin figurel) for two
typicalstars,p Gem (FOV)and 61 Vir (G6V),in order to includeerror bars
indicatingthe standarderrorsof the annualmeanmagnitudes. The average
numberof observationsper yearwas 8 from 1955to ]961 and II from 1962
to 1966;hence,the statisticalweightsof the annualdata pointsare
comparable.The standarderror of a singleobservationwas 0.015 mag
prior to 196land 0.007 mag afterwards.
Figure34 is a histogramof the standarddeviationsof the annual
meanV_magnitudesof these 16 stars for the years 1962-1966. The average
standarddeviationis 0.004mag, and the largeststandarddeviationis
0.006 mag. The averagepeak-to-peakvariation(fromfigurel) is 0.009
mag.
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These values certainly provide a reliable upper limit for the vari- _
ability of this sample of stars over this time interval. The weight of
largely circumstantialevidence (viz., the changes in instrulr_ntation, i
the frequent observations at high airmass) and the absence of a set of
"control" stars showing smaller annual fluctuations than solar-type dwarfs _
argue strongly against a positive detection of variability, Indeed, the
authors themselves concluded that "... no evidence of variability . . ,
" has been detected "
c
RECENT RESULTS
Beginning in the late lg60s, two developments promised an improve-
ment in the ultimate accuracy of ground-based photoelectric photometry.
Direct-current recording techniques were largely replaced by photon-
counting methods, thus largely el;minating amplifier gain calibration and _
linearity problems. Intermediate-band_ photometry utilizing inter-
ference filters offered relative freedom from the substantial photo-
multiplier-dependentcolor effects present in the broadband UBV photo-
metric system. (These were especially troublesome in the V_p-assband,
whose shape on the long-wavelengt_ side of the maximum was defined solely
by the sensitivity of the photomu,tiplier.)
Unfortunately,no study comparable in scope and longevity to the one
described above has been conducted using the _ system. To proceed
further, we consider some measurements obtained for other purposes using,
coincidentally, the same O.4-meter telescope used for the previous pro-
gram. The incidental nature of these observations seriously compromises
their usefulness for the purpose we now, belatedly, assign to them. None-
theless, they are worth examining, and we shall demonstrate that modern
equipment has allowed us largely to duplicate the result of Jerzykiewicz
and Serkowski under otherwise unfavorable circumstances.
Since 1972, a set of _60 stars, including by chance 14 F-, G-, and
early K-type dwarfs, has been used as standard stars for b (472 nm) and
y (551 nm) photometry of planets and satellites at the Lowell Observatory
(ref. I, 5). Becau._ethese stars were used as standards, they were :
observed at a variety of airmasses and at all seasons of the year. But,
most importantly, from early 1974 on, there were no changes in the pho-
tometer, the electronics, or the telescope, all of which were reserved
sulely for this particular program.
To achieve reasonable statistics, we have divided the data into three-
year bins (1972-1974, 1975-1977, 1978-1980) and compared the range of var-
iability of the 14 solar-type dwarfs to 14 other standard stars (giants
and early-type dwarfs) for which comparable data were available. Figures
3b and 3c show, respectively, the distribution of peak-to-peak fluctua- :
tTons seen in the three-year averages observed in these two sets of stars•
For both groups, the average range of the three-year mean magnitudes was
0.004 mag. Figure 4 shows the amplitudes as a function of spectral type.
¢
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The two distributionsdo not differsignificantlyin shape,leadingus to
concludethat in both cases the observed"v_rlations"are simplyerrors
of observations.
Observersof variablestars routinelyobtaindifferentialmagnitudes
of pairsof starswith a short-term(days)precisionof 0.002meg or
• better. The followingexampledemonstratesthe accuracyattainableunder
tightlycontrolledconditionsfor a smallgroup Gf stars nearone another
in the sky.
As part of the Lowellprogramdescribedabove,severalgroupsof
planetarycomparisonstars have beenobservedsince 1972 (ref.5). These
are fieldF-, G-, and early K-typestarsof unknownluminosityclass
selectedfor similarityof color and magnitudeto the corresponding
planet. As an example,we considerthe Neptunecomparisonstars,a group
of 16 stars in the magnituderange6.7 < V < 9.2 locatedon a _15° arc of
the eclipticat declination_-22°. The typicalnun_)erof observationsper
year was _6. All 16 starswere observednear transiteach nightduring
the courseof about an hour at an averageairmass _I.8. Extinctionand
time-dependentinstrumentaleffectsare thusminimized;and, althoughthe
averageairmasswas high, the differentialalrmassbetweenone starand
the othersw_s usuallyquite small. After reductionto an ensemblemean,
the averagestandarddeviationof the annualmean magnitudeswas 0.003,
and the largestwas 0.005 (figure3d).
On the basis of thisexperience,it is reasonableto expectthat a
set of solar-typestars passingnear the zenithcould be n_nitoredwith
an accuracyapproaching0.002mag over a similarlengthof time. We
estimatethata ten-yearstudy involving_25 stars couldbe carriedout
at a costof $500K (Ig80dollars)usingconventionalground-based,non-
automatedfacilities. With an automatedtelescope,the data rate could
be increasedby abouta factorof two at a dollarcostof an order of
magnitudehigher.
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three-year mean _ magnitudes of G-, and early K-type field
14 standard stars, excluding stars observed between 1972
solar-type dwarfs and 1980
Figure 3
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SOLARPULSATIONSAND LONG-TERMSOLARVARIABILITY1
PhilipR. Goode,JerryD. Logan,and HenryA. Hill
Departmentof Physics
Universityof Arizona
Tucson,Arizona 85721
ABSTRACT
The seismologyof the solar atmosphereis importantin relatingchanges
in luminosityto variationsin other observables.This approachhas already
led to the identificationof propertieswhich were not previouslyobservedor
recognized. Equallyimportantresultsfrom solar seismologyare expectedin
the future.
INTRODUCTION
The relationshipbetweenvariationsin the sun'sluminosityand Ion, :arm
variations in the earth'sclimate remains an open question in spi* r .on-
siderable recent efforts to define it (see referencesI and 2 for a review).
Variousmethodsmay be usedto studythe solarluminosity-terrestrialclimate
relationship.One approachto this study that is receivingseriousattention
is based on the observationof long-termvariationscf the solar diameterand
relatedquantities. It is in establishingthe relationshipbetweenthese ob-
servablesand solar luminosity where the study of solar pulsations can be
important.
The fundamental measurements in a diameter-based pro9ram require a
precise determination of the location of an edge of the solar disk. This
location,as deducedfrom observation,dependson how the edge of the sun is
defined. The edge obtainedby any selecteddefinitionis sensitive,in gen-
eral,to the shapeof the solar limb darkeningfunction. This functionrepre-
sents the decrease in the brightness of the sun as the limb is approached.
The sensitivityof the edge locationto time-varyingwhole-diskpropertiesof
this function was a factor in the misinterpretationof the Princeton solar
oblateness measurements and later gave rise to equally serious questions
concerningthe realityof the solar oscillationsreported at SCLERA_. The
IThls work was supportedin partby the NationalScienceFoundation,the
Air ForceOfficeof ScientificResearch,and the Departmentof Energy.
2SCLERAis an acronymfor the Santa CatalinaLaboratoryfor Experimental
Relativityby Astrometry,a facilityjointlyoperatedby WesleyanUniversity
and the Universityof Arizona.
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existence of these oscillations has now been corroborated (reference 3) but in
so doing, new questions have surfaced regarding stellar pulsation theory at a
fundamental level. For discussions of this topic, see reference 4 for a
review on solar oscillations and references 5, 6 and 7 for reviews on solar
oblateness.
The limb darkening function reflects the temperature gradient in the
solar envelope which in turn is evidenced by an outward energy transport, i
i.e.,luminosity. It is clear that a change in the solar luminosity and, i f
hence,in the temnoraturegradientimpliesan accompanyingchangein the limb
darkeningfunctlo,,.Becausethe limb darkening_unctlm_can also be studied
with considerableaccuracy,an examinationof its long-termvariationwould be
expectedto be as usefula diagnosticof the solarluminosityas an intrinsic
diameter study alone. In any case, if solar diameter variations are to be
used to investigatesolar luminosity,then the link between changes inthe
limb darkeningfunction and the observed diameter must be understood at abasic level. _
The relationshipbetween changes in the limb dar_enlng function and
luminosity variationsis likelyto be complicated. This possibilitymakes
advisable the use of an empirical procedure in which changes in the limb
darkening function are examined for correlations with direct radlometric
measurements of the solar constant.This approach ought to be sensitiveto
correlationsin changesin the solarconstantof aboutone part in I0,000with
periodson the order of days. This accuracyis fixed by the currentlevel of
reproducibilityof direct radlometrlcmeasurements. However,the extrapola-
tion of the empiricalcalibrationfrom a periodof days to a periodof years
to decadesis probablynot justified. Accuracyof the extrapolationwould be
fortuitoussince there is no compel_Ingreasonto believethat the physical
processesleadingto short-termchangesare the same as those underlyinglong-
term changes. This empiricalcalibrationwould be useful in providingcom-
parativedatafor more analyticwork to follow.
Effortshave been made to identifythe primarysourcesof possiblelumi-
nosity changesby modeling various convection zone effects. The work de-
scribed in reference 8 exemplifies this approach. Although this work is
important,it models the solarenvelcpein only the simplestmanner, In spite
of the fact that it is in the envelope that the complicated manifestations
discussed here are observed. A different approach is pursued here -- an
empirical one in which the effect on observed quantitiesof a change inthe
rate of energy transport through the solar atmosphere is studied without
concernfor the originof the change. Studyingchangesin the limb darkening
function with time and luminosity would be representativeof this type of
approach. Determiningthe empiricalparametersof the observables and identi-
fyingthe importantphysicalprocesseshas been and remainsa major thrustof
the theoreticaland its associatedobservationalwork at SCLER_ Studiesof
this type are described in references6, 9,I0, II, 12,and 13.
Reference 12 addresses the nonlocal characterof radiativetransferin
the solaratmosphere. The work shows that this nonlocalcharacteris of pri-
mary importancein the treatmentof perturbationsof variablesdescribingthe
solar atmosphere. This formalism can be used to calculate the effect of a
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disturbancelike a gravitywave on the limb darkeningfunctionand the luml-
noslty.
Work at SCLERAand the SacramentoPeak Observatoryhas resultedin a new
observationaltechniqueto study the propertiesof pulsations in the solar
envelope {reference13). Use of this technique has led to the discovery of
five-minute-periodtraveling waves in the photosphere which are probably
" gravity waves. This discovery is important because ttese waves may signifi-
cantly affect the relationship between the solar l!_h darkening fur-=tton and
the luminosity. The technique utilized in this work determines the frequency
and vertical,ratherthan horizontal,spatialcharacteristicsof a disturbance
by employing the observed Doppler shift of a spectralline as a function of
positionin the absorptionline.
Intensityand displacementfIactuationsarise in the essentiallyadiabat-
ic interiorof the sun, but are observedin the nonadlab)tlcatmosphere. In
the photosphere,radiativedampingshouldbe the most importantnonadiabatlc
process,d'rectly affecting the properties of global oscillations in the
photospherewhere they are observedand, for instance,greatlyaffectingthe
propagationof travelingdisturbanceswhich may be responsible for heating
throughoutthe atmosphere. It is thereforenecessaryto determinewhat types
of disturbancesoccur in the photosphereand to be ableto theoreticallytreat
the radiativedampingof such disturbancesin detail.
RADIATIVEEFFECTS
The theoreticaltreatmontof a disturbancein the atmosphereentailsthe
study of the appropriatewave equation.Radiative damping enters th? wave
equation through the first law of thermodynamics as the heat gainedby the
system. Locally,this heat gain per unit time is given by the divergenceof
the radiativeenergyflux,
F R"/ xp(J- ,
4_
where FR is the radiativeflux,p the density,and (_, Jk, and Sk the opacity,
the mean intensity,and the source function,respectively,at wavelength k.
The opacityand sourcefunctionare determinedlocallywhile the mean inten-
sity is affectedby other regionsof the atmosphere. Referencei2 describesa
method for addressing this problem and demonstratesthe inadequacyof the
standard(andlocal)Newtonlancooling law and the Eddlngton _pproximation.
This inadequacy is manifest in their considerable failure to predict the
radiativedampingof perturbationsin the photosphere,the place where such
effectsshouldbe most importantin the llmb darkeningfunction.
Themetho(Igiven in reference12 shows that the nonlocalcharacterof the
mean intensity,in conjunctionwith the presenceof llneblanketing,leads to
a wavelength dependence of the opacity that 4s also important in the calcula-
tion of radiative damping incorporating changes in the opacity. This nonlocal
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approach yields more realistic spatial properties of disturbances in the solar
atmosphere, allowing an improved comparison between the luminosity and limb
darkening function variations. The calculation of these spatial properties is
being pursued at SCLER_
MECHANICAL EFFECTS
Mechanical energy flux has been observed in the photosphere (reference
13). The flux may be of consequence to the relationship between variations in
the limb darkening function and luminosity.
The observations discussed here were performed at the Sacramento Peak
Observatory. The data are high resolution line profiles of the 5434 _ Fe I
line, which is a nonmagnetic line spanning the photosphere. By examining the
Doppler shifts closer and closer to the bottom of the absorption line, the
velocities of the disturbances are resolved at nine successively higher alti-
tudes in the photosphere. These velocity data are filtered to examine power
in the five-minute-periodwindow.
Calculations using the filtered data reveal that there is a disturbance
in the five-minute-periodwindow in addition to the well-known five-minute-
period acoustic mode. The secondary disturbance is ,_oundto be traveling
waves which have ingoing and outgoing phase velocities. For both the ingoing
and the outgoing traveling waves, power is observed for vertical wavelengths
which are about 4/3 times the height of the atmosphere spanned by the observa-
tions. Longer wavelengths may be present but the current work has consider-
ably reduced sensitivity in that region. Taking the height of the photosphere
spanned by the observations to be 400 km, the vertical wavelength for both
ingoing and outgoing phases is approximately 530 km. The period of these
traveling waves is 278 ± 41 seconds and their vertical phase velocity is about
2 km/sec.
If the observed traveling waves comprise only a small portion of their
spatial spectrum or if the waves are not localized, the group of waves which
they represent may provide an important net vertical energy flux to the lower
. chromosphere. This flux, which may be as large a_ 10_ ergs/cm2/sec, could
- have implications for the relationshipbetween the limb darkening function and
solar luminosity. The horizontal extent of the traveling waves reported here
is currently under investigation.
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OBSERVATIONS OF LARGE-SCALE MOTIONS OF THE SUN
Barry LaBonte
Mount Wilson and Las Campanas Observatories
of the
Carnegie Institution of Washington
ABSTRACT
Recent observations of large-scale mass motions on the Sun are
discussed. The principal large-scale velocity flows are convection,
rotation, meridional flow, and torsional and radial oscillations.
INTRODUCTION
I would like to give a brief review of some recent observational
results on the large scale motions of material on and in the Sun. This
review is neither complete nor unbiased but is meant to remind people of
the kinds of large-scale flows that may or'may not be observable in the
Sun. The optimistic assumption behind the study of large-scale motions
is that large horizontal scales are in some way related to large vertical
scales, i.e., great depths into the Sun. Thus, we hope that we are
probing the inner working of the Sun. Stix (1981) has shown that large-
scale velocity fields can be transmitted to the observable photosphere _
from great depths. However, if we see a large-scale motion, we cannot
tell obse_ationally at what depth it in fact originates. Such a deter-
mination requires interpretation in the context of a model. The Mount
Wilson data I refer to havu been taken by a series of observers under the
guidance of Dr. Robert Howard, and with the support of the NSF, NASA,
and ONR.
CONVECTION
In the solar convection zone there is radial outflow of hot gas and
radial inflow of cool gas. The conversion of heat flux into gas motions
is central to ma _olar phenomena.
The observable _m of convection is the granulation. This is the
only structure in which the radial veloclty-temperature correlation is
visible. Granule sized (about 2 arc seconds) are near the spatial reso-
lution limit of velocity observations and therefore difficult to observe
individually (Beckers and Morrison, 1970). If we are interested in the
statistical properties of convection, however, we may observe a large-
scale "velocity" pattern; the limb redshift. The velocity-temperature-
intensity correlation in granulation causes the average wavelength of a
spectrum line observed near the center of the solar disk to be blueshifted
4
with respect to the wavelength observed near the limb (Beokers and Nelson,
1978). This effect amounts to several hundred meters per second if
%
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interpreted as a Doppler shift, and is easily observable in low spatial
resolution data (Figure 1).
By comparing the properties of the limbshifts observed in spectrum
lines formed at various heights in the photosphere, some knowledge of the
statistical character of granulation scale convection can be gleaned.
From the comments of some of the other speakers it is clear that a more
interesting question is whether the stat_Jtical character of convection
varies with time. If so, then variations in the solar luminosity, radius,
and neutrino flux might be expected. There are now 14 years of digital
daily velocity maps of the Sun taken at Mount Wilson, and we are in the
process of measuring the limbshift effect in that data to set limits on
the magnitude of variation of granule convection.
Another velocity field which has been interpreted as an effect of
convection is the supergranulation (Simon and Leighton, 1964). In super-
granulation there are neither radial velocities (Giovanelli, 1980) nor
temperature fluctuations (Worden, 1975), but only a cellular pattern of
horizontal velocities. Supergranulation is of particular interest because
magnetic fields on the solar surface are roughly organized into a network
around the edges of supergranules. Supergranules are large enough (about
40 arc seconds) to be resolved in the Mount Wilson data, and the root-
mean-square velocity amplitude in supergranulation is also being examined
for time variations.
One other form of velocity pattern caused by convection has been
predicted to be observable at the solar surface, namely, giant cells
(Gilman, 1979). These cells would originate deep in the convection zone
and have correspondingly large horizontal dimensions. We have searched
the Mount Wilson velocity data for evidence of the existence of giant
cells, but have not positively seen them, to limits of 3 to 10 m s-1RMS
amplitude (LaBonte et al., 1981). Model calculations predict amplitudes
of this order, so better observations are of immediate importance. Some
efforts to measure giant cell motions by using maonetic tracers have been
made (Schoter and Wohl, 1976), but the velocity sensitivity is not yet as
good as the Doppler method.
ROTATION
The rotation of the Sun and the decrease of rotation rate with in-
creasing latitude were known to the earliest telescopic observer from
the motions of sunspots. The use of sunspots and other identifiable
features as tracers of solar rotation remains a standard procedure. The
equatorial rotation rate of recurrent isolated spots is 2.91f0.01_ rad s -1
(Newton and Nunn, 1951; Ward, 1966; Kearns, 1979; Clark etal., 19791
Neidig, 1980). Spot groups, which are younger on average than isolated
spots, rotate 1 to 2% faster than isolated spots (Ward, 1966; Godoll and
Mazzucconi, 1978_ Kearns, 1979, Neidig, 1980; Wohl and Balthasar, 1980).
There is no convincing evidence for systematic variations of spot rotation
within & sunspot cycle or from one cycle to another, in the last 100 years;
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reanalysis of spot drawings from the early 1600's suggests that variations
might have occurred prior to the Maunder minimum (_ddy et al., 1977;
Herr, 1978). Sunspots are excellent markers because of their large size
and long lifetimes, but unfortunately exhibit peculiar motions which can
reach I0 to 15% of the rotation velocity in extreme cases. The difference
in rotation rates measured by single long-llved spots and by spot groups
is a form of these peculiar mations. An additional problem is that spots
are never seen at high latitudes. At Mount Wilson we have just begun a
project to measure sunspot positions on the 70 years of direct photographs
taken at the 60-foot tower.
A sunspot may be considered as a single unit of magnetic field.
Unfortunately, photospheric magnetic fields outside spots are comprised
of units, filigree, much too small and short-llved to measure individually.
Larger groupings of filigree are long-llved, however, and rotation maybe
measured by using magnetic field patterns as tracers (Wilcox and Howard,
1970), We have recently looked at rotation in this way with Mount Wilson
data and find the equatorial rate to be 2.91±0.01_ rad S_1 for each of the
last 14 years. The magnetic field data may be used to measure rotation
to the poles (Howard, 1978). A number of other magnetic tracers (white
light faculae; chromospheric plages, and filaments; coronal emission
patterns) have been used in the past, but the resulting accuracy has been
low, since these features are ill-derined averages over many individually
identifiable magnetic features.
There are only two tracers on the Sun which are not magnetic: granules
and supergranules. Granules are too shortlived to be used, but Duvall
(1980) has measured the equatorial rotation rate from the supergranulation
velocity pattern to be 2.97_ rad s-I, about the rate of young sunspot
groups. This measurement should be repeated.
The other way to measure solar rotation is to observe the Doppler
shifts of spectrum lines. In this type of data the rotation signal is
by far the largest amplitude velocity pattern (Figure i). The angular
rotation rate can be measured at all latitude_, especially close to the
poles. The observation of a strict monotonic decrease of rotation rate
with latitude (Beckers, 1978a) sets limits on the structure of the
convection zone (Gilman, 1979).
Because magnetic fields cover only a small fraction _f the Sun, the
Doppler measures essentially refer to nonmagnetic material. Doppler
rotation measurements do not present a unified result. Stanford data
(Scherrer and :?ilcox, 1980a) give an equatorial rate of 2.90D tad s-I, the
same as isolated recurrent sunspots. They also show no significant varia-
tion above the measurement noise on any timescale. Mount Wilson (LaBonte
and Howard, 1981a) and Kitt Peak data (Livingston and Duvall, 1979_ Duvall,
1981) give a rate 1 to 2% lower, and show variations on all timescales.
Most of the day to day variations are caused by the instrument, but the
origin of long term variations is not yet settled. The elimination of
systematic errors is crucial to obtain an absolute rotation rate. There
are differential measurements (Foukal, 1979) which suggest there is a
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difference in rotation rate between magnetic and nonmagentic gas in the
photosphere; more tests of this type should be done.
MERIDIONAL FLOW
\
The differential character of the surface rotation implies that
angular momentum is redistributed within the Sun, either radially,
meridionally, or both. Theories differ on the amplitude and direction
which is expected. The Doppler observations all agree that the flow is
poleward, with amplitudes of _ 20 m s-1 (Duvall, 1979) _ 40 m s-1 (Beckers,
1978b) or _ 15 m s-1 from Mount Wilson data. Beckers and Taylor (1980)
have cautioned that meridional flow may be enhanced or masked by a lati-
tude variation of the limb redshift (and thus, granulation), and their
observations suggest that all the quoted values should be increased by
30m s-1 poleward. Tracer measures of meridional flow are possible,
using longlived magnetic gatterns, and give a poleward flow _ 10 m s-1
(Howard and LaBonte, 1981).
OSCILLATIONS
The role of short period oscillations in the Sun has been considered
by other speakers, so I will restrict attention to long period oscillations.
The sunspot cycle itself has long been thought of as a magnetic oscillation,
but only recently has a velocity field been observed which shows some of
the mass motions involved. This is the torsional velocity oscillation
(Howard and LaBonte, 1980; Scherrer and Wilcox, 1980b; LaBonte and Howard,
1981b). The zones of magnetic (sunspot) appearance are found to be the
shear zones of a torsional wave emanating from the poles toward the equator,
with an ii year period and 22 year travel time. Thus 2 waves are visible
on the Sun at all times. There is also a lower wavenumber torsional oscil-
lation with a period of ii years, which has the appearance of a periodic
steepening and flattening of the differential rotation curve (Livingston
and Duvall, 1979; LaBonte and howard, 1981b). These wave modes have ampli-
tudes 3 to I0 m s-I. It is possible that other torsional modes exist
but are of lower amplitude. No meridional component of these waves is
detected with limits _ 30 m s-I.
As other speakers have indicated, it is not known whether the solar
radius varies. Low amplitude radial oscillations are not ruled out by
existing data. At Mount Wilson we are testing this question in two ways.
From our daily full disk magnetic observations we obtain objective radius
values, with a precision of _ 0.25 arc seconds. We are now analyzing
the past 8 years of data to search for radius changes. Second, the project
to measure the 70 year series of direct photogaphs will include measures
of the radius. Tests indicate that a precision <i arc second per plate
should be possible, and systematic errors uniform and controllable for
the entire dataset. The plate measuring project will take about 2 years.
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i) Raw Doppler velocity data. Measured line of sight velocities from
6 scans along the solar equator are plotted. The total time
interval was 4 minutes. The smooth curves (displaced downward by
0.5 km 5-I ) labelled R, E, and L are respectively the solar rotation;
rotation plus "ears" (Howard et al., 1980); and rotation plus ears
plus limb_hift, as measured from the data. The velocity zero is
arbitrary; positive velocities are motions away from the observez.
Spatial resolution is 12.5 arc seconds, or 0.013 in sine longitude.
Five minute oscillations dominate the velocity variations for
(sine longitude I<0.50 and supergrant_lat_on for ! sine longitude 120.5.
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THE COMBINED SOLAR AND TIDAL INFLUENCE IN CLIMATE
P. R. Bell
Institute for Energy Analysis
Oak Ridge Associated Universities
ABSTRACT
To provide an early warning indication of the CO2 warming signal,
we are searching for periodic or projectable trends in climate. The
strong 20.5 year oscillation in Eastern North American January tempera-
ture found by Mock and H_51er shows evidence of a beat between waves
with periods of 22.36 (22.21 to 22.55) years and 18.64 (18.45 to 18.79)
years with an opposition at about 1880. These are interpreted to be the
22.279 year solar Hale magnetic cycle and the 18.61 year lunar nodal
tidal cycle. The lunar nodal cycle is known to produce changes in the
sea surface temperature through increased mixing of the mixed layer of
the ocean. This beat note is shown to be evident in the Western High
Plains drought record of Mitchell, Stockton and Meko and to provide a
better fit to the drought series, especially at the beat oppositions in
1880 and 1770.
INTRODUCTION
An important part of the research into the effects of increasing
CO_ in the atmosphere is the early detection of the effect of CO. upon
cl_Jnate. Detection is important because any change in man's pro_uctlon
of CO_ will be slow to implement and because the response to change has
a deliy of perhaps a decade before it can become effective. This is a
difficult problem because of the considerable natural variation of the
climate with time scales of a decade or more.
It is clear that if the rhythmic and long-term trends in atmos-
pheric temperature are ignored, the influence of CO. will go undetected
until the year 1990 or 2000. See for example Madde_ and Ramanathan (1),
who made such a study ignoring any trends in tmperature.
Several authors have chosen a more fruitful course and have at-
tempted to make predictions of current and future climate based upon the
lone temperature records with strong regular variations available frog
ice cores from the Greenland ice cap. See for example Dansgaard st. el.
(2), Ribler and Lar_way (3), and Broecker (4).
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Figure I is a reproduction from Broeckerts paper and shows the
temperature projection based on the Camp Century cycles. The climate
projections of Dansgaard et al. and Hibler and Langway are similar.
All of the projections based on ice core data illustrate the nature of
the difficulty involved in detecting the CO2 effect, as they all suggest
that the temperature in the 1980s and 1990s should be low, rather llke
that of 1810-35 which was perhaps 0.5°C below the mean temperature of
the last 200 years. The change is a result of natural processes. This
unfortunate occurrence of an expecte&extended cool period Just when the
CO_ effect should become apparent emphasizes the ne _ to understand, ifz
posslble, any and all predictable regularities in the climate. Even if
these components are not large enough to be dominant, they could reduce
the range of uncertainty in the expected temperature projection and thus
allow a more certain detection of the CO2 effect.
THE BEAT EFFECT IN ATMOSPIIE_RICTEMPERATURE
It has long been known that at least Eastern U. S. winter tempera-
tures showed a conslderable regular varlat4on (5). Recent analysis by
Mock and Ribler (6) of January temperatures over eastern U. S. and
Canada shows s strong regular oscillation in these temperatures wlch a
mean period of 20.5 years. There is also remarkable coherence among the
separate records from the 12 stations analyzed. Figure 2 is a reproduc-
tlon of Figure 3a of their paper (7).
Mock and Hibler's plot has the classlc form of a beat note between
two regular oscillations of comparable frequencies. If we assume that a
beat is involved, the two oscillations were clearly in maximum reinforce-
ment in about 1935-40 and were in opposition in about 1880. The oscllla-
tions are approaching another opposition in the immediate future. About
three peaks fall between the maximum coherence (and amplitude) and the
opposition giving about 6 waves to the full beat. The actual number need
not be an integer, but is obviously in the range 6 + .5. From the
characteristic shape of the opposition interval around 1880 it is clear
that the shorter period (higher frequency) wave is somewhat stronger
than the longer period wave and the longer period wave must have excctly
one fewer cycles between oppositions. The long period wave thus com-
pletes 5 _ .5 oscillations while the short period wave completes 6 + .5.
Given the mean period of 20.5 years from Mock and Hibler's analysls_ it
can be shown algebraically that the two oscillations involved have
periods of 22.36 (22.21 to 22.55) and 18.64 (18.45 to 18.79) years (8).
These periods are remarkably close to the solar magnetic oscil-
lation cycle of 22.279 + .927 years established by Vicke (9) and the
lunar nodal cycle of 18_61 years (established astronomically with
negligible error). Both cycles are plausibly involved with observed
climate, the phase corrected solar magnetic sunspot period via a solar
luminosity change with a peak to peak amplitude of 0.3% or less, [Dlcka
(9)], and the lunar nodal cycle (the period of rotation of the plane of
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the moon's orbit) through the modulation of the twice daily ocean tidal
currents as explained by Loder and Garrett (I0). Marine effects of the
18.6 year period lunar phenomena have been reported by Hachey and McLellan
(11) and Maximov and Smirnov (12) for sea surface temperatures and by
Maxlmov and Sleptsov-Shevlevlch (13) on arctic sea ice area. Indirect
' evidence of changes in the temperature of the sea with the 18.6 year
period are shown by the shifts in the latitude of the southern limit of
wintering of herring in the North Atlantic in phase with the lunar
declination cycle from Kislyakov (IA). The catch _f striped bass off
the U.S. east coast also shows opposite phase variations at northern and
southern ports indicating migration of fish populatlons in phase with
the lunar decli__tlon [Rust and Kirk (15)]. With such marked and
ubiquitous effects in the marine environment, it would be surprising if
the 18.6 year lunar cycle did _nottshow up in atmospheric records as
well.
THE BEAT EFFECT IN WESTERN HIGH PLAINS DROUGHT
The postulated interaction between solar magnetic and lunar nodal
periods also allows a more satisfactory analysis of droughts on the U.S.
Western High PlaLns. The careful work of Mitchell, _tockton, and Meko
(16) demonstrates a strong and predlctable cycle in such droughts. They
show an interesting correlation between drought and solar magnetJc
cycles. In addition, they demonstrate a rather good correlation between
the envelope of sunspot numbers (a general indlcatnr of long term s _r
activity) and the intensity of drought as indicated by their DroughL
Area Index (DA1). Drou|_hts are more severe when the solar activity is
highest.
Figure 3, adapted frca Mitchell, Stockton, and Meko's figure 2,
displays drought indices derived from tree ring data for the High Plains
area. I have added a set of regular time marks at the spacing of the
solar magnetic cycle, 22.279 years. Note that the marks and peaks match
rather well except for the time around 18_0 where the waves shorten and
allow the insertion of an extra wave. This, again, is the typical
effect of a beat where the shorter period is more intense than the
longer. Thus, the three droughts 1862, 1882 and 1900-01 do not correlate
well with the solar cycle marks, the 1882 drought being well between two
marks and also of sheller intensity. (The time around 1880, recall, is
also the t/me whe:_ opposition of the solar and lunar waves ts evident in
Figure 2.) There are 12 full waves lying between the drought peak st
1711.4 and that at 1955.7 giving a mean drought period of 20.36 years
(17). Incl_sion of the latest drought at about 1976.5 changes this but
little to 20.39 years (18).
&: elem_.._t_ry algebraic analysis similar to tha_ performed for the
Eastern January sir temperatures yields the periods of the two component
waves. Again, there are six waves of the shorter period oscillation and
five waves of the longer oscillatlon between the oppositions at about
1880 and 1770. Together with the gross period of 20.36 years from the
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figure of Mitchell, et •1. (16), this yields 22.21 and 18.51 years fo_
the two components of the drought cycleb. This is in 8ood asreement
with the estimates from the January 81r _emper•tures, and the solar and
lun•r cycles.
The evide_.ce revi_ed here susgests the hypothesis that b_at triter-
actlons between effects of the solar magnetlc and lunar nodal cycles nay
account for • slsnlflcant proportion of observed climatlc variability on
the dec•dal scale.
This hypothesis can be further explored throush a simple model in
which the lunar nodal cycle and the solar m•snetlc cycle •re •1loved to
In_eract to create a slngle heat cycle. In the version described here,
the amplitude of the lunar cycle is assumed to be constant, while the
amplitude of the solar cycle is adjusted each year by the historically
recorded sunspot numbs- envelope (19), reflectin8 the findings of Mitchell,
et el. (16). The model then has four r_malning parameters: the period
of each cycle, their relative amplitudes, end their relative phase.
period parameters are fixed by hard astrophysical date: the 18.61 year
lunar tidal period end the 22.279 year solar _asnetic period. The
observed January temperature records cited ear_ier fix the phases in
opposition •t •bout 1850. The relative amplitude cannot be specified
independently, because we have not suggested which causal interactions
are involved in the postulated relationship. Instead, we adjust the
amplitude of tb_ lunar wave empirically _rlth respect to the solar wave
to provide an opposzt$on effect similar in pattern to that shotm in
F18ure 2 for January temperatures. This yields •n amplitude for the
solar wave about 2/3 that of the lunar wave at the 1880 opposition.
The beet wave result£n 8 from this model is shown in Fisure 4. The
peak of each wave is marked by a vertical line. Just below these are
plotted the times of maximum drought £nteltsity from Mitchell, Stockton
and Meko as shorter vertical lines. Note the rather seed •$reement with
the peak times, Includln8 the_ for the extra wave that •rises •t the
1880 opposition. There is another opposition •t about 1770 at which
time the soiar influence, adjusted to reflect sunspot records, was
stronser then the lunar tidal curve and no extra peak was produced. In
the nodal pattern, however, • wider peak specln 8 appears. TtAs flt_ the
_rlder spacin 8 of the _rought data maxima at 1757 and 1781.
A consequence of this beat scale is that thl comin 8 opposition that
should fall near 1991 should in all probability be like that near 1770
(that is, vlthout an extra drousht £nserted) since the 8eneral intensity
of solar activity, as indicated in the manspot envelope, Is now much
h£sher than it was in 1880. Thus the next Hish Plains drousht Is predicted
to occur in about AD 2005, as shown in the figure. Tf any drousht is
noticeable In the interval it should be very weak end at shout 1991. It
must be recosnlzed, however, that the Increasin8 CO2 heatln 8 _'ey affect
North _mertcan precipitation to such an c_tent that the liish PLains
droulhts may nu lonser be recosnixable amen 8 other more _rld_spread
drousht conditions In these latitudes.
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The beat way" of Figure 4 is rather different in shape from the
filter output of Mitchell, Stockton and Meko seen in Figure 3. This is
because the beat wave is entirely linear, being the sum of two sine
we, es, while the drought area index is highly non-linear, that is an
area is either above or below the copdition for drought state-l. When
• drought increases in an area, the count for the index,may only increase
if the drought area expands. This gives a con.3iderable limitation to
the amplitude range of the DAI.
Mitchell, Stockton and Meko also used a harmonic dial diagram to
illustrate the phase correlation between the Hale magnetic sunspot cycle
and the droughts. Figure 5(a) 111ustrates their figure. Here the time
between one Hale sunspot minimum and the next (about 20-24 years) is
spread uniformly around one turn of the dial and the droughts falling in
this interval are plotted at an angle appropriate to their time of occur-
rence in this time interval. The distance from the center is proportional
to the drought intensity insofar as it is indicated by the filtered Drought
Area Index. The t'Ireedroughts 1862, 1882, and 1900--01 can be seen to
have large phase errors compared with the rest. A ._imilar harmonic dial
was prepared (Figure 5[hi) using the peak times of _he beat wave (Figure
4) as the timing intervals for the dial's rotation. Here only the means
of the drought peaks from the two separate filters of Mitchell, Stockton
and Meko are plotted for simplicity. The plot now has no large phase
errors. There is one and only one drought peak for each rotation of the
dial. The purpose of this illustration is to display the improved phase
distribution resulting from the beat wave timing.
These fairly strong indications of the involvement of the 18.61
year tidal modulation in the climate suggest the advisibility of looking
carefully fo this period in the recently available Pacific sea surface
temperature series and _. any other available long time climate records.
Several such records are suggested: i) The D/H ratio of bound hydrogen
in tree ring cellulose already known to show the 22 year solar cycle
[Epstein an_ Yapp (20)]; 2) the shorter periods in the Greenland ice
core records found by Hibler and Johnson (18) would benefit greatly from
a filter analysis; 3) Atlantic sea surface temperature records (such as
are available). The particular component of the lunar tides that is
strong in the Atlantic is not the same as that of the Pacific (semi-
diurnal for Atlantic and diurnal for the Pacific) [Loder and Garrett
(i0)]. In theory, these components should be modulated with opposite
phases of the 18.61 year cycle; 4) European or North African winter
temperature r_cords, since these are affected mostly by Atlantic sea
surface temperatures, whereas U.S. temperatures are affected more by
Pacific s.rface temperatures; 5) Total U. S. water supply as reflected
in mean stream flow which has recently been shown to be strongly periodic,
[Langbein and Slack (21)]; and 6) A similar study of European or African
total water supply.
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TIDAL EFFECTS IN PRECIPITATION
?
If the above considerations suggest strongly that there is a tidal i
influence in climate, then it would be surprising if there were not an
influence of the stronger 14 day cycle of the tides, even though it is
' briefer and has less time for its effects to accumulate. A search of
the literature located a group of papers from 1962 to 1969 [Bradley,
Woodbury and Brier (22); Adderly and Bowen (23); Brier and Simpson (24)
and references therein] on tidal effects. These papers document a
correlation of heavy precipitation with the lunar synodic (phase) month,
the anomalistic (perigee) month and the tropical (decllnational) month.
These are supported by records from 1500 U.S. weather stations for 50
years and from 50 New Zealand stations for 24 years. These reports
reinforce the conclusion that tidal currents affect sea surface tempera- .,_
ture and hence precipitation. Brier and others have suggested that these
effects may be due to the atmospheric tides. It seems more likely to me
that the effects are due to the ocean tides as the oceans have much greater
energy storage while the atmospheric tides are very small. <
%
CONCLUSION
The interacting influence of a solar magnetic period of 22.3 years
and a lunar tidal period of 18.6 years (as well as shorter periods) in
climate is strongly suggested. These influences are best seen not as
global effects but in large area winter temperatures and in droughts in
large areas. From the nature of the increased tidal mixing effect on
the ocean mixed layer, it would be expected that times of high tidal
motion would produca colder summer sea surface temperatures, while
periods of lower tidal motion would give warmer summer sea surface
temperatures. The opposite phase of the effect in the Atlantic and
Pacific should provide strong regional effects, but latitude zonal
averaging should greatly obscure the overall effect in both temperature
and precipitation. Zonal averaging will thus generally conceal these
rather prominent effects. The beat between the lunar and solar influences
will produce periodic oppositions at about iii year intervals so that
the oscillations will not be constant in amplitude. The effects of the
opposite phase of the tidal modulation in Atlantic and Pacific shtu
cause the oppositions to occur alternately in the climate in relic.
dominated by each ocean. Several sources of surface temperature a_
climatic records need to be examined further for evidence of the combined
solar and tidal effects.
The 18.6 year, the 22.3 year and the Camp Century ice core periods
were combined in appropriate proportions, producing a time series that
does confirm the principal conclusions of the Broecker paper (Broecker,
1975 [4]), that the COp warming effect is not yet seen because the other
driving forces of the _limate are producing a tendency to a cold interval
at present. The intermediate and longer cycles in the climate need <
better confirmation, however, before a firm conclusion can be esta-
blished.
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Figure i. Broecker's temperature prediction based on the Camp
Century ice core. The lower dashed curve is the ice core pre-
diction alone. The upper _ashed curve is the same prediction
with the indicated CO 2 effect added.
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Figure 4 .  B e a t  wave between a cons tant  1 8 . 6 1  year period represent ing  the lunar nodal  
t i d e  c y c l e  and t h e  2 2 . 2 7 9  year correc ted  Kale magnetic sunspot c y c l e  w i t h  amplitude 
adjusted to fit the recorded sunspo; activity. The long vert ica l  l i n e s  mark the peaks 
of the  beat wave, tne s h o r t  marks below t h e m  mark the times of m a x i m u m  drought from 
Mitchell, Stockton and Meko. 
+I
Figure 5b. Harmonic dial showing the phase relation between the solar
cycle/lunar tidal cycle beat seen in Figure 4 whose peaks time the dial's
rotation and the average of the drought times in Figure 5a. Note that
now there are no large phase errors.
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J. M. MITCHELL
go*
270"
Figure 5a. Harmonic dial from Mitchell, Stockton and
Meko (16) showing the phase relation between the un-
corrected Hale magnetic sunspot period which times the
dial's rotation and the drought area index series
filtered by a band pass filter at 20.6 years (dots)
and 24.3 years (triangles). Note the large phas-
errors at 1862, 1882, and 1900-i.
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PREDOMINANT PERIODS IN THE TIME SERIES OF DROUGHT
AREA INDEX FOR THE WESteRN HIGH PLAINS
• AD 1700 TO 1962
P. R. Bell
Institute for Energy Analysis
Oak Ridge, Tennessee
ABSTRACT
The detection of the combined presence of the Hale magnetic sunspot
cycle (22.28 years) and the lunar nodal tidal cycle (18.61 years) in both
the Eastern North American January air temperatures and the Western U.S.
High Plains drought series has led to an extended analysis of the Drought
Area Index time series. This analysis indicated that the mean dominant
period of the drought series should be 20.0 to 20.5 years and that the
principal period should be resolvable into twc compovents of about 22.28
and 18.61 years. This note details the successful accomplishment of this
task.
INTRODUCTION
The historical record of droughts in the United States Western
Plains has been extended by the use of tree ring records by Mitchell,
Stockton, and Meko (I), hereafter designated MSM. The tree ring data
for 40 areas were evaluated from AD 1700 to the end of the tree ring
library in 1963. This time series was calibrated to correspond to the
instrumental Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) ia the time interval
of overlap, between 1931 and 1963 (I). M._M studied this calibrated time
series, called the Drought Area Index (DAI), for periodicities using
discrete Fourier transform analysis. They interpreted the spectra as
indicating a principal period of 22 years. They also performed filter
analysis of the series corresponding to P "mer Drought Severity -I
(m.ldly dry) or worse (up to -4 [extremely dry]) with broad bandpass
filters with center periods of 20.6 and 24.3 years and with ,:low pass
filter. All the filter results were quite similar, showing a series of i
rather regular undulations. The timing of the peaks is an indication of i
periods of drought and the amplitude of the waves is an indication of I
drought intensity. The timi1_gof the waves shows a good correlation
with the Hale magnetic sunspot cycle and the amplitudes show good corre-
lation with :he envelope of the Zurich sunspot number (an indicator of
general solar activity).
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Recently Ball (2) has re-examlned these results and the spectral
and filter studies of the January mean surface air temperatures in
Eastern North America (Mock and Hibler [3]). Bell demonstrated the
presence of a beat notz effect in both time series. This beat effect
indicates the presence of two oscillations of comparable frequency and
amplitude. The two periods found in the DAI reries--by considering the
gross period of the undulations and the number of waves between _he two
beat oppositiona--were about 22.21 and 18.51 years. Bell suggested
these periods were the 22.279 year Hale maBnetic sunspot peric_ deter-
mineJ by Dicke (4) and the 18.61 year lunar nodal tide cycle. The
gross r_riod, determined by counting the waves and the time span they
covered (2), of the oscilla_ions in the filtered DAI series of MSM was
about 20.36 years.
It seemed worthwhile to reexamine the DAI time seri=s using the
higher resolution Maximum Entropy Spectrum Analysis (MESA) method to see
if the two component periods could be resolved. Also, the DAI series
constructed by MSM forms an amplitude scale that is qult_ non-llnear
since each of the 40 areas of the High Plains is counted as having
either drought condition -I or worse or else no drought for each year.
In this way if the drought is more s_vere in an area it does not affect
the total index for that year beyond _ un:=. We thought that the non-
llnearlty of response might have biased the contribution of the com-
ponent periods and distorted the spectrgl rcsults.
DATA ANALYSIS
Through the k/nd cooperatiun of Dr. J. _urray Mitchell Jr., the
Drought Area Index time series +,asmade available for _tudy. An effort
wss made to reduce th_ nonlinearity of the DAI seri_s by forming a
linear combination of the DAI indices -I to -4. The va_ue at the i-rh
year of the combined s_rles is:
DA_ (1) = A_I*DAI-I(1) + A_2*DAI-2(i) +
A_3*DAI-3(1) + A..4*DAI-4(f)
where the A's are weigl_ting fact_:s.
We do not know what values of the A's wot,_d produce a linear
"drought" function, due a_ much to a lack of knowledge of _ linear _ca)_
of "drought" as to _he relation of drought scale to the Palwer Drought
_verity Index from which the DAIs were calibrated. In our ignorance we
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let all _f the A's equal I. Although this choice is quite arbitrary, it
gives a better approximation to a linear scale since the value for an $
area may now increase as drought becomes more severe in that area.
A new time series was formed from the MSM series in this manner.
To remove some of the high frequency noise, the series was then smoothed
slightly by two passes of 1-2-1 smoothing, that is. for each pass:
%
DAISS(i) = [DAIS(i-I) + 2*DAIS(i) + DAIS (i+i)]/4
The mean value oi the serie" was then removed from each DAISS(i) value.
The resulting series is shown in _igure i. Similar smoothing and
average removal were applied to the original DAI-I series of MSM.
Both of these time series were subjected to MESA. The results from
both were quite similar. When shore predictive filter lengths were used
(L-2A to L=50) the principal peak was single-valued. At a filter length
of 40 (Figure 2), the peak had a period of 20.04 years f_r the original
DAI series and 20.2d years for the "more linear" DAISS series. At a
filter length of 60 elements the principal peak was resolved into two
components for both _erles. Figure 3 shows t_e spectrum for the "more
linear" se. _es at a filter length of 60, while Figure 4 shows _L_expanded
section around the principal peaks. The peciods of 22.07 and 18.60
years _ere fot,ndto be in good agreement with _he expected values o_
22.28 and 18.61 years (2). The original DAI series at a filter length
of 63 gave component values of 22.03 and 18.23 years•
The filter lengths needed for resolution lle well below both the
_ppropriate length for a short or noisy series at N/2(=131) recommended
by Ul_ych and Bishop (5) and the length for longer series at 2N/In(2N)(=84)
recommended by Berryman (6).
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the high resolution MESA spectra provide evidence
that the DAI time series is dominated by two principal oscillatlons that
seem to correspond to the Hale magn_tlc sunspot cycle and the lunar
nodal _idal cycle, i_ agreement with the flnd_ngs of Bell (2). However,
there is o,AJva small change in the periods as the llnearlty of the DAI
series amplitude scale is improved. The spectra (Figures 3 and 4) show
that the lunar tldal cycle is considerably weaker than the solar cycle,
on the average, but as a result of the considerable v Lrlability of the
sunspot envelope, the amplitude of the lunar cycle was slightly gLeater
_t the beat opposition in 1880.
_j
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Figure 2. Maximum Entropy spectrum of the original DAI
series at a filter length of 40 elements. The principal
peak has a period of 20.04 years.
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Figure 3. The MESA spectrum for the "more linear" DAI
series at a filter length of 60 elements. The principal
peak has been resolved into its two components of 22.07
and 18.60 years in good agreement with the 22.28 year
Hale magnetic sunspot cycle and the 18.61 year lunar
nodal tide cycle.
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\ VARIATION OF THE SOLAR HE I 10830 _ LINE: 1977-1980 '
J. W. Harvey
Kitt Peak National Observatory*
ABSTRACT
Daily measurements of the equivalent width of the 10830 _ He I line
integrated over the visible disk show:
i. An increase from about 32 to about 74 m_ in the monthly mean values
from the minimum to the maximum of the current solar cycle.
2. The monthly mean values are more smoothly varying than most other
indices of solar activity.
3. Rotation modulates the daily values in a highly variable manner with
amplitudes as large as ± 20%.
4. The apparent synodic rotation period is 29 days rather than the
expected 27 days associated with active regions.
5. Despite great differences in the appearance of the sun in 3933 _ Ca I
and 10830 _ He I, the central intensity of the fo_er correlates with the
equivalent width of the latter with a value r = 0.97.
INTRODUCTION
!
The 1.0830 _ line of He I is controlled in part by coronal radiation shin- :_
ing on the chromospheric layers where the line is formed (ref. I). It is thus
a convenient probe, readily observed from the ground with good spatial reso-
lution (ref. 2}, of coronal features such as coronal holes, bright points,
filament channels, the bases of coronal streamers and other solar features
which involve high temperatures (ref. 3). The line can be observed in a wide
range of stars (ref. 4) and it is of considerable interest to ask how strong
the line would appear in the sun, observed as a star, and how solar activity
would be manifest in such observations. To address this problem, daily full
disk spectroheliograms taken at Kitt Peak using the 10830 _ line have been
* Operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.,
under contrac& with the National Science Foundation.
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spatially integrated to yield measurements of the equivalent width of the
line in the sun seen as a star. The observations span a range from 1974 to
the present but only 1977 through 1980 have been completely processed.
RESULTS }
SOLAR CYCLE VARIATION
Figure 1 shows the variation of the 10830 _ line equivdlent width
averaged over one month intervals from 1976 to lq80. The low value of about
32 m_ corresponds in time with the minimum of solar activity while the high
value o_ 74 m_ corresponds to the peak of solar activity in November 1979.
This plot has been compared with monthly mean sunspot numbers, calcium plage
index, 2800 MHz flux values, soft x-ray flux values, etc. The best _r2__atio**
is with 2800 MHz flux but the 10830 _ values vary significantly more smoothlj
than this and other indices. Presumably this behavior is due to the rela-
tively large contribution to the 10830 _ signal from old, long-lived active
regions.
ROTATIONAL MODULATION
Plots of daily 10830 _ values covering a long time period show a clear
signature of solar rotation. The typical behavior is a period of obvious
modulation for 3-5 rotations followed by a similar period of little discern-
ible rotational modulation. The amplitude of the modulation has been observed
to be as large as ± 20% of the mean values. Figure 2 shows an example of
strong rotational modulation. The cause of this modu]ation can be found by
examination of the spatially resolved daily images. The modulation is due to
active regions clustered in a limited range in longitude for a period of a few
months. Once in a while the clustering of active regions produces modulation
at half the rotation period as, for example, in figure 3.
A surprise was the rotation period derived from the plots. It is found
to be 29 days synodic rather than the 27-day synodic period expected for
active regions. The cause of this discrepancy appears to be successive devel-
opment of active regions at the eastern edge of an active longitude range
together with rapi4 decay of active regions at the western edge of the range.
The individu_l active regions within a limited range of active longitudes do
rotate with the expected period of slightly more than 27 days. Whether or not
this behavior in active region development indicates some large scale phenom-
enon requires further study.
COMPARISON WITH _IUMMEASUREM_NTS
Images of the sun made with the 10830 _ He I line do not look like solar
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images made using other spectral lines. In particular, the helium images
show filaments as the strongest features, a rather diffuse appearance to
active regigns, and a manifestation of coronal features such as coronal holes
and bright points. Therefore if one compares daily integrated flux measure-
ments of the sun made with 10830 A and say 3933 A Ca !I, one would expect
considerable differences. This comparison is shown in figure 4 based on daily
measurements of the central intensity of the calcium K line by White and
Livingston (ref. 5). Contrary to expectation, the agreement is very good with
a linear correlation coefficient r = 0.97. Evidently active regions dominate
the 10830 _ signal (as they do for the K line) so that other 10830 _ solar
features which do not appear in the K line are feeble by comparison.
CONCLUSIONS
The 10830 _ He I line provides a satisfactory means for monitoring solar
cycle variations of the chromosphere. In spite of its sensitivity to coronal
radiation, the variation of the 10830 _ line strength with time closely fol-
lows other indices of solar activity, especially the 2800 MHz and K line inte-
grated fluxes. The unique value of the 10830 _ line appears to be in measur-
ing stellar cycles in other stars in which the K line is difficult to observe.
Experlence with the sun suggests that use of chromospheric line fluctua-
tions as indicators of stellar rotational periods is not straightforward. The
rotation period we derive differs from the true rotation rate by 7%. This
curious discrepancy may be due to a large-scale ordering of the occurrence of
solar activity, and may therefore prove to be a powerful diagnostic of such a
large scale phenomenon, but more work is needed.
It is surprising and somewhat disappointing that the 10830 _ line mea-
surements agree so well with K llne measurements. This means that high tem-
perature phenomena in the solar atmosphere cannot be monitored easily with the
10830 _ line. Presumably the same difficulty would arise in monitoring other
stars. The result is that it may prove to be wery difficult to discern impor-
taunt features such as coronal holes in other stars by ground-based measure-
ments.
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A PROSPECTUS FOR A THEORY OF VARIABLE VARIABILITY
S. Childress
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
E. A. Spiegel
Astronomy Department, Columbia University
ABSTRACT
We propose that the kind of stellar variability exhibited by the
sun in its magnetic activity cycle should be considered as a pro-
totype of a class of stellar variability. The signature includes
long 'periods' (compared to that of the radial fundamental mode),
erratic behavior, and intermittency. As other phenomena in the
same variability class we nominate the luminosity fluctuations of
ZZ Ceti stars and the solar 160 m oscillation. We discuss the
possibility that analogous physical mechanisms are at work in all
these cases, namely instabilities driven in a thin layer. These
instabilities should be favorable to grave modes (in angle) and
should arise in conditions that may allow more than one kind of
instability to occur at once. The interaction of these competing
instabilities produces complicated temporal variations. Given
suitable idealizations, we show how to begin to compute solutions
of small, but finite, amplitude and we discuss the prospects for
further developments.
THE PROPOSAL
VARIABLE VARIABILITY
An aim of this paper is to argue that the kind of vari-
ability that the sun displays in its magnetic activity cycle is
the prototype for a category of stellar variability that should
be isolated and studied as a generic phenomenon. We are not re-
ferring here to the group of solar type stars that show magnetic
activity, though they and the sun do make up a class of variable
star in the usual sense of the term. We are speaking of a kind
of variability and thus of a broader category, if a more abstract
one, than that of a class of star. The kind of variability that
we have in mind includes intermittency, such as the sun exhibited
* The financial support of this work by the National Science
Foundatiun under Grants NSF PHY-77-27086 at Columbia and
NSF MCS-79-02766 is gratefully acknowledged.
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when it went through the Maunder minimum [i], and irregularity
such as the cycle displays when it is detectable. We presume
that all solar type variables show this variable variabillty_
as we may call it. We suggest that the time dependence of ZZ
Ceti stars [2] is of the same kind, details aside. The stars in
this latter class are variable white dwarfs with marked temporal
intermi+tency and, if they are in the same variability category
as the sun, this could be useful for solar studies since ZZ Ceil
periods are of the order of ten minutes. We belleve too that the
" sun shows variable variabillty in several ways and in particular
through the 160 m oscillation, which is sometimes quite hard to
detect and is always very noisy [3]. There are other examples
that come readily to mind, but we mention only these since they
are the only ones that we have done serious calculations for in
the way that we shall describe below.
The point of isolating a kind of variability is that it
may help to identify the physical mechanism that produces the var-
iations. In the case of the simplest kind of stellar varlability,
that exemplified by the regularity of Cephelds, we normally try to
find a mechanism analagous to that of the Cepheids, in which case
we might expect that a static star is overstable or vlbratlonally
unstable to small perturbations. Then periodic solutions will
bifurcate from the static solutions in a fashion called a Hopf
bifurcation [4] nowadays. Overstability is more complicated than
ordinary or direct or dynamical instabili'_ in which perturbations
to a static configuration grow monotonicdlly and steady solutions
bifurcate from the static ones.
MODELS OF APERIODICITY
The contrast between direct instability and overstability
is made vivid by systems that can manifest either depending on the
value of some system parameter such as angular velocity. We sug-
gest that such a system is implicated in the solar cycle. Quali-
tative evidence for this remark is provided by a model construct-
ed to explain the solar 5m oscillation as a convective overstab-
ility [5]. _he model could be either overstable or directly un-
stable according to the values of certain parameters. As in most
such systems there are two important parameters, one controlling
the amount of each instability. The system is said to have co-
dimension two [6]. Such a system can be rewired, so to say, so
that one parameter controls the relative amounts of both kinds of
instability and another controls the total amount of instability.
When the system is set to hover between the two instabilities and
the amount of instability is turned up, the resulting oscillations
become aperiodic. This led to the conjecture that unstable sys-
tems hovering between the two kinds of instability would gener-
ally behave aperiodically. This suggestion was tested on a one-
zone model for radial pulsation [7]. The idea was that for a
mean £ < 4/3 one gets direct (or dynamical) instability while for
£ > 4/3 one may have overstability. For F-4/3 one might expect
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erratic behavior, and that was what was found. This is the kind
of behavior we are Fostulating to explain the time dependence of
the solar cycle and _f other variable variables.
We have to ask at once whether it is reasonable to expect
to find many systems arranged not only to be unstable but also to
be unstable in several ways. Our answer is yes but our reasons
are complicated. Let us ,imply say here that one reason lies in
the circumstance that many systems do have long periods compared
to their natural radial periods. To see what this may mean, con-
sider the case of convective overstability. How may we engender
slow variations in the elementary theory of convection?
CELL SIZES AND TIME SCALES
When you heat a fluid from below to induce convection you
generally are doing something thermally complicated, but approxi-
mately you are usually fixing the temperatures on the top and bot-
tom boundaries of the fluid. When the imposed temperature differ-
e_ice is large enough, s:stained motions may begin [8]. These mo-
tions are organized into cells which tesselate the layer on a hor-
izontal scale comparable to the layer thickness. However, if you
instead specify the heat flux on the boundaries, the cel]_ are as
large in the horizontal as the geometry will allow [9]. Such big
cells are easier to excite and are slower to react than the more
popularly sized cells.
In a case where overstability is also possible, the role
of the boundary conditions is very important too. For, not only
are the growth rates small, as in normal convection, but the fre-
quencies of the overstable modes are also small. Hence boundary
conditions that favor large horizontal scales in rather thin
layers will tend to put such systems willy-nilly into the states
we want them. Whether those boundary conditions are realistic in
a given configuration cannot be stated I, advance, but at least
they are frequently not implausible. MoLeover, it is not always
easy to say ahead of time precisely which conditions will induce
large horizontal scales and relatively low frequencies. But that
they may arise naturally is attested by studies of instabilities
relating to ZZ Ceti stars [i0,ii]. The periods turn out to be
long compared to the fundamental period of the star which is reck-
oned in seconds. This is just the kind of situation that we need
for the analysis we shall describe.
GETTING STARTED
Even if it is true that mild instabilities in thin shells
lead to the variable variability we have described, it might not
always be obvious which thin shell is involved. However once the
idea is there, we have the motivation to look for the right kind
of instability. For the solar cycle a clue is provided by the
familiar problem [12] of bu41ding strong magnetic fields in many
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solar dynamo models. The general idea is that differential rota-
tion produces a toroidal field whose strength builds till it goes
unstable and buckles to protrude from the sun and create spots.
The difficulty in this picture is that turbulent convection and
magnetic buoyancy [12] will quickly destroy any ordered field so
it is not clear how a significant toroldal field can persist for
any time in the solar convective zone. A way out of this diffi-
culty is to form the ordered field just below the convective zone
[13]. Large scale convection produces flux expulsion [12] and
topological pumping [14]. However, since the material just below
the convection zone is a good conductor, it does not readily al-
low the field to penetrate it. The field is nevertheless swept
into an intermediate region by penetrative convection, which may
be mild enough to leave it ordered. As the field builds up in _
the bottom of the penetrative zone, the penetrative motion will
be impeded and the convection zone recedes leaving behind a lay-
er of ordered field. Ultimately, the layer becomes thick enough
for magnetic buoyancy to overwhelm the local stable temperature
gradient. There follows a new round of solar activity. Of course
other observable manifestations of such a process should exist
and it is unclear as yet whether we are on firm grounds [15].
l
THE 160 m OSCILLATION
For another illustration of the procedure consider the 160 m •
oscillation. Here there is no accepted explanation and our view
is that the nature of the oscillation leads us to look for a thin i
overstable layer. The low frequency points to gravity waves and
perhaps to an important role for buoyancy. The popular objection
to explaining the 160 m period as owing to gravity waves is that
the spectrum should be dense and some claim that a broad band of
frequencies should be excited. However, if we are dealing with a
thin layer, we may study waves whose lengths are much greater than
the layer thickness. It is then possible to strike a balance be-
tween nonlinearity and dispersion so that a solitary wave or a
train of them is produced as in the theory of shallow water waves
[16]. In this picture, which may be described by our procedures,
the 160 m period should be the travel time of the solitary wave
around the sun. This gives a clue to where the waves are excited.
In a stably stratified gas, linear gravity waves propagate
with a maximum speed given roughly by [17]
Cg - (7_I gH) _ = (7-17 R,T)½, )
where R, is the gas constant. For present purposes we can write
this as
Cg - i0' cm/s,
%
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where T_ = T/10_K. If the layer in question has radius 7×10*°rcm,
we find a period
p = 10_ r/T_-_rain.
So we want a layer such that
T_ = 3600r. :_
This layer needs to be in the deep interior. We propose that
the argument makes it worthwhile to inquire whether the 160 m
oscillation can be excited in the solar core. •
Fortunately, a suitable mechanism is already known: Dilke
and Gough [18] found an overstability that should exist in the
present solar core. For this instability to be in keeping with
our prescription we must postulate a thin layer rich in 3He at
the edge of the nuclear burning region. Granted this, the kind
of nonlinear analysis that we shall now illustrate goes through.
It has been done for a mildly nonBoussinesq model and it needs
more refinements. Nevertheless there are some interesting fea-
tures of the solutions. For example, a mild thermal anomaly prop-
agates about the core. This contributes to energy generation,
and to get the right solar luminosity, we have to lower the cen-
tral temperature a bit. How significant the change is depends on
the amount of SHe we put in; a careful comparison with the oscil-
lation data will be needed to make a quantitative statement. In
fact no numerical estimates of any kind are given in the next sec-
tion, which is too physically bare to be anything but a demon-
stration model. As we shall explain below, it is too primitive
mathematically. Yet we think its general design is good and if
you are looking for an approach to these problems, you might
want to consider this possibility.
THE PROCEDURE
FORMULATION OF A TRACTABLE PROBLEM
The General Model
To discuss the dynamics of a hypothetical magnetic layer
located just under the solar convective zone, we might reasonably
presume that this layer is subject to a given heat flux from below
and that it passes this same flux on to the layers above it. Sim-
ilarly, we might guess that the overlying convective zone pumps a
horizontal magnetic field downward into the layer. In the static
state the field continues to diffuse slowly downward, and there
will be a slight time dependence. We may avoid this complicatio.,
by assuming that the field is removed from the bottom boundary of
g
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the layer at the rate that it is being fed in at the top. This is
the idealization we propose for the sun's magnetic layer. For
semiconvection we would likewise assume that the flux of hellum
at the top and bottom boundaries is prescribed.
We assume that the geometry is plane-parallel and let z _
be the upward coordinate, y be the horizontal coordinate corres-
ponding to the eastward direction and x be the equivalent north-
ward direction. The fluid is confined to the layer -d/2<_z<d/2.
Though the calculations that follow are detailed, they
a_e stripped down to the barest essentials for this demonstration.
No extras are included. Thus we assume here that all of the pa-
rameters characterizing the fluid, such as the gas constant, the
acceleration of gravity, the specific heat at constant pressure,
the permeability, and the several diffusivities, are constants.
The main dependent variables of interest for the convective pro-
cess are the velocity and the state variables such as temperature,
magnetic field and molecular weight. To describe state variables
we shall use a standardized notation which we illustrate for the
case of temperature.
The Dependent Variables
Let the temperature, T, be decomposed into a static part
and a convective part:
T(x,z,t) = T(z) + 6T(x,z,t)
where t is time. We allow no y-dependence and consider only a
two-dimensional problem. Let
T = T(0)
o
be used as a temperature scale and let
d
= ¥0
This measures the temperature contrast across the static layer.
A scaled temperature disturbance is then defined by
6T-I T+-S-IToe,cp%
where Cp is the ratio of specific heats and g is the accelera-
tion of gravity. For the other state variables we proceed simi-
larly. For example we might introduce a scaled magnetic pertur-
bation in the two dlmenslonal case where the fleld has only a y-
component •
- ls- pls
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where O is density. An analogous scaled varl_ble would be used
for molecular weight.
We shall assume that the velocity is solenoidal, and this
is not a bad approximation for the kind of gravity wave solutlon
we are after. The velocity can therefore be described by a non-
dimensional stream function:
where K is the thermal diffusivity.
The B,oussinesq Equations
Next we make an approximation which forces us to give up
some qualitative features of the problem that are of ast-ophyslcal
interest, but which permits us to bring out the basic nature of
the phenomenon as simply as possible and to illustrate the kind of
calculation that the subject entails. This is the Bousslnesq ap-
proximation in which we omit density fluctuations except insofar
as they directly produce driving by buoyancy forces. Bousslnesq
theory also neglects pressure fluctuations in the equation of
state. The pressure fluctuation enters only as a gradient term
in the equation of motion as needed to maintain the solenoldal
condition on the veloclty field. In hydromagnetic convection the
analogous approximation is the neglect of fluctuations in the
otal pressure (gas plus magnetic). On introducing these approxl-
mations we are led to the following equations for two-dimenslonal
Boussinesq magnetoconvection [19] :
(_t-oV_)V2@ = -u_eR_x o + oT_zSaxZ + 8 ($'v2@) (i)
_(x,z) '
(_t_v2)e_ _x_ = _(_,e)"_x z ' (2)
(_t_TV2)Z- _x_ = _(_,Z)) x, z) ' (3)
where
B"
I s - o__j B_01,R = ._T +'gd>%1,
O " _/_ , T " rgK.
Here _ is +i If the vertical gradient of F is in the unstable
sense _and is -I if it is in the stable sense (F may be e or T),
p stands for gas pressure, _ for kinematic viscosity, _ for per-
meability, and _ for magnetic diffusivity. The Rayleigh (R and S)
and Prandtl (o and T) numbers appear because we have used natural
units for length (d) and time (d'/_). We have followed one stand-
ard practice in assuming that the Rayleigh numbers are positive and
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separating out the stability discriminants, _. We find this
cumbersome Ind we prefer to adopt a particula_ choice for them:
_0 = i, _F_ =-i,
which is the typical case for semiconvection [20]. We make
this choice even though semiconvection plays a secondary role
in destabilizing ZZ Ceti stars [I0] because it is one of the
few cases for which we know explicitly the right discriminants
to select. For the magnetoconvective model of the solar cycle, a
number of possible _ combinations may arise in the important mag- i
netic layer and, in any case, for that situation, there appear to
be vital nonBoussinesq effects. (We suspect too that differential
rotation is important and that adds another _.) So it would be
misleading to try to describe a solar model at the present minimal
level. But elementary as the present example is, it seems to con-
tain the essential nonlinear dynamics of semiconvection, which
may play a very significant role in certain variable stars and
whose time dependence, we suspect, is a good example on which to
base thinking about variable variability.
The Boundary Conditions
When we go from magnetoconvection to semiconvection, in
two dimensions, we have to deal with precisely the same set of
Boussinesq equations, but now Z is the perturbation in molec-
ular weight instead of the magnetic disturbance. These equations
are also the right ones for thermohaline convection, which has a
much greater following [21] and which has inspired our notation
(Z for salinity, S for saline Rayleigh number). All the computa-
tions we know of in this subject have been done with 8 and x
vanishing on the upper and lower boundaries [24]. As advertised,
we here fix fluxes on the upper and lower boundaries. Hence,
the pertubation fluxes must vanish on these boundaries and we
require that
_z 8 = 0, _z Z = 0 @ z = ±4- (4a,b)
We also need kinematic conditions on top and bottom and we assume
that the boundaries are stress free but not deformable. Then
- O, _ - 0 @ z = ±!,. (5a,b)
An advantage of having the fixed-flux boundary conditions is that
they generally favor large horizontal scales and once this is
realized, we can use the methods generally associated with the
theory of shallow water waves [16,22]. This permits us to in-
clude in our asymptotic studies several effects that have been
difficult to treat other than by numerical methods. But the main
physical interest of these large horizontal scales is that they
also involve slow behavior such as we would like to postulate in
a model for variable variability.
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The Scaled Equations
To find approximate solutions we proceed by asymptotic
methods, combining amplitude expansions with scaling of time and
space coordinates. To ensure small amplitude, we assume that the
layer is only mildly unstable. Let
R - R o + e2R2, S - S O + ¢2S 2,
where ¢2<<1 and R 0 and S O are values of R and S that rer * , '_J
fluid neutrally stable while R 2 and S z are arbitrary.
We anticipate that, as in ordinary conx,c_tlon theo_
amplitude of the motion is 0(¢) and we thereff,re _,:t
_=¢Y. 1
J
However it is best not to rescale the temperature in Bousslnesq !,
convection with fixed flux [23]. As with many nonlinear problems,
we expect a close connection between amplitude and (here spatial)
periodicity and we accordingly scale the horizontal coordinate to _
be proportional to amplitude. We also assume long time scales, _
but the factor by which we stretch the time is found essentially
by trial and error. We let
= ¢x, _: = ¢'t.
Then we follow a deplorable notational trick that is widely used
in fluid dynamics and drop the tildes. The reason is that the
tildes make the equations cumbersome to read while the other let-
ters we might have used for a rescaled time are preempted. The
equations that we want to study now are
ezz . ¢2 (_x_exx+Yzex_Yxez) + ¢,et (6)
= ¢2 +Y Zx-Yxrz) + ¢ (7)TZzz (Yx-T/:xx z Srt
_ + ¢2[_2y + l(¥zy z _y y ]Yzzzz = Rex TSI:x xxzz _ zx x zzz )
(8)
¢_ I ¢s
+ _-_tzz + c" [-Yxxxx + _(VzYxxx-Vx_xxz)] + --oYtxx
where the subscripts z,x,t signify partial differentiation with
respect to the variables indicated.
Now we set out to find asymptotic solutions for small ¢
taking the other parameters, o and T, to be of order unity. This
may not be the best choice for astrophysics, but it is often used
by numerical experimenters and it provides a simple introduction.
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EXPANSIONS
For small ¢ we consider expansions of the form,
Y = Yo + cY, + ¢2¥2 + -.. ,
0 = 8o + ¢81 + _z02 + ... ,
= _ + cEl + cZ_2 + ...
'_he boundary conditions are ,_ _
f
=0, =0 Yn=0 ¥ =0 @ z-±/.0nz _nz ' ' nzz _
From (6)-(8) we obtain
[
8Ozz = 0, X0zz = 0 (9a,b)
and
= (R0f - "tSog)xYOzzz z . (I0) ' _.
The solutions are
80 = f(x,t), FI = g(x,t) ,
where f and g are arbitrary functions to be determined and
Yo " (R0f - _S.g)x P(z)
where
P¢z) = z'+
In exactly the same way we find that
8, - f1(x,T), Z, = g, (x,T)
where f, and g, are also arbitrary so far and
y, - (P_f, - TSogl)xF(Z)•
Next we find that r'
82z z = ¥Ox - OOxx + ¥Oz8Ox - ¥OxSOz
T_zz " YOx - _'xx + YOzrOx - YOXr'Oz
which may be written as
8Zzz = (R0f-TS, g)xx P - fxx + fx(R°f - _S.q)x p' , (lla)
'_7., = (l%f-TSog)xxP - Xgxx + gx (l_f - TSeg)xP' " (llb)
Since (lla,b) are inhomogeneous forms of (9a,b), we know _
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that we have to remove the secular terms. If we integrate (lla,b)
in z from -½ to + J we find that the integrals on the ;eft side
vanish. Hence, so must the integrals on the right side, and
the expression of that fact gives the solvability conditions for
(lla,b). On noting that the Integral of P is 151)-I, we
obt31n the conditions
xfj " lJ: A - 0; & - • 1121llgxx _ -_(s,+s,)
For (12) to have nontrlvial solutlons we require that det& - 0,
whence we find that
R0 -So" 51
This determines a critical value for the total Rayleigh number,
R-S, which is just that found for the B6nard problem with fixed
heat flux [9]. We also may note that the right and left null
vectors of a are respectively
IPII• - , , - II_, -So11.T-!
"ge see that (12) is satisfied for
f-_g.
Now we may solve 111) and we obtain
e, . f2(x,T) + %(Z)fxx + G,(z)(fx )"
TtEz T'gz(x,t) + THz(Z) fxx + G,(z) (fx 12,
where f, and g, are yet two more functions to be found and
G, = z s - Jz' + Hz
and
- _(" - _.' + H.' - ,.1".
where an arbitrary constant has been :hosen for later convenience,
Next from (8) we find, after some reductions, an equation
for ¥, This is easily solved and we obtainZZZZ"
Y, - [l_f,-TSeg,+(l_ - S,)f]xP(S) + Pz(Z)fxx x + 0,(Z) xfxx x
where
P' " '5_(z'O-_z'10l 483 ' 18_475'i z --_-_--z96345,+ I___).9.35
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_h is an odd polynomial, which is all we need to know about it. 2,
And so it goes. At e' the time derivatives appear:
@Szz = ?*x - 8*xx + ¥*zS°x + ¥°zS*x + 8°t
_- _ +
_ZSzz _*x TZ*xx + _*zZ°x + ¥°zZ*x Z°t
We integrate these two equations in z across the layer as we did
- in the previous orders. We obtain a pair of differential equa-
tions, or a matrix differential equ tion. We multiply this by I,
the le_t null vector of A, and obtain the solvability condition
(R° - S°/T) ft = 0.
This means that either ft or its coefficient must vanish. If the
former is true, we have chosen the wrong time scale. Indeed that
is so if we want certair kinds of solutions. For example, if T=I
or if both _8 and _Z are positive, we expect steady convection and
should scale-the time accordingly. However, for the problem we
are studying, we choose to let
- s0/T= 0.
Then we have
= (1) 51, SO = (--/--T)5! (13a,b)%
1 _- I-T
Having thus removed secular terms we may solve the two equations
that result from the z-integration and we get
=- l-_f . (14)
f*xx -Tg*xx T t
We are now near the end and may at last skip to order ¢_, which
leads to the equations
8_z z : ?2x-82xx+_0z82x-_0x82z+_ *z81x+_2zS0x+Sit (15a)
TL+z z : TZx-TF2xx+T0zFZx-TOF2z+TXzFXx+T2zE0x+FXt. (15b)
Now we integrate (15a,b) over z and we find that
+I/2
f*t + f [¥2x-82XX+¥0Z82X-¥0xSZz] dz = 0 (16a)
-L/2
and
+i/2
gtt - f [-_ZX+TF_XX-_0ZF2X+¥OXEzZ ] dz - 0. (16b)
-I/2
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It is then straightforward to derive from (14) and (16a,b)
an equation for f. The final step involves some integrations and
we obtain then the evolution equation
ftt- _fxxxx- <Tfxxxxxx- _[(fx)S]xxx = 0, (17)
: where
_ = (_ - s_)151,
f (Pz-H2)dz = .1967893 ... - K,
--I/2
and
,/2
(51)2f P2dz = 1.2301587 ... - _.
--I/2
Equation (17) is a nonlinear wave equation whose properties we are
attempting to understand. Here we sketch one of its approximate
solutions that gives the flavor of the answers we seek.
BUOYANCY WAVES
When the amplitude of f is infinitesimal, the evolution
equation may be linearized and it has a solution of the form
f = e nt cos(kx).
This gives us
n2 = .[k_'(p-Kk 2) .
So we have instability whenever
__> Po - Kk_.
If the situation is only slightly unstable we can once again
make an amplitude expansion. Let
16z
_= _0 +_
where 62 << 1 and I is an arbitrary parameter; 6 is analogous to ¢
in the previous development and _ is analogous to Rz- Sz. Hence
we scale the amplitude with 6 and set
f - 6F.
We also define a slow time
s - 6t.
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The evolution equation becomes
_:_(Fxxxxxx+ k2 ) = 6_ _ _[(Fx)']xxx}Fxxxx {Fss - X Fxxxx
We expand again:
F = F 0 + 6F l + 62F2 + ... .
In leading order we find the linear problem
Foxxxxxx + k2Foxxxx = 0 ,
with the solution
F0 = X(s)cos(kx) + Y(s)sin(kx) ,
where X and Y are arbitrary functions. Then in the next order,
KT + bz FIxxxx)(F*xxxxxx
= (X-Ak_X) cos(kx) + (_-Xk_Y)sin(kx)
- _)k_[Xsin(kx9 - Ycos(kx)]
xxx
We multiply by sin(kx) and integrate from 0 to 2_/k; then we mul-
tiply by cos(kx) and integrate. This leads to coupled equations
for X and Y. Rather than write these directly we prefer to use
as variables _ and # where
X = _ cos#, Y = _, sin#.
Then
F = _D_ cos(kx + #).
The equations are
_-.AS 2 - ,_k_._ - _vk'-,_' = 0.
and
+ o.
We find that
$ - b/A'
where b is arbitrary and we get the amplitude equation
- b'/.,_' - Xk_ - _vkS_ ' = 0. (18)
This has the integral
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where
v = {(b2/_2 - _k_2 - _k'_'
and _ is a constant. Solutions may be expressed in elliptic
functions, but it is instructive simply to look at plots of the
amplitude and phase, here for b . .001, A = -2 and k - i.
l
oI
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THE CAVEATS
We have suggested that a certain kind of variability is
caused by instabilities in thin layers on large horizontal scales
with long periods. This opens the way for an analysis such as we
have just sketched. The calculations may be elaborate, but they
are feasible. Their astrophysical interest lies in the relative
ease with which they may be extended to allow for nonBoussinesq
effects [25,26], when those are not too pronounced. Thus one can
treat compressibility, <-mechanism, "and so on, and the extension
'27] Into more general boundary conditions has been studie6 t •
other words, a number of features of nonlinear nonradial pulsa-
tion can be studied along the lines we have outlined here. It
only requires finding the right instability.
$
However, the main outcome so far is only qualitative be-
cause (18) has an infinite number of possible solutions and we
have not given a method for selecting one from among them. The
removal of this degeneracy requires the introduction of higher
order information and this may be effected by procedures that we
shall go into elsewhere. Nevertheless, the cyclic character of
the solutions is a correct, if particular, asymptotic consequence
of the equations.
Yet equation (18) is too tame and it gives only periodic
solutions. Nor do the higher order corrections remove this fail-
ing. But we do have a situation with two competing instabilities
such as the models mentioned at the beginning did. If they give
chaotic solutions [5,28] why do we not find them from (18)? The
formal difference is simply that (18) is second order whereas the
model equations are third order. If we analyze the latter in the
neighborhood of the onset of the instabilities, we may reduce them
to second order equations. Chaos in the models arises only for
highly unstable conditions and was discovered by numerical means.
If we want to study strongly nonlinear conditions in the problems
discussed here, we have to solve nonlinear partial differential
equations, and that is a far more difficult task than solving the
model equations, which are ordinary differential equations. Per-
haps when the full numerical solutions are found, there will ap-
pear just the rich structure we see in the solar cycle; that is
certainly one thing that should be attempted. But there is anoth-
er way to enrich the time dependence of our model that we believe
is relevant to the solar case a,d must be included in any event.
If we consider a case with three competing instabilities,
the procedures described here lead to a third order amplitude equa-
tion near a critical point at which all three instabilities begin
at once. We have been studying these questions with colleagues
in Nice and that work [29] will provide some concrete examples of
what we mean. FOE ou_ present purposes we need only the simple
extension of the idea of competing instabilities to the case of
three instablitie_. It turns out that in each of the examples of
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variable variability cited here, there seem to be three competing
instabilities (at least potentially) in the models that are being
proposed. Consider the case of solar variability and the picture
that it is driven from the base of the convective zone [13].
In the process of solar spin down [30], it has been sug-
gested, when the hydromagnetic torques of the solar wind brake
the convective zone, it in turn pumps a secondary flow into the
subconvective layers [31]. The convective pumping process is
resisted by the stable layers, hence it can penetrate only into a
shallow layer below the convective zone [30,32]. This layer in-
itially supports the rotational difference between the convective
zone and the radiative interior, but it ultimately loses stabil-
ity. The further developments are not fully unders£ood, but one
of the plausible possibilities is that the resulting motions main-
tain the layer in conditions near to marginal instability. This
is the source of the third competing instability that we believe
must be included in the description of the solar activity cycle.
For schematic versions of this problem, if the geometry is right,
one gets third order equations for the amplitude of the motion.
Therein, we suggest, lies the cause of some of the chaos of the
solar cycle.
This hint of further developments only underscores how in-
complete is the picture we have presented here. But at least we
have been able to see one direction to go in which to find the
source of variable variability. The temporal behaviors that are
emerging at this stage of the work have some of the right kind of
qualitative behavior and the mechanism of competing instabilities
seems to provide a possible basis for understanding the examples
of stellar variability that we have mentioned here.
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